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ABSTRACT
GRAMMARS OF IDENTITY: POLITICAL LANGUAGES OF ACTIVISM IN
ARGENTINA AND THE UNITED STATES T
SEPTEMBER 2021
ANA MARÍA OSPINA PEDRAZA
B.A., UNIVERSIDAD NACIONAL DE COLOMBIA
M.A., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST
Ph.D., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST
Directed by: Professor Nicholas Xenos
In recent history, democratic popular assemblies have played a significant role in
political organizing worldwide. Contemporary theorists and social movement scholars see a
global ethos of collective action in the growth of the assembly form. This dissertation studies
the language of collective action in two movements that illustrate the global significance of
assemblies: the neighborhood assemblies of Buenos Aires in 2002 and the New York
General Assembly of Occupy Wall Street in 2011. These movements were connected by
transnational networks of activism and a commitment to internal democracy now prevalent
in the global left. This research asks two questions: what is the impact of local political
culture and history on principles of collective action? Do local histories of activism produce
unique languages of politics despite the increased transnationalization of collective action? I
answer these questions in a qualitative study of original texts produced by each movement,
such as serial publications, pamphlets, and online minutes. My dissertation demonstrates that
grounded histories and political culture matter to languages and practices of collective action,
even if participants appear to be implementing well-known global principles of collective
action.
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Participants in both movements sought to implement direct democracy at their
assemblies. However, their democratic practices varied, much like the meaning of guiding
concepts such as autonomy, direct democracy, and equality. Such conceptual difference and
their associated practices respond to the political history and intellectual language that
informed their democratic practices. The second chapter shows that autonomy did not mean
independence from the state or government for Argentine assembly participants. Instead,
autonomy worked as a language convention that enforced a political boundary between
traditional political forces and the new democratic people. In the third chapter, I discuss the
meaning and role of direct democracy in Argentine Assemblies. The culture of fear and a
manufactured class fragmentation were frameworks that made direct democracy more than a
decision-making mechanism. In assembly spaces, direct democracy was known as a
mechanism of personal transformation where fearful and private individuals overcame logics
of private retreat and class-based antagonisms, becoming fully democratic citizens in
command of their associational life. In the final chapter, on Occupy Wall Street, I show that
participants understood equality in democratic deliberations through the lens of feminist
legal scholarship. As Occupiers worked to include marginalized voices in decision-making
spaces, the equalitarian mechanisms they used carried an epistemology of difference
indebted to intersectionality. For them, working on the self to rid it of prejudice and bias was
political work to address the manifestations of systems of oppression at the camp. Occupiers
focused on creating ideal deliberative conditions through individual transformation. Finally, I
close the manuscript reflecting on the ongoing need to decenter the North-Atlantic
experience from the lens of social movement scholarship and the opportunities missed if
scholars of collective action ignore the affective register, so relevant for movement
participants in assembly movements.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCITON

This dissertation studies the language of collective action in Buenos Aires, Argentina,
and New York City, in the United States. It analyzes the cultures of activism associated with
collective actors gathered through the figure of the assembly. The movements studied here
reached international significance at different moments in recent history: the neighborhood
assemblies of Buenos Aires in 2002 and the New York General Assembly of Occupy Wall
Street in 2011. This research is motivated by two questions: what is the impact of local
political culture and history in the growth of principles of direct democracy in collective
action? Do local histories of activism produce unique languages of politics despite the
increased globalization of principles of collective action? The dissertation seeks to answer
those questions by studying the political language of assemblies in a qualitative study of
original material produced by each movement, such as serial publications, pamphlets, online
minutes, and transcripts from meetings.
The assembly movement of Buenos Aires and the General Assembly (GA) of
Occupy Wall Street (OWS) were part of broader processes of mass political action. In
Argentina, a decade of an economic crisis brought Argentines to a boiling point in
December 2001. At that time, massive protests all over the country brought about the
resignation of President Fernando de la Rúa. Participants of neighborhood assemblies were
part of the social uprising that marked recent Argentine history. The practices they tested
and refined continue to carry political relevance to the day, specifically in the contemporary
feminist movement that sweeps the region. While Occupy Wall Street did not reach such a
high point, it is credited with opening the public debate in the United States to discussions
1

about class and economic inequality, educating a cadre of young activists in democratic
deliberation and non-hierarchical organizing, and providing a narrative and an audience to a
cohort of progressive politicians.
In Buenos Aires, assemblies took place weekly in core locations of the capital’s
neighborhoods, and some of their thematic working groups met weekly on a different day.
In OWS, for the time that the occupation lasted, the GA met daily, often twice a day. The
greater intensity of the assemblies at OWS pertains to an important difference between the
movement and the Argentine Assemblies: Occupiers relied on spatial takeovers, the
occupations, to create local communities-in-struggle. Asambleistas1 met in public spaces of
significance for the neighborhoods but did not always resort to permanent occupations of
space.2 In both cases, the assemblies and occupations took the name of the city or
neighborhood where they were happening, much like Occupy Wall Street or Occupy
Oakland. In Buenos Aires, each assembly took the name of the neighborhood, park, or
corner where it was organized. We will refer to the assemblies and the serial publications
they produced by their chosen name, except when pamphlets were not named after the
assembly. One such example is the publication La Cacelola de Zapiola, or The Zapiola Pot, the
serial bulletin of the Asamblea Colegiales, an assembly from the Colegiales neighborhood of
Buenos Aires. On the front page of each publication, the pamphlet informs assembly

1

Neighborhood assembly participants.
Exceptions to this are the Palermo Viejo Assembly and the Cid Campeador Assembly. Both will be discussed in
Chapter 2.
2

2

meeting time and place: every Thursday at 9 pm at the intersection of Federico Lacroze Ave
and Zapiola street—the latter giving the name to the publication.3

Figure 1: Serial publication by the Zapiola
and Lacroze assembly
Participants in both movements envisioned their assemblies as spaces of open,
democratic deliberation. They met to discuss their socioeconomic situation and national
politics, the political horizon of their mobilization, concrete political actions such as rallies
and demonstrations, and more topics about the daily life of participants. In both
movements, participants brought into their deliberations a profound preoccupation with
equality, inclusion, and access to spaces of decision-making. Early on, occupiers and
asambleistas implemented direct democracy as a mechanism to fight institutional hierarchies,

3

“Aprendiendo a Sumar,” La Cacerola de Zapiola. Boletín de la Asamblea de Colegiales, Año 1, no 6. CeDInCI (Centro de
Documentación e Investigación de la Cultura de Izquierdas), Archivos y Colecciones Particulares, Carpeta 354.

3

the top-down organizing they associated with the traditional Left and the unintentional
organizational habits that further marginalize people. Participants in both movements were
conscious of the relationship between movement practices and movement goals. They
sought to develop mechanisms to enact equality and inclusion in their deliberations and
decision-making.
Both movements used consensus as a key means to decide upon actions and goals,
but the meaning of consensus varies greatly among movements. For the more radically
democratic within the Argentine assemblies, consensus meant that participants did not vote
on proposals but rather discussed their merits and perils until all participants agreed upon a
course of action. Often, those assemblies dedicated weekly spaces to deliberation only and
did not reach agreements for weeks. The process of deliberation often involved modeling
proposals to meet the concerns and input from all participants. In the GA, consensus did
not mean unanimity.4 Given the practical difficulties of democratic deliberation and voting in
assemblies with large crowds, seasoned activists proposed a decision-making structure where
a "council of elders" decided which proposals to bring to the consideration of the General
Assembly. Certainly, an absolute consensus was not logistically feasible for many of the
Occupy sites.
Asambleistas and Occupiers were profoundly aware of everyday forms of exclusion
and took deliberate measures to secure the inclusion of historically ignored voices. They
understood identity and difference as engines of exclusion, therefore central issues to
overcome in the implementation of internal democracy. As such, Occupiers devoted time
and energy to fight marginalization and prejudice. Nonetheless, the mechanisms they

4

David Graeber, “Enacting the Impossible (On Consensus Decision Making) OccupyWallSt.Org,” November 1, 2011,
https://web.archive.org/web/20111101001241/http:/www.occupywallst.org/article/enacting-the-impossible/.
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developed for the substantive implementation of internal democracy were different, much
like the meanings of guiding concepts such as autonomy, equality, and internal democracy.
We argue that such conceptual difference responds to the political history and intellectual
language that informed their democratic practices. Grounded histories and political culture
matter in the development of local languages and practices of protest, even if participants
appear to be implementing well-known global principles of collective action.
In the following sections, we offer a brief introduction to each of the cases studied,
discuss the method and concepts that guided the research, and end with a brief description
of each chapter.

Assemblies and Occupations
During the 1990s, Argentina implemented one of the most aggressive structural
adjustment programs in the region with unfavorable outcomes. By the end of the decade,
aggressive privatizations, trade liberalization, state restructuring, and public budget cuts
brought immense economic precarity to most of the population. In the regional extractive
economies, the privatizations of the main oil and gas companies destroyed robust local
economies, putting thousands of workers out of work without significant compensation or
unemployment benefits. Later, the de-industrialization of the Great Buenos Aires area
increased precarity in the densely populated capital. The restructuring programs sought to
control hyperinflation and stabilize the economy, but the retreat of the state contributed to
high unemployment and macroeconomic instability. In 1998, when the crisis became a threeyear recession, the flight of foreign capital could not be stopped due to the previous
liberalization of financial trade. As such, a dollar-based economy found itself, literally, short
of cash. The federal government was not liquid enough to pay its workers and had to resort

5

to emergency bonds, a form of parallel coins that government employees could use to pay
utilities and similar services.5 In 2001, unemployment was 18% and underemployment 16,4
%. Both figures rose in 2002 to the historic high of 22% and 19% respectively. In 2002, 53%
of the Argentine population living in urban centers was under the poverty line.6
Social mobilization increased exponentially during the 1990s as unemployed workers
fought the consequences of privatization and state de-funding. There were two national
cycles of protest during the 1990s, and rallies and strikes organized by unions and
unemployed workers gathered broad sectors of the population in major cities across the
country.7 On December 19, 2001, Argentines walked out into the summer night, many in
their pajamas in a spontaneous —though not unexpected— pots and pans protest, chanting
"Everyone out, not one stays!"8 With the chant directed at politicians in office, supreme
court justices, unions, and party leaders, they made clear their rejection of broad sectors of
the political class, which protestors found not to represent their interests. After two days of
massive protest and violent repression in the entire country, President Fernando de la Rúa
stepped down and was escorted out of the Casa Rosada, infamously, on a helicopter. The
national social uprising overthrew two presidents within two weeks.
In a decade marked by society-wide mobilization, ordinary citizens organized to
protest and find solutions to their material needs, and they developed innovative forms of
organization in the spaces where they came together. The Unemployed Worker's Movement,
whose participants are also known as piqueteros, introduced unemployed workers as a political

5

Those bonds were known as patacones.
Hector Palomino, “Pobreza y Desempleo En Argentina. Problemática de Una Nueva Configuración Social” (Buenos
Aires: Centro de Estudios de la Situación y Perspectivas de la Argentina, December 2003), 8,
http://www.economicas.uba.ar/wp-content/uploads/2016/03/cespapaper6.pdf.
7
Federico Schuster et al., eds., “Transformaciones de La Protesta Social En Argentina 1989-2003,” Documentos de
Trabajo, no. 48 (Buenos Aires: Universidad de Buenos Aires. Instituto de Investigaciones Gino Germani, 2006).
8
"Que se vayan todos, que no quede ni uno solo!"
6
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subject and legitimate interlocutor to the state.9 Amidst a profound economic crisis where
factories closed regularly, workers developed a strategy to kept factories open for production
despite the deliberate decision from the original owners. These are known as recovered
factories, spaces of production, sociability, and solidarity that also functioned through
horizontal deliberation and consensus decision-making. The process of taking over factories
continues to the day, and it has received ample intellectual attention.10 Finally, Argentines
also gathered in neighborhood assemblies, spaces of organization and deliberation breaking
with traditional forms of political representation.11 Much like unemployed workers and
recovered factories, participants in neighborhood assemblies were interested in political
autonomy and democratic organizing.
In times of extreme scarcity, participants in neighborhood assemblies gathered to
support each other and meet their basic needs and discuss the political and economic
situation of the country. Assemblies formalized with a name, a permanent location and
meting time, and became spaces to plan events and execute projects for the community.

9

Maristella Svampa and Sebastián Pereyra, Entre La Ruta y El Barrio. La Experiencia de Las Organizaciones Piqueteras
(Buenos Aires: Biblos, 2009); Martin Retamozo, “El Movimiento de Los Trabajadores Desocupados En Argentina:
Cambios Estructurales, Subjetividad y Accion Colectiva En El Orden Social Neoliberal,” Argumentos : Estudios Criticos de
La Sociedad (Mexico), 2006; Gabriela Delamata, Los Barrios Desbordados: Las Organizaciones de Desocupados Del Gran Buenos
Aires (Buenos Aires: Editorial Universitaria de Buenos Aires. EUDEBA, 2004); Toti Flores, De La Culpa a La Autogestión:
Un Recorrido Del Movimiento de Trabajadores Desocupados de La Matanza (Buenos Aires: Peña Lillo, Ediciones Continente,
2005).
10
Jorge Crespo, Gustavo Quintana, and Julián Rebón, “La Cultura de La Acción Directa En La Lucha Económica de Los
Asalariados.,” Red Revista Argentina de Sociología 9261, no. 2008 (2009): 34–49; Karen Ann Faulk, “‘Recuperar El Trabajo’:
Utopia and the Work of Recovery in an Argentine Cooperativist Movement,” Journal of Latin American and Caribbean
Anthropology 21, no. 2 (July 2016): 294–316, https://doi.org/10.1111/jlca.12177; Juan Pablo Hudson, Acá No, Acá No Me
Manda Nadie : Empresas Recuperadas Por Obreros 2000-2010 (Buenos Aires: Tinta Limón Ediciones, 2011),
http://www.worldcat.org.silk.library.umass.edu/title/aca-no-aca-no-me-manda-nadie-empresas-recuperadas-por-obreros2000-2010/oclc/775575097&referer=brief_results; Marcelo Vieta, “The Social Innovations of Autogestión in
Argentina’s Worker-Recuperated Enterprises,” Labor Studies Journal 35, no. 3 (September 13, 2010): 295–321,
https://doi.org/10.1177/0160449X09337903; Andrés Ruggeri et al., “Las empresas recuperadas en el período
2010-2013: síntesis del cuarto relevamiento del Programa Facultad Abierta,” Redes de Extensión, no. 1 (2015): 37–54.
11
Maristella Svampa and Damián Corral, “Political Mobilization in Neighborhood Assemblies: The Cases of Villa
Crespo and Palermo,” Broken Promises? The Argentine Crisis and Argentine Democracy, 2006, 117–39.
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Participants developed barter networks and spaces to exchange products and professional
services, soup kitchens, organic gardens, alternative health clinics, popular education spaces
on politics and economics, and alternative media outlets. Assemblies became spaces of
encounter and socialization where neighbors celebrated being together and talking to each
other. One major theme gathered assembly participants: their rejection of existing structures
and practices of political power. More than a political project of their own, early in 2002,
they knew what they were against, which Ana Cecilia Dinnerstein has defined as a "negative
politics" based on the rejection of state institutions, parties, and unions.12 Soon after,
neighborhood assemblies developed a commitment to autonomy, self-management —
autogestión—and non-hierarchical organization as those principles differentiated them from
traditional political actors.
The social uprising of the 19th and 20th of December 2001 galvanized the assembly
movement and strengthened the unemployed workers' movement and the recovered
factories. Known popularly as the Argentinazo or the “nineteenth and twentieth,” the massive
mobilizations of Argentines throughout the country were often described as a collective
awakening and repossession of public space. The reawakening was read through Argentine
history of authoritarianism since protesters understood their disruption of public space as a
collective overcoming of fear and political acquiescence. Participants framed their newfound
public life in the assemblies as resistance to fear and forms of private retreat cultivated
during the last military dictatorship. They also described their desire to join neighbors in
public debates as a form of rupture from the individualism fostered by the military regime
and the neoliberalization of life of the 1990s. Furthermore, they understood their activism as

12

Ana C Dinerstein, “¡Que Se Vayan Todos! Popular Insurrection and the Asambleas Barriales in Argentina,” Bulletin of
Latin American Research 22, no. 2 (2003): 187–200.
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a continuation of past resistance to state repression and often associated state repression,
past and present, with the imposition of an economic model that destroyed the national
economy and brought immense human suffering. Recovery of public space and the
disruption of the culture of fear, the rupture from individualism and private retreat,
resistance to state repression and the economic model, were all seen as inextricably
connected in the context of assembly activities. As we will see in the following chapters, the
way participants narrativized autonomy and direct democracy was profoundly indebted to
local histories of repression and top-down politics. While it is true that neighborhood
assemblies and the Occupy movements can be broadly construed as internally democratic,
the meaning of democracy, autonomy, and equality, and the techniques associated with the
enactment of their politics, are substantially different.
In September 2011, Occupy Wall Street gained mainstream media attention when the
indiscriminate use of pepper spray by the New York Police Department went viral.13 At that
point, movement participants at Zuccotti Park in lower Manhattan had begun a process that
became the center of the public debate for months. OWS emerged in a national
environment of dissatisfaction with the federal response to the 2008 recession and the
influence of corporations on democratic institutions. The government bailout of banks and
financial institutions and the controversial Citizens United v. FEC14 decision of 2010 stirred
disenchantment with political institutions and the influence of finance in politics. OWS was a
campsite in a space of symbolic importance to the grievances expressed by participants:
Zuccotti Park, at the heart of the financial district in New York City. As it spread to other
13

TheOther99Percent, Peaceful Female Protestors Penned in the Street and Maced!, accessed July 21, 2021,
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=moD2JnGTToA&ab_channel=TheOther99Percent.
14
In a landmark decision, the Supreme Court ruled that the free speech amendment prohibits government from
restricting independent financial spending on political campaigns by corporations and PACs. Journalists and scholars
interpreted the decision as granting citizenship status to corporations and equating money with speech.
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locations throughout the country, the spaces occupied were different in symbolic relevance,
and the message and principles were questioned, debated, and adapted.15 Following OWS,
other occupy locations in cities across the country implemented the General Assemblies as
the main space articulating collective action.16
The GA was a deliberation and decision-making body that followed the principles of
internal democracy and consensus.17 At the camp and the assembly, participants fostered
equalitarian participation and discussion of issues by all present. When NYPD prohibited the
use of amplifiers in the park, participants developed a communication system at the General
Assembly called the "People's Mic," where listeners repeated in unison what speakers were
communicating, so everyone could hear. This small innovation spread to other occupations,
and it nurtured the importance and respect for all voices in the deliberation while creating a
sense of community through shared speech. The operationalization of these principles and
tactics varied by location and have been the object of vast scholarly research.18 From the
Occupy Wall Street, participants issued a global call to Occupy Everywhere and on October
15, the Global Day of Action, Occupy sites had already spread to major cities in the United

15

“For People Who Have Considered Occupation But Found It Is Not Enuf,” DisOccupy (blog), accessed July 21, 2021,
https://disoccupy.wordpress.com/.
16
“GA Procedure,” Occupy Chicago, January 13, 2012,
https://web.archive.org/web/20120113123255/https://occupychi.org/ga. The General Assembly model was used in
OWS, Occupy Chicago, Occupy Oakland, Occupy Boston, Occupy Austin, Occupy Washington DC, among others
17
David Graeber, “Some Remarks On Consensus,” Ocupy Wall Street, accessed July 21, 2021,
http://occupywallstreet.net/story/some-remarks-consensus.Consensus was the subject of multiple controversies and was
not adapted unanimously by all occupations. As a principle, it has inspired most, if not all occupations.
18
Janet. Byrne and Robin Wells, The Occupy Handbook (New York: Back Bay Books, 2012); Amy Schrager Lang and
Daniel Lang/Levitsky, Dreaming in Public: Building the Occupy Movement (Oxford UK: New Internationalist, 2012); Astra.
Taylor and Keith. Gessen, Occupy! Scenes from Occupied America (London: Verso, 2011); Emily. Welty, Occupying Political
Science: The Occupy Wall Street Movement from New York to the World (New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2013); Andrew
Boyd and Dave Oswald. Mitchell, Beautiful Trouble: A Toolbox for Revolution (OR Books, 2013),
https://doi.org/10.2307/j.ctt1bkm6b7; Noam. Chomsky, Occupy (Brooklyn: Zuccotti Park Press, 2012); Marina. Sitrin
and Dario. Azzellini, Occupying Language. (Brooklyn: Zuccotti Park Press, 2012), https://www-worldcatorg.silk.library.umass.edu/title/occupying-language-the-secret-rendezvous-with-history-and-thepresent/oclc/815638489&referer=brief_results.
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States and abroad.19 Occupiers in many camps were declared to be leaderless and refused to
issue specific demands.
Much like the Argentine uprising, OWS gained traction as a result of an economic
recession. The subprime mortgage crisis affected financial capital and homeowners alike, but
the government response rescued the former and offered little support to families affected
by financial speculation. The high unemployment rates from 2007 to 2012 and the aggressive
foreclosures produced a social injury expressed by occupiers and sympathizers.
Unemployment increased steadily since 2008, going from 5% in January to 10% in October
2009. For almost two years until September 2011, the rate remained above 9%, when
employment slowly began to recover. Although this depicts a national trend, unemployment
analyzed by race depicts a different scenario. During the entire recession, the highest
unemployment rate for whites was 9.2%, whereas for African Americans, it was 16.8%, and
for Latinx people, 12.9%. The highest unemployment rate for whites during the recession
was almost the same as the rate for African Americans before the recession started: 9,1% in
early 2008.20 The difference in employment by race is similar to foreclosures, where AfricanAmerican and Latino borrowers were 76% and 71% more likely, respectively, to have lost
their home to foreclosure than non-Hispanic white borrowers from 2007 through 2009.21
The differential experience of the economic cycles, which predate the recession,
made its effects more felt yet not unprecedented for people of color. Whites, however, had
not experienced that kind of economic insecurity in over two decades. The slogan "We are
the 99%" invokes "the majority" as the political subject of Occupy. Still, it neglects the great
19

Simon Rogers, “Occupy Protests around the World: Full List Visualised,” The Guardian, November 14, 2011, sec.
World news, http://www.theguardian.com/news/datablog/2011/oct/17/occupy-protests-world-list-map.
20
“Bureau of Labor Statistics Data,” accessed July 21, 2021, https://data.bls.gov/pdq/SurveyOutputServlet.
21
Debbie Gruenstein Bocian, Wei Li, and Keith S Ernst, “Foreclosure by Race and Ethnicity: The Demographic of a
Crisis” (Center for Responsible Lending Research Report, June 2010), 2–9.
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diversity, racial and economic, that comprises the 99%, where the bottom 20% are primarily
African Americans and Latinos. In contrast to the stark class division the slogan emphasizes,
the economic diversity within the actual 99% highlights an internal tension in the
movements' self-representation: an evenly affected majority that lost the security and
comfort of the American Dream. In many Occupations, the movement struggled to
reconcile the drive towards economic justice with racial justice and inclusion, which meant
that some Occupy sites were disproportionally white. Minoritized groups were the most
disenchanted by narratives of prefiguration and utopian transformation, as their needs were
concrete and immediate.22
Like unemployment and foreclosure trends indicate, the loss of economic security of
groups formerly less affected by economic hardship helped capture emotional energy into
collective action. Specific North American ideas about work ethic and economic security no
longer operated ideologically for a shrinking middle class.23 Responding to hardship, fear, and
disappointment, a disillusioned demographic of new protesters joined life-long activists in
Occupy sites across the country. At Zuccotti Park, seasoned activists and new protesters
found themselves discussing issues of economic and racial justice, everyday marginalization,
and the best means to accomplish true equality in deliberations and the decision-making
process. They developed equalitarian techniques in the campsite and the GA as many knew
that lack of hierarchy does not automatically mean the absence of marginalization. Their
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implementation of internal democracy and their commitment to equality was mediated by
historical debates on racialization, the exclusionary powers of heteropatriarchy, the recent
questioning of the socioeconomic order, among others. In New York City, Occupiers
sought to enact democratic principles within their organization to secure the inclusion and
representation of marginalized voices.

Notes on theory and method
The democratic principles and equalitarian techniques that Asambleistas and
Occupiers implemented sought to accomplish a similar goal: to fight marginalization and
political disenfranchisement. One could argue that both movements implemented internal
democracy. Given the transnational networks that connect both movements through time
and space, it would be hard to argue that there was no ideological or political crossfertilization in their activism. However, the argument is that despite sharing tried and tested
practices of internal organization, the guiding principles they espoused, such as autonomy,
direct democracy, and equality, differ significantly in meaning and implementation.

Transnational encounters
Political contention is increasingly unbound by national borders and it is not easily
tamed by the demands of case independence of the comparative method.24 For instance, that
the emergence of the neo-Zapatistas in the global scene inspired a wide network of activists
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all over the world,25 and the planning of the Seattle protests against the World Trade
Organization involved networks of national and international organizations that coordinated
daily forums, teach-ins, and demonstrations across the city.26 The World Social Forum,
arguably the largest political gathering in the world, has become a space for worldwide crossfertilization in the work to democratize globalization.27 More to the point, Buenos Aires
hosted a thematic World Social Forum to address the crisis of the neoliberal model, where
piqueteros, recovered factories, and neighborhood assemblies had a preeminent role.28
Through the networks they forge, movement participants exchange ideas, renew tactics and
strategies, learn new practices and accumulate know-how. The neighborhood assemblies and
the Occupy movements are connected by transnational networks of protest that are widely
documented. 29 Core principles such as an anti-authoritarian ethos, non-partisan left
principles, self-determination, internal democracy, and autonomy have traveled through
these networks in processes of intellectual cross-fertilization.
Furthermore, as the Argentine assemblies and the Occupy movement were part of
larger cycles of protest, they influenced and were influenced by more immediate yet
transnational events. During the 1990s, novel social movements and collective actors
emerged in rural and urban Latin America in resistance to neoliberalism. Some were
explicitly anti-state, like the neo-Zapatistas in Chiapas, whereas others worked with
progressive political parties, like the Movimiento al Socialismo that led Evo Morales to the
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presidency.30 Occupy Wall Street was part of the global anti-austerity cycle of protest of
2011. It was preceded by the occupation of the Wisconsin State Capitol31 and influenced by
the Arab Spring, specifically the Egyptian uprising in Tahrir Square and the Indignados in
Spain, who practiced the "Acampadas." The notion "cycle of protest" indicates a sequence
of events and some argue that a global analytical lens ignores important national dynamics of
protest.32 That said, it is undeniable that in 2011, citizens worldwide were developing
alternative forms of protest and engaging politically with one another, and the permanent
camps on sites of symbolic importance were a means and to a political end. Despite their
separation in time and space, the movements studied here should not be considered
independent cases. The specific languages of activism these movements developed did not
result from their case independence but from the political history and culture that nurtures
their understanding of democracy. National and regional histories play a fundamental role in
coloring broad ideas with specific, concrete meanings in the process of their implementation.
Specific languages of activism emerge in both cases studied and we might miss a great deal
of the reasons, strategic or not, behind organizational choices if we interpret the movement
as confirmatory of transnational principles of protest. The argument here is that despite a
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shared commitment to internal democracy by both movements, its local meaning was tied to
cultures of activism specific to each political space.

Conceptual choices
To interpret the democratic language of the assemblies studied, be it in their
deliberations or decision-making process, in this dissertation we will use the broader notion
of direct democracy to discuss the organizational practices of both movements. The choice
of conceptual framework follows a mandate of transnational legibility. Social movement
scholars have developed many concepts to understand and explain the dynamics of
collective action. These are experience-distance concepts developed over time that carry
layers of meaning regarding the histories and territories where they have been used. As such,
they may be limited interlocutors in transnational debates about movement organization.
That is the case for the concepts of horizontalism, prefiguration, and participatory
democracy.
Horizontalism is said to emerge during the 1990s as an equalitarian and democratic
practice of territorial organizations. Marina Sitrin, the strongest proponent of the concept
and practice of horizontalism, is a well-known activist that has toured the world of protest as
a scholar-activist.33 There is much to recommend to activist scholarship, especially its respect
for the political innovation, in theory and praxis, that can develop in the streets. A generous
interpretation of her work is that she develops the concept of horizontalism to capture the
communal and non-hierarchical ethos of Argentine autonomous movements. A less
generous interpretation is that the activist and her political desire take premise over the
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scholar, seeing revolutions where there is something altogether different. That might be the
case for the neighborhood assemblies. After studying the archive of pamphlets and serial
publications by neighborhood assemblies, the word horizontalism, or horizontalidad in
Spanish, is conspicuously absent from the language of the assemblies studied. That would
not be an issue if horizontalism were presented by Sitrin as an experience-distance concept,
as an abstraction capturing the political and organizational ethos of the Argentine response
to the crisis. Nonetheless, she argues that the unemployed workers' movement, the
recovered factories, and the neighborhood assemblies introduced horizontalism as a political
innovation that the world of activism can incorporate.34 She sees horizontalism in the many
campsites and occupations of the 2011 global protests, and the autonomous and democratic
practices of the Neo-Zapatistas in Chiapas. She suggests that the democratic practices of
Argentine organizations in 2001-2002 are the main precursors of the assembly practices at
Zuccotti Park.35 Despite the networks of activism that connect both movements, we cannot
ignore the robust genealogy of movements, ideas, and practices behind every occupation. It
would not be fair to Occupiers, for instance, to claim that Argentines a decade earlier had
more influence on the GA than, say, the history of democratic organizing in North
American social movements. Horizontalism is an experience-distance concept that, as we
will show in chapters 2 and 3, does not capture the complexity of the Argentine experience,
and it is surpassed in relevance, in the North American debates, by the more familiar
concepts of prefiguration and participatory democracy.
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In her classic work on New Left organizations, Community and Organization, Winni
Breines first uses prefiguration as a term to ascribe academic centrality to features otherwise
neglected as "expressive" by social theorists dismissive of the new movements. She uses the
term broadly to describe an anti-structure and anti-hierarchical ethos characteristic of New
Left movements. In prefigurative movements, participants are tasked with creating and
sustaining, within the organization, the relationships and political forms of their desired
society.36 Scholars and public intellectuals in the United States used prefiguration to describe
the political experiment happening at Occupy sites. As David Graeber put it, through
prefigurative politics "you're creating a vision of the sort of society you want to have in
miniature."37 However, participants outside the "activist core" in Occupy sites were
unfamiliar with the concept of prefiguration.38 But more importantly, prefiguration should be
understood as a broader ideological drive not be equated with the internal democratic
organization of some collective actors even though they are intimately connected.
Prefigurative politics can encompass experiments in communal living, alternative economies,
and assembly movements that operate democratically. Although initially in the activist
lexicon, prefigurative politics is now an academic concept —not always familiar to
movement participants— that has multiplied in meanings in recent years.39 To use
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prefiguration as an interpretive tool or as a framing device would require a great deal of
conceptual clarification from the array of titles that use it in different ways or for politically
driven goals.
Participatory democracy offers a different set of epistemological hurdles. It is an
important concept used to describe and theorize organizational practices since the New
Left.40 Once an activist concept found in well-known documents such as the Port Huron
Statement, it is now widely used in academic literature.41 Since then, it has lost purchase
among contemporary movement participants. Francesca Polletta uses it widely in her study
of democracy in North American social movements to describe a mode of activist polity, an
organizational form, and a decision-making practice.42 Her use of the term is in direct
opposition to scholars who thought that radical equalitarianism was at odds with
instrumental aims. She finds favorable outcomes on those democratic practices, such as
solidary incentives, tactical innovation, and leadership development.43 But if we look South,
participatory democracy means something different. In Latin America, participatory
democracy —Democracia participativa— is a practice associated with state-led mechanisms that
allow citizens to become more involved in local and regional decision-making, to grant
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legitimacy to government, public policy, and democratic institutions.44 The participatory
budgeting pioneered by the Brazilian Worker's Party in the 1980s, where citizens helped
determine budget priorities and allocation of resources, is a form of participatory
democracy.45 The northern and southern meanings of participatory democracy are politically
at odds. Whereas one depicts the character of contentious and politically disobedient
organizations, the other describes institutional arrangements designed to strengthen
democracies. For a transnational readership, which is the target audience of this work,
participatory democracy does not offer conceptual legibility unbound by the historical and
territorial echoes of each concept.
Hidden on a citation, Polletta describes the reason for using participatory democracy
in her book instead of another concept. "Perhaps I would be better off using a different
term," she writes, "but I like the historical resonance of participatory democracy and its
emphasis on participation." She is right on that assessment. The historical and territorial
echoes of these concepts embed them in communities-in-struggle and knowledge
communities. As such, transnational legibility might be at odds if I were to choose one
above the other to think with it the practices of the assemblies studied. Furthermore,
horizontality, participatory democracy, and prefiguration are a cluster of familiar concepts in
the political language of social movement scholars and seasoned activists well-versed in
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social theory. But for less knowledgeable movement participants, who constituted a majority
in the assemblies studied here, these experience-distance concepts were rarely in their
political vocabulary. We can scarcely claim that these concepts were a referent for the
language of politics in the democratic spaces studied.
Unlike Polletta, here we choose a concept with less context-specific resonance: direct
democracy. Direct democracy functions as a broad descriptor of the organizational choices
and the equalitarian spirit of assembly activities, South and North. Direct democracy speaks
to a broad range of initiatives and practices without requiring specialized knowledge in my
audience. Because it is less context-specific than its counterparts, it is friendlier to
experience-distant reflection. Altogether, it is a better partner when an important central goal
of the dissertation is transnational legibility.

Reading Assemblies
The essays on the Argentine language of politics study the neighborhood assemblies
that emerged in Buenos Aires during the 2001-2002 national crisis. They are based on
archival research conducted at the Centro de Documentación e Investigación de Culturas de
Izquierda, CEDINCI, in Buenos Aires, which holds a large collection of pamphlets originally
published by the different assemblies that emerged throughout the city. Assemblies
produced periodical pamphlets to report back about their activities and to invite new
neighbors to participate in their spaces. In those publications, we find a broad range of
information about their internal functioning and their political ideas. Through an analysis of
pamphlets and books produced by the assemblies, newspaper articles, and secondary
literature, we contextualize the language of direct democracy and deliberations at the
assemblies studied.
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The archival material gathered from Argentina was read and interpreted in light of
Argentine political history to argue the importance of culture on the development of ideas
about direct democracy. The relevant and representative sections of the archival material
presented in this text were translated by the author. The primary sources consulted were
serial publications by the neighborhood assemblies, and they were often as informal in style
as the writers chose them to be. They carry layers of political meaning sedimented, through
time, in language. My ability to interpret the full meaning of their written word, which often
involved knowing the slang or words used in a double meaning specific to Argentina, was
fundamental to the process of translation. My translation of archival material originally in
Spanish obeys the search for the most accurate meaning, if not necessarily direct translation
or transliteration.
The sources for the chapter on the General Assembly of Occupy Wall Street are
primarily internet archives and online sources. Specifically, we look at transcripts of assembly
meetings and assembly minutes uploaded at the time they occurred. Occupiers were very
self-aware movement participants, and the movement's online presence was so salient that,
before the movement ended, an incitive to create an archive on Occupy was already in
motion.46 It is not difficult to find the original materials in the Wayback Machine Internet
Archive and Archive-It.47 During the occupation and in the following months, there was an
explosion of literature and press articles on the movement that loosely followed the activistscholar genera. The second wave of literature about the movement were scholarly articles,
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many of them ethnographic accounts of specific locations. As with the neighborhood
assemblies, the research on Occupy Wall Street relies heavily on ethnographic research.
Following cultural analyses of social movements, we take collective action as a
privileged space to see the transformation of political culture and the emergence of unique
languages of politics.48 Collective actors often portray themselves as unified and structurally
and ideologically coherent. Nonetheless, the archives that sustain this research depict a
complex, conflict-ridden experience, showing substantial variation among assemblies on
their understanding and implementation of internal democracy and consensus decisionmaking. We know that essentialist representations to the public can coexist with internal
differences and deliberative practices of meaning-making within organizations.49 Conflict,
difference, and the interplay of contesting narratives at the assemblies are objects of study to
gain insights into the production of meaning. The assemblies studied here were not cohesive
organizational or ideological units, and significant disputes over action, meaning, and politics
transpired within each assembly. The meanings ascribed to asambleismo and the occupation
result from battles and negotiations at the assemblies, where multiple actors coalesced, each
carrying different intellectual histories and political preferences.
Although the chapters rely heavily on ethnographic accounts, this investigation deals
with written language rather than the spoken word. Instead of claiming a final account of
what these assemblies accomplished, we look at what they saw themselves doing and
whether their language represented a transformation in political conventions and culture. In
this dissertation, we seek to recover the political intentions of assembly participants and to
48
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reconstruct the political imaginary of assembly movements. I follow the contextualist approach
in the history of political thought, specifically Quentin Skinners' recovery of intentions. It is
a method of interpretation and textual analysis that emphasizes the intellectual context in
which political discourse intervenes. For Skinner, students of political theory must keep in
mind that political treatises have illocutionary force: beyond the intrinsic ideas they put forth
—locutionary meaning— texts are in themselves interventions in concrete political debates.
Furthermore, political treatises participate in language conventions, that is, linguistic
commonplaces uniting texts, such as shared vocabulary and idioms, conceptual distinctions,
assumptions about the world, criteria for testing knowledge claims, among others.50 By
looking closely at the context, we may retrieve the illocutionary force of a text: "what the
writer in question may have meant by saying what was said."51 Looking closely at the
illocutionary force of political texts and the use, misuse, or challenges to language
conventions, one can pinpoint mechanisms of political change. In this case, the concepts of
autonomy, direct democracy, and equality are the conventions in the language of politics we
study. The changes in the political languages that activists use to talk politics, how these
concepts are deployed, defined, or redefined in neighborhood assemblies and the General
Assembly, help us trace unique languages of political activism.52
To recover intentions, we look at language conventions and how they are used in a
specific political context amidst the language of politics available to writers. Following
Communal Luxury, Kristin Ross's latest book on the Paris Commune, this dissertation looks at
the narratives that structure neighborhood assemblies and the General Assembly. Like Ross,
I see that words such as autonomy, democracy, and equality helped develop a distinct ethical
50
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sensitivity and did political work. These words function as a political strategy against practices
and discourses associated with bad politics. Stories that movement participants tell
themselves, such as which organizational strategy is more like their adversaries or allies,
influence their organizational choices. The normative assumptions carried in those narratives
often guide organizational choices as much as rational considerations.53
In Argentina, as we show in chapter 2, the political independence of the assemblies
was in dispute and asambleistas had to insist on being autonomous, which in their context
meant self-organized rather than convened by traditional left parties and unions. That
struggle, in turn, created a meaning of autonomy proper to Argentine assemblies: the ability
to provide for their people in a context of the de-facto collapse of the state, but more
importantly, autonomy meant a separation between the assemblies and traditional political
forces that sought to capitalize their newfound power. Despite their multiple de-facto
connections with state and government, asambleistas saw themselves as autonomous spaces so
long as party members, union leaders, and local politicians were not at the helmet of their
organizations.
In chapter 3, we discuss the meaning that assembly participants instilled in direct
democracy. More than a simple decision-making mechanism, they understood direct
democracy through the framework of their political and intellectual history. Two interpretive
frameworks help asambleistas narrate the political importance of direct democracy and
asambleismo: the concept of a culture of fear and the fight against class-based fragmentation.
For participants, assembly life and direct democracy were fundamental conduits to
overcoming fear, private retreat, and class-based antagonisms. Direct democracy came to be
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understood as a mechanism for personal transformation where fearful and private
individuals turned into openly political citizens, the protagonist of the political life of the
assembly.
At the General Assembly of OWS, equality and inclusion were understood through
the lens of North American intellectual traditions and political history. Chapter 4 shows how
Occupiers were aware of the differences among those inhabiting the park and worked to
make sure that marginalized voices were not excluded from decision-making spaces. The
democratic and equalitarian mechanisms they deployed result from an epistemology of
difference indebted to feminist legal scholarship. To address the concrete manifestations of
historical processes such as racialization and inequality, Occupiers focused on realizing a
utopian deliberative space through educating each other on adequate speech practices.
Working on the self, educating the self to rid it of prejudice and racial bias, was viewed as a
form of political work to secure equality and inclusion at the assemblies. At the GA, equality
was understood in deliberative rather than socioeconomic terms, as the ability to have a
public voice at the assembly.
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CHAPTER 2
AUTONOMY IN NEIGHBORHOOD ASSEMBLIES
The assembly movement or movimiento asambleario of Argentina was one among
several grassroots socio-political actors that contested representational politics and the
neoliberal accumulation regime before and after the 2001 crisis. After a decade of
macroeconomic instability, high unemployment, and a recession that started in 1998 and
deepened alarming poverty levels, argentine society assumed the reins of national politics.
The Argentinzo, as it is known popularly, was a major event of social mobilization and protest
that led to the resignation of President Fernando de la Rúa in December 2001, and the
subsequent disruption of institutions of representative democracy. Out of this economic and
political crisis emerged the neighborhood assemblies. Assemblies were spaces of
socialization, organization, and political debate for neighborhood-level communities. In
weekly meetings neighbors gathered to discuss national and international politics and to
solve their immediate needs. Like other grassroots movements at the time, assemblies in
Buenos Aires debated and implemented principles of internal democracy and sought to build
autonomous organizations. This chapter has two objectives: first, to contextualize the
emergence of the assembly movement, and second, to understand their commitment to
autonomy.
The language and practice of autonomy in neighborhood assemblies did not emerge
in a vacuum. The reorganization of national politics as a result of the social uprising afforded
assembly participants a political adversary in the traditional political class. The crisis of
representation also presented them within a set of allies that, although not sharing the same
ideological commitments or class background, also saw themselves as outsiders of politicsas-usual. These allies, which assembly participants perceived as part of a people injured by
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desperate economic maneuvers and corruption, were the movement of unemployed workers
and the recovered factories. Assembly participants embraced the language and practice of
autonomy as it was principle of political organization they associated with good politics,
meaning non-traditional democratic grassroots organizations.
This chapter is based on archival material and secondary literature. It does not seek
to evaluate the degree of implementation of autonomy or direct democracy at the assemblies
studied in Buenos Aires. Instead, this it seeks to understand assemblies’ commitment to
autonomy in terms of its political function as discourse. From the data gathered during
fieldwork and the secondary literature, we know that many assemblies waged their demands
to the local and national governments such that the state and the traditional parties were —
intentionally or unescapably—interlocutors to their struggle. Even when assemblies sought
to address the material needs of the community at a time of near state collapse, we cannot
argue that assemblies were fully autonomous in the sense of being independent from
institutions of the state. My primary sources are pamphlets, bulletins, and serial publications
issued and distributed by the assemblies about their ideas and activities. As such, my analysis
rests on the self-representations of the movement, that is, on texts that illustrate how
assemblies imagined themselves politically. With this material, I reconstruct the meaning of
autonomy, with an eye for its role in providing assembly participants a political identity.
Autonomy was understood as independence from traditional political parties, labor
unions and state institutions. Direct democracy was a form of radical equality, where no
assembly participant would have more power than any other. Since autonomy was not
enacted in its more ambitious meaning, I argue that assembly’s insistence on their autonomy
was a political convention used in neighborhood assemblies to distinguish traditional politics
from a new democratic people. More than a descriptor of their ideological commitments, the
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language of autonomy was a performative speech act that allowed participants to establish an
imagined boundary between good and bad politics. And I say imagined because, neither
direct democracy nor autonomy were pure in their implementation. However, their utopian
conceptual development helped neighbors question traditional modes of movement
organization, set boundaries to militants of left organizations and political parties, keep labor
unions at bay, and prevented the political capitalization of their space by outside forces. The
political function of autonomy as a speech act that policed the boundaries of belonging was
particularly important during the national vacuum of power of 2002, where several forces, in
and out of government, sought to fill that vacuum appropriating political legitimacy from the
neighborhood assemblies.
Methodologically, this essay follows the contextual analysis of political texts
proposed by Quentin Skinner. We can only understand and interpret political texts, he
claims, when they are considered in reference to the universe of political debates in which
they are immersed and seeking to intervene.1 The texts I analyze, however, are not a classic
intervention in political theory. Rather, my primary sources are local bulletins written once or
twice a month by friends and neighbors desperately seeking to build a better future. As we
know that collective actors are knowledge producers, and my aim is to elevate and fully
recognize their language of politics as a political contribution proper. Meaning, a substantive
intervention of collective actors is on the arena of political culture, as such, the
transformation in the language of politics enacted by neighborhood assemblies represents a
pivotal point in redrawing language conventions of Argentine politics.2 Like political texts of
the past, the language of politics produced at neighborhood assemblies should be read
1
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looking at the historical, cultural and discursive space in which it was immersed, as well as
the political impact assemblies sought with their political language.
The chapter begins with an overview of the economic and political crisis in
Argentina to contextualize the social uprising generally and the emergence of neighborhood
assemblies specifically. The functioning, aims and discourse, reconstructed from primary and
secondary sources, help us understand that direct democracy and autonomy were languages
of politics, performative speech acts that only make sense if we understand what asambleistas
saw themselves fighting against. We move to a succinct history of Peronism, from an
institutional and cultural perspective, which left a legacy of top-down political authority that
assemblies fought by establishing themselves as alternative political spaces. The third section
focuses on the events of the 1990s that deepened asambleistas’ mistrust of the political elite,
political parties, and labor unions. These groups, what assemblies understood as the political
class, enacted forms of political actions reliant on hierarchical forms that represented a
continuation of vertical Peronist practices and a bureaucratic militaristic mindset. The fourth
section focuses on the language of autonomy at the assemblies and its political work to
establish the boundaries between traditional politics and a new, broader democratic people.
Their claim to autonomous organizing helped assembly participants navigate what they
understood to be a polluted political environment. The closing section interprets autonomy
as political conventions that signify the consolidation of profound transformations in
Argentine political culture. The language of autonomy as a performative act with concrete
political functions provides a unique local meaning to autonomous organizing, one that
cannot be reduced to the influence of neo-Zapatismo or other global forces in Argentina.
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The nineteenth and twentieth: the rise of a new people
By the late 1990s, the negative impact of neoliberal programs implemented
throughout Latin America was impossible to ignore. In Argentina, the consequences of
structural adjustment and aggressive privatizations were the most visible. An economic
depression consolidated in the late 1990s, causing high unemployment and macroeconomic
instability. During 2001, unemployment was 18% and underemployment 16,4 %, numbers
that would rise in 2002 to the historic high of 22% and 19% respectively. By May 2002, 53%
of the Argentine population living in urban centers was under the poverty line.3 The slow
brewing crisis galvanized two cycles of protest during the 1990s, and in December 2001,
rallies and strikes organized by unions and unemployed workers assembled broad sectors of
the population regularly in major cities across the country.4
In this context of society-wide mobilization and unrest, the events of the “nineteenth
and twentieth,” as they are commonly known, marked a watershed moment in Argentine
democracy. In December 19th, 2001, citizens mobilized to the streets in massive numbers
and all over the country, banging pots and pans and chanting to politicians “Everyone out,
not one stays!”5 President Fernando de la Rúa stepped down on the 20th after two days of
protest and violent repression. In a political environment still unstable, interim president
Adolfo Rodríguez Saá stepped down ten days later. During the uprising, grassroots sociopolitical actors such as the piqueteros and the recovered factories strengthened their position
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as legitimate interlocutors in public affairs, in debates on economic policy in the national
political scene.6
The events of the nineteenth and twentieth marked a turning point in Argentine
history. However, the popular uprising was not altogether unexpected. In the months and
weeks before the uprising, multiple social actors mobilized regularly, constituting two broad
axes of protest.7 One axis was the unemployed workers' movement, also known as the
piqueteros. Like other “movement of movements,” the piqueteros emerged in 1996 and
consolidated through the late 1990s as a multifaceted actor in remote provinces of the
country and impoverished neighborhoods of Buenos Aires.8 In the provinces, the
privatization of the national oil and gas companies, YFP and Gas del Estado, brought
massive layoffs in the oil-rich province of Nuquén, where unemployment went from 3,6% in
1992 to 26% in 1996. This level of unemployment in a territory previously known for its
resource-based prosperity brought up the first town revolt, or pueblada, a large-scale 6-day
event of road blockades and popular assemblies in protest of unemployment. Unemployed
workers and residents of the towns of Cutral Co and Plaza Huincul blocked the national
highway 22, which connects the rest of the country —mainly the densely populated province
of Buenos Aires— with the fuel extracted in Nuquén.9 Their mode of protest, the piquete,
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which consists of road blockades by burning tires, accompanied by soup kitchens and
popular assemblies, became a staple of their repertoire of protests, giving them their popular
name: the piqueteros. In 1997, similar events took place in the towns of Tartagal and Mosconi
in the province of Salta, consolidating the form of organization and repertoire of action.
During the second half of the 1990s, piqueteros protested lack of employment opportunities
and increased precarity, and successfully pushed the federal government to implement
subsidies to relieve the worst symptoms of a decade of neoliberal reforms.10
For unemployed workers, the struggle had begun earlier than 2001, so the social
uprising of the nineteenth and twentieth placed them as strategic interlocutors in the crisis as
they were already experienced in a language and practices of resistance. By 2001,
unemployed workers' movements had consolidated and been articulated in several national
organizations. The urban sectors of the piqueteros in Buenos Aires had organized in territorial,
neighborhood-level collectives answering to a long process of deindustrialization and
pauperization that began decades earlier, affecting mid to low socioeconomic groups.11 Their
collectives had deliberately organized separately from syndical forces associated with the
Peronist Party and fought punteros for control of state subsidies for families.12 In the
impoverished outskirts of Buenos Aires, unemployed workers organizations contested
Peronist monopoly of aid to the poor and created alternative networks of social assistance.13
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Seeking alternative forms of organization and distance from the vertical and clientelist
practices of the Peronist Justicialist Party, in poor neighborhoods many unemployed workers
organizations experimented, to different degrees, with practices of democratic decisionmaking and autonomy, and actively theorized both.14 The movement of unemployed workers
are defined as part of popular sectors, whereas the pot-banging protesters in the regional
capitals were narrativized as middle sectors, latter ‘declassed.’15
In December 2001, the second axis of protest was the new organizations that joined
an already robust opposition to the neoliberal model. The pot banging protest of 2001 was
portrayed in the literature and the press as an awakening of the middle class. Two significant
events catalyzed their protests: the corralito and the declaration of a state of emergency. The
corralito bancario was the common name given to a measure declared early in December 2001
by the executive to protect the financial and banking system from massive cash flights. The
Ministry of Economy announced the freezing of bank accounts in dollars, and a weekly
restriction on cash withdrawals from accounts in pesos, which limited people’s access to
their savings —those who still had them— to one withdrawal of a specific amount per week.
This measure met intense protest and it accomplished what other failures in the 1990s had
not: to mobilize a squeezed middle class. A sector of the middle class, the ahorristas or
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‘savers,’ protested throughout December 2001, anguished by the combination of rising
unemployment and the lockdown of their savings. They opposed the corralito and demanded
access to their savings through a combination of judicial and disruptive actions during and
after 2001.16 Although pots and pans began to sound earlier in December concerning the
corralito, the declaration of state of emergency by President de la Rúa on the 19th of
December emboldened a population that had fundamentally lost its privileges with the crisis
and was now “less” than middle class. The declaration of a state of emergency revived fears
of repression and protesters interpreted a televised speech by De la Rúa as offering divisive
class-based rhetoric that sought to mobilize fear of the poor to curtail social alliances. Both
the corralito and the state of emergency served as catalysts to mobilize the ‘de-classed’ middle
sector. People that came out to bang pots and pans latter populated the assemblies, and
although often overlapping with the ahorristas, the aims of assembly participants went beyond
the monetary.
These two axes and groups of protesters, the unemployed workers and the pots and
pans protesters, by themselves represented broad sectors of the population that contributed
significantly to the social uprising of 2001. Nonetheless, the crisis was also exacerbated by
the lootings of supermarkets that occurred weeks before the actual rupture of the nineteenth
and twentieth. Although lootings are hard to present as a form of collective action or
political mobilization, they added to an environment of instability throughout the country
and especially in the city of Buenos Aires. Lootings began as early as December 16th and
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lasted for three or four days.17 Crowds arrived at supermarkets demanding and forcefully
taking food in all the provinces of the country; no major city went unscathed. As December
advanced, supermarket lootings moved closer to the capital, gradually spreading into the
Great Buenos Aires. The origin of the lootings is vigorously debated, some questioning their
true spontaneity. The clientelar mobilization hypothesis argues that looters were mobilized
by forces in the opposition and punteros to destabilize the regime, with the complicity of
sectors of the federal police that responded mildly, if at all, to the crowds. Although evidence
demonstrates clearly that lootings were part of a social phenomenon more complicated than
a political conspiracy, representations by the media depicting mobs of poor people, angered
and out of control, contributed to a collective sense of fear and impending catastrophe.18
Given Argentine history of top-down political organization, be it in the hierarchical
and non-institutionalized leadership of Peronism or Argentine experience of military rule,
conservative voices interpreted these fast-growing social forces as a democratic excess ripe
for authoritarian capitalization.19 They were wrong on two counts. The political crisis of 2001
had as its counterpart the development and consolidation, during the 1980s and 1990s, of a
critical mass of citizens with high expectations of electoral democracy. This critical mass was
middle class, often skeptical of Peronism, and either center-right or center-left.20 Broadly, the
Argentine crisis of 2001-2002 was of one of democratic representation, given that protesters
hostility towards political parties and government officials did not always extend to
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democratic institutions. Overall, Argentines did not reject democratic institutions
themselves, but government officials and the political class. Additionally, skeptical
interpreters of the social uprising misread the spirit of the mobilizations. The main
protagonists of the protests, the unemployed workers, the recovered factories and the pot
banging protesters, all embraced democratic forms of organization and collective decisionmaking, and political autonomy from traditional politics became central to their political
identity. Among those collective actors was the assembly movement, which had a strong
presence in Buenos Aires.

Neighborhood Assemblies
The assembly movement was a direct heir of the pot-banging protest of the
nineteenth and twentieth uprisings. Yet, it is difficult to pinpoint the precise moment and
mechanism of their emergence. Secondary sources and first-hand accounts offer a few
familiar stories: 1) assemblies emerged spontaneously, as a result of neighbors finding each
other at the main intersections of each neighborhood during the pot banging protests, 2)
militants of leftist parties posted anonymous signs on the streets calling for local meetings in
different neighborhoods, 3) assemblies emerged by emulation, they replicated an already
existing and widespread practice, and 4) some assemblies appeared weeks before the
uprisings, but were initially groups of neighbors protesting specific issues such as
controversial rulings of the Supreme Court.21 Assemblies came to life from December 2001
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through January 2002, blossoming to over 100 sites months later.22 In their early meetings,
each assembly could reach between 100 to 150 participants, a number that drooped as the
southern winter approached, but that rose cyclically with specific incidents such as the
Avellaneda massacre and the following media coverup, which reignited collective anger and
rejection of state repression.23
Assembly participants meet weekly in public spaces at their home neighborhoods
and their debates covered broad ground. They discussed the national crisis, international
politics, their daily life in the neighborhood, and devised alternatives to capitalist
consumption to meet their needs in a context of food scarcity and high unemployment.
Barter networks that blossomed before the nineteenth and twentieth found fertile ground in
many assemblies.24 At their meetings, assembly participants held seminars where experts
explained the economic crisis, the implications of the end of the convertibility plan,25 and
why the International Monetary Fund had so much influence on national politics. For
instance, amidst the day of General San Martín, public Intellectual Osvaldo Bayer gave a talk
titled “The Feat of San Martin and the Popular Assemblies,” which drew over 300
participants at the Cid Campeador Popular Assembly.26 Assemblies often denounced, as a
political position, the illegitimacy of the external debt as it was contracted by a non-
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democratic military regime. In their pamphlets, they re-printed famous essays by public
intellectuals. Furthermore, in a context of mistrust of mainstream media, assemblies became
spaces of circulation of alternative videos and films depicting “what was truly happening in
the streets” as captured by citizen-reporters from below.27 One of those collectives of
independent media, Ojo Obrero, offered weekly screenings of short films in different
assemblies and published a periodical. They have been a productive audiovisual collective
ever since, and their videos can be found online.28
Assemblies implemented, to a different degree, democratic forms of internal
organization and consensus decision-making. This commitment did not necessarily emerge
as a result of previous ideological commitments or regional influences of transnational
networks of protest, like some authors want to argue. Instead, it was the result of local
political experimentation and a profound rejection of the traditional hierarchical
organizational forms in parties, unions and government that left most citizens feeling like
outsiders in the decisions-making processes that affected their lives profoundly.
Besides a regular weekly assembly that included all participants, asambleistas also
organized thematic commissions that allowed them to take a step away from deliberation to
plan events for the community. These commissions were open to any participant, they were
thematic and task oriented. Some of the commonly found commission were on employment,
art and culture, press, health care, education, security, women, among many others. Working
in these commissions allowed participants to organize soup kitchens, health clinics, rallies
and escarches, actions of civil disobedience against utility companies, and even informal
institutions of popular education. Form many assemblies the commissions served both an
27
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organizational and ideological purpose: they helped appease the critiques of those who saw
in consensus decision-making a slowing mechanism in a political context rapidly changing.
By deciding on actionable goals and regularly organizing rallies and events for the
community, commissions helped mediate the slow pace of debates in the weekly meetings
with faster-paced, smaller groups. Furthermore, for many assemblies, the work in the
commissions was an integral part and ideologically consistent with the alternative sociopolitical project of the assemblies. As an early publication by the Cid Campeador Assembly
notes, the work at commissions went “beyond the logic of the system: demand and
delegation,” and the commissions meant the “development of a different sociability among
ourselves. To build different types of bonds based on solidarity, fraternity, and the common
good. Overall, to develop other values and a culture opposed to that of the system.” As
such, commissions were part of the assembly initiative to seek “a better existence” but also
helped navigate organizational tensions among participants with diverse histories of political
militancy.
Often, specific commissions or the entire assembly space collaborated with the
piqueteros and recovered factories to plan and develop of marches, rallies, social events, and
workshops. For instance, the Assembly of Self-Convened Neighbors of Villa Urquiza invited
representatives from three piquetero organizations on March 12th, 2002, to speak about their
history and proposals. This encounter was dedicated to communication and diffusion of key
tenets of three piquetero organizations. They discussed their stance vis-á-vis the state, the
meaning of autonomy, the education of new social subjects against individualism and
capitalist relations, as well as the importance of the unity of “piquetes y cacerolas.”29 Also,
29
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assemblies connected among themselves to plan large-scale events and to recover abandoned
spaces in their neighborhoods. In July 2002, the “La Cacerola de Zapiola” the bulletin of the
Colegiales Assembly, printed the article “Taking over power, the power of the takeover”
which summarized space occupations by numerous assemblies throughout the city,
interpreting the occupations as a recovery of private space, now given a social function for
the community. The next month, the same assembly reported 16 new “takeovers,
occupation or cessations” of space by the same number of neighboring assemblies.30 This
type of reporting about assembly occupations was common in several assembly bulletins.
They signal the development of an asambleista collective identity and a sense of shared
purpose in the political struggle.
Despite this characterization, we should not imagine the assembly movement as a
unified whole, nor even wielding a stable political discourse to guide their actions. Where
they worked, connections among assemblies constituted neighborhood-level alliances for
tactical objectives. For instance, during the month of April, the Munro Assembly supported
—with their presence and space in their publication— the efforts by workers of the bakery
Panificación Cinco to occupy their factory and prevent the closure of their source of
employment. On April 20th, they supported the recovery of the bread factory with a march
and a rally, and from the article describing the event, we know that at least two other
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neighboring assemblies joined the action.31 These connections were episodic rather than
systematic, and did not represent a form of programmatic coordination. They show that
assemblies, piqueteros and recovered factories often articulated in local networks and in
response to neighborhood-level issues.
Neighborhood assemblies emerged at the peak of a political crisis and a
reorganization of national political forces. Assemblies carried those national debates and
imagined socio-political alliances and antagonisms into their deliberations, actions and
identity. The main attempt to unify the assemblies, the Asamblea Interbarrial de Parque
Centenario or Centenario Park Inter-Neighborhoood Assembly, emerged precisely from the
gathering of concrete group of protestors that rejected corruption of political officials,
before the general social uprising. The Palermo Viejo Assembly originated a month before
the national uprising under a different name. A group of citizens protesting a Supreme Court
decision created the Self-Organized Citizens Against the Supreme Court Ruling. They began
gathering regularly in front of the building of congress to demand the resignation of
Supreme Court Justices and named themselves Asamblea de Congreso. After the government
fell, the group participated in an Inter-Neighborhood assembly as the Self-Convened
Assembly at Congress.32 On Sunday, January 13th, the first Asambela Interbarrial gathered
1,000 people. Some of its main resolutions were: to support another pot-banging protest
against the Supreme Court, and the recognition that there are two “fields” and that ahorristas
—former middle-class groups whose savings were frozen during the corralito— are on the
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side of the victims of the system, just like workers, the unemployed and the piqueteros.33 The
second Inter-Assembly met on Sunday Jan 20th, and among the decisions it reached were to
continue to join protests against the Supreme Court and to perform a massive hug of the
Congress building as a symbol of respect for republican institutions.34 As mentioned, the
Argentine was a crisis of democratic representation that did not extend to a rejection of
democratic institutions. Argentines broadly and asambleistas specifically, saw in government
officials and the political class an antagonist to their struggle, therefore a concrete agent of
anti-democratic politics.
Assembly participants frequently spoke of an “us,” an injured people, and their
antagonist, “them.” The new contentious force was recognized to be diverse and not
represented in a single organization or movement, and the antagonist of the people was not
a unitary group either. It was the political class as a whole, but perhaps more importantly,
any organization associated with its form of exercising power. The anger and mistrust
Argentines felt towards the party system, the political elite, labor unions, and the traditional
left, developed from a particular way of conducting politics represented by the idea of
verticalismo, or verticality. As such, their commitment to democratic and autonomous
organizing was part of their work to fashion themselves as an alternative space to what they
saw as bad politics.
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Verticalismo: the impact of Peronism in political culture
“el peronismo siempre se explica después”
Peter Capuzotto as Bombita Rodriguez35

At neighborhoods assemblies, participants boasted their new “social protagonism”
insisting that each and all participants were leaders of the movement. They spoke of
protagonism to describe a new relationship between the people and the political sphere,
where their presence on the streets made them the main actors in Argentine politics. Their
protagonism also indicates the dimension of their political participation: assembly
participants were not followers, rather, each saw themself as a leader. Marina Sitrin describes
the language of protagonism as indicating a new social subjectivity, where people perceived
their own activity as a challenge to traditional politics. In their democratic spaces, by
listening to one another and deciding for themselves, assembly participants, unemployed
workers, and recovered factories, were “breaking from political party brokerage and
silence.”36 The democratic activity of assemblies and the social protagonism of its
participants presents a stark contrast to Argentine political history of the 20th century, which
is an alternation of military rule and charismatic populist governments. Both forms of
government cultivated social acquiescence, either based on fear or a cult to the political
leader. The centrality of direct democracy and autonomy at the assemblies represented a
rupture from that tradition. Because each asambleista could participate actively in decisionmaking, and their voice and ideas were heard on principle, direct democracy and autonomy
form the political class represented a radically different mode of doing politics. In this
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section, I will briefly outline the concept of verticalism, which illustrates a mode of
conducting politics reliant on hierarchical power and acquiescence, precisely what assembly
participants saw themselves rejecting through democratic organizing and autonomy.
Verticalismo is a concept from Argentine political lexicon used in everyday language,
the press, and even academic texts. From its contemporary usage we can extract some
general meaning: 1) verticalismo means absolute obedience to authority, resembling military
obedience and it is associated directly with Juan Domingo Peron’s command of the party;37
2) a form of authority where the political will of the rank-and-file is restrained, and the
intermediate leadership of the party is bequeathed, all in the name of the popularity of the
leader; 38 and 3) verticalismo is a spatial analogy depicting a top-down, vertical organization, and
it illustrates the exercise of power prevalent in all political parties, unions, and governmental
institutions. This section explores two spaces of production of verticalism: the party and the
state, and political culture.

Verticalism without institutions
Verticalismo is not necessarily synonymous to organized institutional hierarchy
because its primary architect, the Peronist Justicialist Party (PJ), emerged as a centralized
network of local chapters that followed an absolute leader, rather than a structured
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hierarchical organization with clear rules of tenure and advancement.39 Peronism, a political
party and a mass movement, wielded a top-down power based on its appeal to traditional
working-class voters and the generalized use of political brokerage in poor
neighborhoods.40Peronist verticalismo, its top down exercise of power despite the absence of
party institutions, helps us understand the centrality of autonomy as alternative discourse
and practice of politics for the awakened democratic citizenship of 2001-2002.
In the second half of the 20th century Peronism mobilized a large working-class and
popular base with policy and rhetorical appeals from above, making the early Peronist Party
a charismatic, populist organization. Juan Domingo Perón began his political career during
the second military coup in Argentina in 1943 and quickly established ties with labor unions.
After the military seized power from the conservative government of Ramón Castillo, Perón
was appointed as the head of the National Labor Office. In that position, he created the
Secretary of Labor and Prevision, a large centralized organization that absorbed floating
institutions working on the improvement of living conditions of the working class.41 While in
office, he worked closely with unions giving them unprecedented political access, promoted
legislation and institutions favorable to workers such as the labor courts, and strategically
allowed his office to mediate the enforcement of labor policies and social provisions,
presenting himself as the primary benefactor of the working class and the poor.42 These
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measures, accompanied by the work of his first wife Eva Peron’s on their public persona, led
to an unprecedented concentration of power.
Peron nurtured a style of vertical leadership by cultivating a movement around
himself rather than an institutionalized party. Once elected, Perón sought to unify the many
parties and organizations that brought him to office under the Peronist Movement, aiming
to minimize conflict among the groups that formed his coalition.43 Once the Peronist Party
was created, the institutional reorganization that followed concentrated power in a central
agency in Buenos Aires to curtail the advance of regional caudillos in the Party and the
Peronist Movement, of which Perón was the “Supreme Leader.”44 In a vertical fashion, from
his election until he was ousted, Perón regularly reorganized the party from above and
continuously created new institutional structures that never consolidated in a bureaucratic
apparatus, nor had real power beyond his command.45 His efforts to centralize power and
secure his command of the movement, in a context of party fragmentation and increased
internal competition, helped him exercise political authority almost uniquely through topdown leadership with few mediators beyond his wife, Eva Perón, and himself.
Peron was ousted in 1955 by the military and Peronism was banned. During the
years of proscription of the Peronist party and the periods of democratic opening, Peron
sought to maintain his power and prevent the rise of any other Peronist leaders that could
turn him into a mere symbolic figure deprived of actual power. During Peronism’s
proscription and his 18-year exile since 1955, the party fell into disarray. The ideological
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ambiguity that characterized the Peronist umbrella compromised movement unity as the
diverse sub-groups consolidated and differentiated, operating autonomously in the absence
of clear national leadership.46 Movements such as the left-wing Montoneros and Peronist
Youth, the ultra-nationalist Iron Guards, and the right-wing paramilitary Operation
Command, consolidated during Peróns’s exile. 47 Neo-Peronist organizations competed for
votes among themselves, and it was Peron’s deliberate action that kept any faction from
attaining significant power. For instance, during the 1957-1966 democratic opening, regional
caudillos with electoral ambitions such as Augusto Vandor encountered Peron’s deliberate
resistance. Vandor led the main effort to institutionalize and democratize the party to create
“Peronismo without Perón,” and successfully mobilized union members and political allies
to secure the nomination of his candidates for several gubernatorial elections. Seeing that his
political brokerage was contested, Peron derailed neo-Peronist efforts supporting radical but
smaller Peronist factions, calling upon his bases for electoral support.48 Overall, by resisting
party institutionalization, democratization, and the rise of neo-Peronist forces, Perón
maintained a vertical leadership that favored only him.49 Despite the absence of an
institutionalized party, he consolidated in the mass-movement and the country a culture of
vertical exercise of power that would latter motivate asambleistas commitment to radical
equality and autonomy from party politics.
During the last government of Peron, the vertical logics of power intensified, as well
as state violence against left organizations. In his last political feat, his vertical leadership
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turned authoritarian leading to the last Argentine military dictatorship. His final electoral
triumph came in 1973, when a well-known Peronist, Hector J. Campora, was elected under
his auspices with the slogan “Campora to office, Perón to power.” After Campora ended his
exile, Perón won the 1974 elections with the highest popular support in Argentine history.
By then, he had already aligned with the National Security Doctrine so his political project
incorporated a deliberate anti-communist orientation, thereby alienating the leftist factions
of Peronism. The repression that his predecessors initiated against left-wing movements
continued during his short administration and intensified after his death, during the brief
government of his new wife —and Vice-presidential formula in 1974— Isabel Perón. State
repression was severe not only on political movements but on middle-class sectors and the
educated upper-middle class with a left-leaning political orientation.
Institutionally, Peron cultivated a top-down, divided, and poorly articulated party
entirely dependent on his popular persona. In the space of political culture, his discourse and
rhetorical appeal, where his first wife and political partner Eva Peron had a remarkable role,
served to cultivate identarian associations between the leaders and the working poor. The
Peronist base, however, gave up their autonomous will on behalf of loyalty to the leader. As
such, Peronist political culture served the top-down, unmediated mandates of the Peronist
leadership.

Verticalism in political culture
Peron and his first wife, Eva, were the leaders of a mass-based social and political
movement, not just a political party. The rise to power of Peron was fast and steady: he went
from being a minor army coronel in 1943 to imprisonment in 1945 as the military were
suspicious for his concentration of power and popularity. He was released on October 17,
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1945, after pressure by a mass mobilization of his supporters to the Casa Rosada, the event
that inaugurated Peronism itself. The literature on the rise of Peron, Eva, and the strength of
their movement is vast. Among the volumes of scholarly research one approach is
particularly compelling as it builds on role of political culture and conventions of language to
establish boundaries of political affiliation. Cultural historians argue that Peronism owes
much to Argentine mass culture of the 1930s and the dramaturgic tropes present in film,
radio, and music that were familiar to the working-class and the poor. Specifically, Eva’s
signature charismatic leadership on behalf of Peron, reliant on her acting skills at the peak of
Argentine mass culture, helped him channel into politics the melodramatic elevation of
popular culture so prevalent in tango and film at the time.50 This thesis sees the rise of
populism in Argentina not only as a necessary consequence of industrialization or an
achievement of labor politics. The rise of Peronismo, scholars argue, was also the outcome
of a specific development in Argentine mass culture and its integration into politics. The
romantic elevation of the poor and the working class helped Peronism cultivate a mass of
followers whose will was restrained on behalf of loyalty to the leader.
After Peron was first elected president in 1946, the former actress turned first lady,
Eva Perón, helped him build a top-down mass-movement rather than an institutionalized
party. Her transformation into the lady of the people came at a time when Perón worked to
secure control over a growing organized labor, channeling the political power of labor into
the Peronist Movement and the young Peronist Party.51 In her speeches and radio
broadcastings, she nurtured an identity between herself, due to her humble origins, and the
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Argentine poor. She spoke against elite culture and interpolated the working class and the
poor as the Peronist people, the true Argentine nation. Evita’s mastery of communication
helped instill a political flame on the masses, which placed the descamisados or shirtless —
formerly an insulting term filled with class disdain— into the public sphere, proudly wearing
their nickname. She became a powerful nationalist icon, the mother of the popular nation,
selfless to her people and loyal to Peron. But more importantly, she attained great power in
the Peronist movement. Despite Eva not holding an official appointment in government,
through her popularity and power she could name and fire public sector workers in all ranks,
make direct appointments in her party, the Women’s Peronist Party, and in her social charity,
the Fundación Eva Peron, both of which worked independently of government to
supplement Peron’s social goals.52 Her unofficial work at the Labor Ministry made her
Peron’s representative and the sole intermediary between him and the workers.53
The language and iconography of class available in the working-class imaginary of
mid-century Peronist Argentina build from the language of melodrama. Melodrama in film
and television offered a repertoire of images and symbols that could support a class-based
populist discourse. Melodrama, as form, offers a set of conventions and tropes, symbolic
and discursive. These conventions helped Peron and Evita articulate the familiar affect
conveyed in mass culture into their political project. The conventions of melodrama offered
consumers a Manichean worldview articulated through moral binaries. Melodrama in film,
tango, and television opposed the noble poor to the hateful rich, rural nostalgia against the
urban modern city, the austerity of the poor to the frivolity of the rich, working-class pride
and envy of the rich. Building on these binaries, Peron and Eva articulated their political
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project through basic oppositions: national or anti-national, pueblo or anti-pueblo, workers
versus oligarchs. The mass appeal of Peronism is explained, in part, by its reworking of
social ideas rooted in early mass culture.54 Peronism was built on discursive conventions of
popular culture that were already familiar to the working-class and the poor, such that
working-class consumers of popular melodrama were already likely to see the world through
the binary moralistic lens that Peron infused in his speeches. Peron and Evita appropriated
and politicized the populist tropes and symbols pervasive in mass culture, as such, Peronist
working-class identity featured a sensibility of moral disgust, bitterness and outrage toward
the bourgeoisie that mirrored the melodramatic form.55
Peron and Eva’s appeal to workers through favorable policy and melodramatic
symbolism relied on a narrative about social identity where workers and the poor, the
Peronist people, were naturally opposed to the traditional elite. In Peronist rhetoric, the
oligarchy and educated elite were constructed as antagonists, as the non-Peronist people,
whereas the descamisados became the real Argentine nation, the Peronist people. Peron’s
rhetoric used the language of citizenship and democratic integration but recast with bounded
social dimensions, emphasizing working-class identity. His rhetoric provided workers with
socio-political meanings to challenge traditional social hierarchies and imagine themselves as
a political force. The Peronist Movement altered working-class behavior, massifying people’s
presence in the streets. 56 That way, Peron and Eva restructured the social bases of party
identification connecting the Peronist identity with a specific socio-cultural base —more
than an ideological one— and provided working-class people a political identity —where
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previously there was only a social one.57 Peron and Evita took note from mass culture and
melodramatic conventions and helped produce a new political culture for the working poor
that exalted their position as the good, the true Argentine nation, dignified and deserving.
The mass integration of the working poor as Argentine citizens and legitimate
bearers of rights came with caveats. Despite the discursive exaltation of the working class
and the poor as the true Peronist people, the political integration of the working class and
the poor did not involve their elevation in the socio-economic hierarchy.58 Their political
integration used existing institutional channels that further empowered Peron and also
legitimized state institutions, even when authoritarian.59 Furthermore, the integration of the
descamisados into Argentine politics meant they accepted and participated in the existing
arrangements of interest group representation. This is to say that the exaltation of the poor
coexisted with a corporatist regime that emerged before and continued after the first election
of Peron.60 The working class and the poor legitimized the robust corporatist organization of
the Peronist state and the following regimes, as well as reactionary ideas such as the rejection
of modern individualism on behalf of social order.61 Peron and Eva interpellated a collective
identity obedient and subservient to the will of the leader, not encouraged to individualism
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or self-representation. Peronist cultural narratives that elevate, discursively, the Peronist
people as the true Argentine nations served to legitimize institutional arrangement that,
although supporting the interest of workers, did not seek to elevate them beyond the bottom
of the socio-economic hierarchy. Discursively and culturally, Peronism cultivated a
subservient and acquiescent people: the Peronist movement was one of followers, and only
one leader.62
Peron wasn’t simply leading an authoritarian regime based on a blind followship of
available workers. His top-down exercise of power rested on the immense power he
cultivated within the Peronist party and movement, on the production of a Peronist people
through the use of discursive conventions available in mass culture, and the stability afforded
by corporatist arrangements.63 The acquiescence citizen-follower of Peronism was the image
assembly participants rejected and sought to change in themselves when they emphasized
their role as leaders, their need to speak for themselves and decide upon the issues that
affected their daily lives. Their democratic practices and autonomous organizing at the
assemblies sought to differentiate their organization from the acquiescence and followship
cultivated for decades by traditional politics.
An exhaustive history of Peronism is beyond the scope of this chapter and
dissertation. For now, suffice to say that the verticalismo that developed and consolidated
through the second half of the 20th century would come back to help Peronism dominate
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national politics during the 1990s. That top-down exercise of power reliant on charismatic,
narrow leadership, weak institutional structures, and discursive strategies to build a passive
followship, helped the PJ to implement a radical package of neoliberal reforms. This was
done precisely in opposition to the Peronist base, the working poor, but had the support of
labor unions. The administration of Carlos Menem (1989-1999) affected the middle class
and popular sectors profoundly, breaking, albeit temporarily, the identification between of
popular sectors with Peronism, while allowing a new imagined people that included the
piqueteros, recovered factories, but also the middle class asambleistas. By 2001, leaders of the PJ
and the labor unions became just more politicians among the ‘political class’ that by
assembly participants rejected and sought to keep at bay from their space. It would take a
series of misadventures of the administration of Carlos Menem and the crisis of the 1990s to
produce the level of mistrust that sustained the 2001 uprising.

The 1990s: a crisis to restructure social antagonisms
With a new charismatic leader, Carlos Menem, the PJ returned to power in the
second presidential election after democratization. Tapping his party’s legacy, Menem
embraced a populist-charismatic leadership appealing to the working-class vote, but once in
office, he abandoned the labor-oriented platform traditional of Peronism. His administration
implemented a radical program of market-oriented reforms, deregulation of labor and
capital, and privatization of state companies. The implementation of a package of structural
reforms with the support of the largest worker’s party in South America is a paradox
explained only by three broad factors: Menem’s success managing the economic crisis in the
late 1980s, the generalized use of institutional and illegal maneuvers to secure legislative and
judicial support, and the party’s reliance on brokerage networks among the urban poor.
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Precisely the consequences of his success in the early 1990s would fuel widespread rejection
of Peronism and all party politics during the 2001 crisis.
The first factor, Menem’s success handling an economic crisis, provided his
administration popular support and governability early on. A crisis of hyperinflation had
forced the previous president Raúl Alfonsín to call new elections six months earlier than
scheduled. In 1989, Argentina experienced the highest inflation rate in its history. The
average annual variation in consumer prices was 3,079%, along with an also historic
devaluation of the peso — an increase of 4771% for the exchange rate with the dollar.64 As
Menem came into office, his Minister of Economy Domingo Carvalho devised and
implemented the convertibility program —which brought a 1-1 parity between the peso and
the dollar. This measure successfully controlled hyperinflation and devaluation and brought
confidence from the electorate and legislature into his mandate, garnering support for his
reform plan.
Second, with less personal power than Perón but more capacity to manipulate
democratic institutions in his favor, Menem tested the boundaries of democracy regularly.
The generalized use of government concessions, illegal side payments, electoral patronage,
and overall institutional manipulation, garnered Menem a powerful, albeit temporary, proreform coalition.65 Unions leaders and insiders were compensated with shares in newly
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privatized companies and privileged positions in the newly privatized pension system.
Government concessions to special industrial interests, especially to national companies and
hegemonic players in vital economic sectors, took the form of special tariff regimes or
government subsidies.66 Also, electoral patronage was mobilized in the provinces to garner
support for federal reforms. In Argentina’s federal system, regional political forces have a
significant impact on national politics as there is a disproportionate provincial representation
in Congress that can make or break legislative initiatives of parties in office. Furthermore,
provincial governors have significant influence over the voting behavior of legislators
representing their regions. As such, Menem could not entirely bypass his party and its
traditional practices. His administration provided advantageous fiscal transfers from the
federal government to the provinces to delay implementation of IMF recipes —
privatizations, cuts in social programs, layoffs in the public sector— securing provincial
legislative support for his reform plan.67
Additionally, the Menem administration was characterized by an expansion of the
discretionary power of the executive and a general disregard for the separation of powers.
Early in 1990, Congress passed two Emergency Laws that gave ample faculties to the
executive in defining the course of economic reform, bypassing legislative institutions. Up to
the constitutional reform in 1994, Menem made extensive use of the Necessity and Urgency
Decrees, 336 times in four years, conducting much of his reform plan through decrees and
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measures of exceptionality.68 With a Congress controlled by his party, Menem proposed a
law increasing Supreme Court justices from five to nine and directly appointed the new
justices. This ‘automatic majority’ was loyal to the president through the 1990s and helped
him secure governability for the legislation to come. After the end of his second term, the
loyal Supreme Court provided Menem house arrest in a case of arms trafficking in 2001 and
acquitted him from corruption charges in the Yoma (2001) decision, two well-known
decisions that made the loyal Justices the target of citizen protest.69
The third and last element that helped Menem secure governability in an era of
radical reforms also consolidated asambleistas’ preoccupations with autonomy and contributed
to a profound rejection of partisan politics within assemblies: Peronism’s domination of the
poor. The strength of the PJ has never been in its institutionalization but in its informal
networks. During the 1990s, low-income families experienced the combined phenomenon of
the retreat of state institutions and enhanced incorporation of poor people into networks of
political brokerage. Clientelist networks deepened as the state retreated, making people in
need more dependent on scarce resources sequestered by the Peronist punteros. Punteros act
as intermediaries between the party and the local community, acting as brokers for the PJ
and trading goods and services for political support. Importantly, punteros are not official
party members, but they are well connected with the local chapters of the PJ and Peronist
authorities in office. They use and appropriate state resources from welfare programs, which
they later deploy to solve poor people problems and positions themselves as the aide to the
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poor.70 Consequently, the punteros accumulate political capital and advance in politics, while
maintaining the Peronist machinery, their networks of patronage, in place. Naturally,
hoarding state resources and acting as mediators constrains the economic and political
avenues of poor people in need, which makes punteros exemplary of Peronism's domination
over the poor. However, through individual, daily transactions over the years, the punteros
establish ties with their clients that go far beyond the transactions. Due to repetition, simple
brokerage turns people in need into followers and avid political supporters.71 Peronist
domination of the poor in a context of food insecurity and profound vulnerability of the
poor enhanced suspicion and rejection of party politics in debates at the assemblies.
The combined effect of the economic depression in the late 1990s, the nepotism and
political maneuverings that multiplied during Menem’s administration, and the many cases of
corruption that came to light at the end of his administration, came to feed peoples’
rejections of the political class and party politics. The decade of the 1990s ended with a crisis
of partisan representation that culminated in the ousting of De la Rúa in 2001. That crisis
allowed, for a short but significant period, a transformation in how social sectors imagined
their political alliances. The popular chant “Piquet and pot-banging, the struggle is one!”72
illustrates this common idea. A new narrative of an injured people emerged, one where there
was a natural alliance among popular sectors and the middle class. Assembly participants saw
themselves, together with other grassroots organizations, as a new people, separate and in
need of autonomy from political parties, labor unions and any organization they identify
with the hierarchical, top-down exercise of power. Assembly participants no longer wanted
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to be the passive, loyal followers associated to Peronist politics and discourse, nor the
spectators of their own demise through of neoliberal policies. Asambleistas conceived their
local organizations as the political opposite of Peronist verticalism and the neoliberal
corruption of the 1990s. For them, direct democracy and autonomy were concrete
mechanisms to secure the active participation of all neighbors in the construction of
solutions to their problems.

Assemblies fighting for autonomy
Las asambleas son hijas de la rebelión del pueblo argentino. La
escenificación natural de la consigna que nos unificó en las calles de todo el
país el 19 y 20 de Diciembre: “que se vayan todos, que no quede ni uno
solo.” Se basan en la democracia directas y son independientes del Estado y
los partidos políticos[…] Las asambleas incluyen en su interior a
trabajadores asalariados en blanco y negro, efectivos y contratados,
desocupados y changarines, profesionales y amas de casa, ahorristas
arruinados y estudiantes, argentinos y extranjeros. Todas las victimas de este
sistema de concentración y exclusión tienen lugar en la asamblea popular.73

The rejection of the political class by average citizens helped bridge differences
among those outraged by corruption in politics and those most affected by the economic
measures, to constitute them into an ambivalent ‘us.’ That collective actor was imagined
rather than established through concrete political alliances among popular sectors and the
middle class, and since the ideological principles of the broad umbrella of collective actors
were so varied, that new people was, politically, up for grabs. Assembly participants found
themselves regularly policing the boundaries of the ‘real’ participants against politicians,
union members, militants of left parties, and any other group they imagined compromised
their project. As such, the fight for autonomy was as practical as it was discursive. Practical
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in the sense that enacting autonomy was an ongoing project in the context of everyday
assembly organization. The fight for autonomy was also discursive insofar as the messiness
of the political time did not allow for a clear separation between government and assemblies.
Not even between government and piqueteros, who competed with punteros for state subsidies
to the poor, and who even had clearer and more elaborate ideas on the meaning of popular
power, contestation, autonomy, and representation. 74 It was also challenging to establish a
clear distance between militants of left organizations —who had contributed to develop
territorial organizations along with the piqueteros— and neighborhood assemblies.
Nonetheless, most, if not all the assembly publications consulted were committed to a
language of autonomy despite a more ambiguous practice. Theorizing autonomy was
primarily political work conducted to create an imagined distance between good and bad
politics, between themselves and traditional political forces.
In their serial publications, assemblies printed statements about their political
commitments resembling small manifestos, listing points collectively agreed upon and long
lists of their claims to the government. Always starting with “¡Que se vayan todos!,”
assemblies often asked for the nationalization of privatized companies and banks, no
payment of the external debt, the immediate return of frozen savings, suspension of utility
service disconnections, among other demands. There was a core of claims and demands
shared by most assemblies, but priorities varied from assembly to assembly since each
articulated their politics in light of territorial issues. For instance, in addition to the broad
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claims, the San Telmo Popular Assembly demanded the suspension of evictions,
unemployment insurance, and food deliveries to people in need “without clientelism,
controlled by people’s organizations.”75
Assembly bulletins often emphasized their sovereignty vis-á-vis any other
organization or institution. They insisted on their commitment to hearing everyone’s voices
through direct democracy and their autonomy from government, political parties, and labor
unions. When they described themselves as autonomous, they would also use the words
independent, or autoconvocados, meaning self-convened and not following a call of arms from
of government, party or unions. They often used the word autonomous and self-convened
interchangeably, meaning they understood their autonomy as ideological and political
separation from the political elite. Autonomy served as a descriptor indicating a political
separation of the neighbors and the assembly itself from other political organizations and
their mode of doing politics. Many, if not all, assemblies claimed to represent independent
grassroots organizing and sought to differentiate their autonomous organizing from the
influence of traditional parties and union politics. Their difficulties to establish a space of
city-wide coordination illustrates the importance place by neighborhood assemblies in their
autonomy, understood as independent form ideological or political influence of traditional
political organizations.
Early on in debates at the assemblies, participants saw themselves as part of a
popular field, an ‘us’ opposed to those in charge of the political and economic system. As
such, they sought to create spaces of coordination to unify their field. That was the case of
the Asamblea Interbarrial Parque Centenario or Centenario Park Inter-Neighborhood Assembly.
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The Inter-Neighborhood Assembly began meeting on a Sunday, January 13th of 2002.
Through word of mouth, hundreds gathered at the park to discuss pressing political issues.
In the first meeting and after hours of deliberation, participants resolved to protest against
privatized companies of public services such as telecommunications, electricity, and gas, to
support a protest against the Supreme Court, and to join a march in rejection of people
assassinated during the uprising. Their final resolution that day was to claim that the
ahorristas, though interested primarily in recovering their savings from the corralito, were also
victims of the system and, as such, they were in the same field as unemployed workers,
assembly participants, and all those abused by the political class and a failing economy.76
In a newsletter of the Popular Assembly of Parque Lezama, the editorial argued that
a pot banging protest decided at the Inter-Neighborhood assembly offered a “decisive proof
of their political legitimacy, of their capacity to exercise democracy without intermediaries.”77
But the exercise of democracy without intermediaries, direct and participative democracy at
the Inter-Neighborhood Assembly, was often complicated by logistic and political issues. At
its best, the Inter-Neighborhood Assembly gathered 2,000 people in its Sunday meetings.78
This presented obvious logistical issues related to the proper discussion of proposals and
decision-making. This coordinating assembly initially worked under a rigid organizational
structure resembling traditional practices of the left —regular voting, a system of
representation of ‘one assembly, one vote’— as a result of the strong presence of traditional
militants of left organizations. Their insistence on voting proposals regularly and their
orientation towards concrete political actions, which was common among the self-
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proclaimed pragmatic militants, made the Inter-neighborhood Assembly an inadequate space
to practice participative democracy. Although it initially consisted of weekly meetings open
to anyone who wished to participate, it later became a meeting of rotating appointed
representatives from the neighborhood assemblies, who attended the assembly to share,
discuss and coordinate protest actions, but who never relinquished the sovereignty of their
assembly. At the second Inter-neighborhood assembly over 1,000 participants gathered, and
during the voting process, the tensions were high among the militant participants and the
independent neighbors. That day, participants insisted that local assemblies would remain
sovereign, and that the Inter-neighborhood assembly would be only a space of coordination,
not delegation.79 After a few meetings of the Interbarrial, may assemblies stopped sending
their representatives and opted for smaller, territorial coordinating units.80
Beyond the rhetoric of popular unity, connections among assemblies and between
assemblies and other grassroots actors were weak and often episodic, which was illustrated
by the inability to produce a stable space of city-wide assembly coordination. Tensions were
high at the Interbarrial as different political projects collided and with them, different ideas
about the proper internal organization of a political space. Controversy over the utility and
the political work of the Inter-neighborhood assembly became apparent in the February
bulletin of the Zapiola and Lacroze Assembly, called “La Cacerola de Zapiola.” The article
“Summary of the Assembly” presented the “proposals and opinions heard” at the previous
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assembly. Concerning the Inter-neighborhood Assembly, Fernando insists on the need for
“respect and tolerance,” and Pancho invites the assembly to check the mistrust caused by
those who think differently and to remember that “the enemy is much stronger than those
differences.” Andrea, reminding the readers that mainstream media want to “demoralize,
disintegrate and break” bonds among people, invites neighbors to remember the historical
importance of assembly meetings and insists that they should not exclude one another.
“Let’s not exclude neighborhood assemblies, let’s not exclude the Inter-neighborhood
assembly,” she pleads.81 At the inter-neighborhood assembly, shortly after a heated political
altercation turned physical, the space lost its capacity for coordination and its legitimacy
among independent neighbors.82
The initial openness to any participants made the Inter-neighborhood assembly ripe
for political parties to capitalize on citizen’s discontent. This meant that neighbors without a
personal history of political militancy had to fight for control of the space as a way to fight
the ideological direction of each assembly.83 This phenomenon was common in most spaces
of organization and protest in the context of the popular uprising. Often, when members of
left parties or labor unions attended marches and rallies and brought their flags with them,
neighbors would their disapproval, forcing them to hide their signs. At large protest
gatherings, only signs by neighborhood assemblies, piqueteros, or other non-partisan
organizations were allowed to ‘speak’ for the crowd. The rejection of political parties and
labor unions, precisely their top-down exercise of power and authority, colored the tensions
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at the Interbarrial and within each of the assemblies.84The experience of the Interbarrial
illustrated for assembly participants the perils of traditional systems of representation. It
helps us understand what was at stake for them in radical-equalitarian ideals and autonomy,
namely, a horizontal mode of internal organization and political self-determination meant,
for assembly participants, taking a distance from politics as usual and creating a space
untarnished by traditional representation and representatives in office.
Understanding the assemblies as an expression of a renovated middle-class political
consciousness, or a site for the renovation of the political, means that we must read them as
a prime space of experimentation and contention over the meaning of political action.85
Naturally, working towards building a unique identity in rejection of parties, unions, and
establishment politics also involved explicit reflections on their position. Their debates
illustrate the different visions about the assemblies held by participants. Some wanted the
space to play a minimal political role and understood them as “cathartic groups,” spaces for
simple dialogue about personal experiences vis-a-vis the national panorama, where radical
equality was a catalyst for permanent dialogue.86 Other groups wanted the assemblies to
become a social movement, that is, a form of popular power independent form parties and
the state, aiming for changes in the long run and primarily intervening in social relations.
Finally, the more militant groups wanted assemblies to articulate with political parties,
becoming an “organismo de lucha” in the political system proper.87 (DiMarco, 2003, p. 101-4).
At a time, some assembly participants wanted a government by the Inter-Neighborhood
assembly and proposed a Constitutional Assembly to institutionalize the political role of
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popular assemblies. The multiplicity of ideas about the purpose of the assemblies reflect the
diverse political backgrounds of its participants. Nonetheless, they shared a rejection of topdown politics and a critique of neoliberal reforms.
Assemblies hosted numerous participants at their emergence, many of whom
brought with them a previous experience of political militancy.88 There were three major
groups in contention over the meaning and project of the neighborhood assemblies:
members of left parties and labor unions, militants of human rights organizations, and
independent neighbors. What I mean by independent neighbors is assembly participants
with little to no previous experience in social organizations and who did not identify
ideologically or as members of any political party. During their weekly meetings, tensions
rose regarding the participation of militants of parties and labor unions in assembly spaces.
Each assembly navigated this challenge differently, in some cases, independent neighbors
outweighed party members and were able to deploy a meaning of the assembly akin to the
rejection of the political system and the construction of popular power through direct
democracy and autonomous organizing. However, the opposite phenomenon also took
place.
The Sur Assembly is an example of the conflicts and possibilities that played out.
Since its inception in January 2002, this assembly had a strong presence of three types of
participants: militants of political groups (Workers Party, Party of Socialist Workers, Socialist
Workers Movement, Communist Party), independent neighbors, and participants with
experience in the human rights movement. Intense arguments played out among these
groups: while partisan participants accused the neighbors of being apolitical in their rejection
of party politics, independent neighbors saw party militants and their organization as trying
88
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to deploy their political apparatus and forms of vertical organization at the assembly. For
instance, the Commission of the Unemployed at the Sur Assembly was directly under the
political control of the Workers Party (Partido Obrero) and it operated independently of the
central assembly space. It only reported actions but did not discuss plans with all assembly
participants. The level of conflict and distrust among participants led to the eventual
separation of the independent neighbors into a different assembly space. The reason for the
rupture was precisely the practices the neighbors considered necessary for their participation,
which started with more horizontal relationships among assembly participants.89
These contentious relations among participants fueled mistrust toward nonparticipants, political parties and unions, and assemblies often dedicated their publications to
policing the boundaries of belonging. Assemblies that continued to participate in the
Interbarrial during 2002 took measures to make sure their appointed representatives were easy
to identify as carrying the banner of their assembly. Some assemblies even decided to offer
documentation to their representatives to make sure only they could speak for their group.90
A February bulletin of the Munro Assembly dedicated a section to public complaints. They
informed that their pamphlets had been altered “with slogans not decided upon in this
Assembly.” Later on, in a different section of the same pamphlet, they published their
political statement. They first define themselves as the “Free, Sovereign and Democratic
Munro Popular Assembly,” and go on to propose that “Everyone must go, the Supreme
Court, politicians, judges, legislators, bureaucrats, bankers, syndicalists, and corrupt
entrepreneurs.”91 At Munro, the press commission was vigilant of speech acts made in its
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name and sought to control their message from being used by political forces not directly
associated with the assembly. Something similar occurred in the newsletter Cacerola de Zapiola.
In a small piece called “A different assembly,” members of the Colegiales Assembly report
that the Palermo-Colegiales Assembly, a close yet different group identified itself with
slogans such as “against the ‘progressives’ […] against impunity to murderers of police
officers[…]in support of the day of the Navy.” Identifying this assembly publicly as different
from all others given its pro-establishment positions served to define political and ideological
boundaries for the assembly movement as an alternative political and ideological project.
Furthermore, the need for these explanations tells us that the public voice of the assemblies
was at constant risk and that the principles the assembly stood for were of profound
importance, enough to require regular protection and distancing from competing ideological
forces.
The work of Marina Sitrin has become a fundamental referent to understand the
movements that arose during and after 2001 and their political principles. She focuses on the
concept of horizontality, which names her most significant work. Horizontalism: voices of
popular power in Argentina, is a necessary companion to any student of Argentine social
movements after 2001. In her book, Sitrin gathers and organizes hundreds of interviews
conducted with participants of the unemployed workers’ movement, the neighborhood
assemblies, and the recovered factories. As a self-described activist-scholar, her curated
collection of interviews offers a detailed account of how participants narrativized their
experience, building her work on ‘experience-near’ political language. Despite her book
being an excellent compilation, it does not shed light on political concepts or experiencedistance language. The reader is almost trapped in a “narrative about witchcraft from the
perspective of the witch,” inasmuch as Sitrin reproduces the unmediated perspective of
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movement participants.92 Her book offers an avenue to learn about the opinions of the
interviewee, without much conceptual mediation from the author beyond her curation of the
book itself. Comparing her interviews with the publications of neighborhood assemblies, her
book portrays the opinions of participants who were the more politically active and
educated. Her interviewees are educated in left theory as they often spoke of the
contradictions of capitalism, the relationship between theory and praxis, and frequently
brought up the Zapatistas as a referent for their struggle. Many of her interviewees spoke
eloquently about the political, social, and cultural changes caused by the uprising. She drew
conclusions about the movements of the Argentine uprising based on one group of
participants, those more militant and experienced in left organizations, active in the political
scene even before they participated in the newer autonomous movements.
In her interviews we note a clear difference between what autonomy means for
members of the unemployed workers’ movement and neighborhood assembly participants.
Unemployed workers held more radical, utopian ideas about autonomy. A participant in the
unemployed worker movements UWM of Allen say that “autonomy presupposes a radical
rupture of consciousness, of values, and of capitalist subjectivities that gives [sic] rise to
twisted social relations.”93 Another participant, this time of the UWM of Cipolletti, claims
that “autonomous thinking doesn’t only question past revolutions” or past anti-capitalist
revolutionary practice. At a time where “the contradictions of capitalism presuppose either
the dissolution of humanity or the creation a whole new civilization,” autonomy isn’t merely
a matter of interrogating capitalism but instead it involves “questioning our own practices as
products of our entire human history[…] it seems to me the profundity of autonomy is
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beyond our comprehension.” 94 Unlike these conceptual elaborations, ideas about autonomy
coming from the assembly movement were more ambiguous and often produced in
reference to democratic representation and the political culture behind organizational
structures. “It’s like we came out of a culture at the other extreme” Martin K, from
Colegiales Assembly says, “from a culture of verticality, a culture of representation, a culture
of delegating […] and we want to do everything differently. But we find ourselves falling
back into the same practices […] It’s as if there is an enduring memory of verticality, of
representation, of delegation, that plays out almost unconsciously.”95 When they spoke about
their political ideas, rather than emphasizing their activity as a road towards utopia, assembly
participants often brought about the concrete challenges of going from a language of
autonomy and direct democracy into their actual practice.
One could claim that autonomy was, in fact, a language as much as it was a radical
practice. Ezequiel, a participant of the Cid Campeador Assembly, tells that from the
beginning, the assembly took a discursive stance against any connections with local
government, even if, in practice, that was not the case. He recounts that, at the beginning,
assembly participants expressed their rejection of government and state institutions as a
manifestation of a “rejection of representative government, our rejection of politicians, in
general. I believe our de-linking from the state came from that.” Furthermore, he states that
“as an assembly we have always been somewhat schizophrenic in relation to the state. On
the one hand, we have been vehemently opposed to having ties with the government, but
there have been cases when we have accepted state support.” Naturally, as was the case in
many other assemblies, this created a de facto link to state and government. However, “we
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don’t accept it as such,” he says. “In assembly jargon, we refer to this as something we
snatch away from the state, as opposed to something we ask them for, or something they
give us. At the very least then, our distance from the state is kept alive in our
conversations.”96 Other de facto connections with government occurred in relation to the
occupations of space, where assemblies fought legal actions from private and public entities
on account of usurpation, and sustained negotiations with private and public entities to
secure access to electricity and gas for impoverished neighbors. Assembly participants, as
Ezequiel tells us, often narrativized their factual engagement with state and government in a
way that did not betray their commitment to autonomy and the separation they thought
necessary to produce real democratic spaces outside traditional vertical politics. As was the
case in other assemblies, the language of autonomy as separation from government, parties
and labor unions, coexisted with actual engagements and even concrete demands to the state
from many assemblies.
At this point, my argument touches the topic of typologies. The literature offers
several efforts to classify assemblies in the City of Buenos Aires. Sebastián Mauro and
Federico Rossi, in particular, claim that we can classify assemblies as ‘popular’ or
‘neighborhood.’ They argue that the difference rests on the radicality of the assembly
ideology and practice. ‘Popular’ assemblies were projects influenced by the anarchists and
Trotskyist traditions of its militant participants, who sought to build and connect grassroots
organizations with national and even international goals and projects. The Cid Campeador
Assembly, which they take to represent the popular type, was, for instance, instrumental in
the early start of the Inter-Neighborhood Assembly as its militants sought to build a
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national-scale organization. On the other hand, they argue that ‘neighborhood’ assemblies
limited their political aim to develop local, neighborhood-level projects to suit the needs of
the community. It is true that during 2002 and 2003, and given the challenges posed by
government incorporation and deliberate attacks by local authorities, assemblies moved in
two directions: some focusing on territorial demands at the neighborhood level, whereas
others insisted on building popular power and continued to tackle national questions of
political representation. Their study of the Cid Campeador and Palermo Viejo assemblies
show that their commitment to alternative visions of radical power is not in direct reference
to autonomy. The authors show that to maintain the assemblies functioning, both groups
had to find physical spaces to operate — one found it by occupation, the other by
concession— that were later officially sanctioned by the city administration, which in turn
helped institutionalize both assemblies. De-facto connections with local government speak
to the limit of the typology ‘popular’ versus ‘neighborhood.’ Insofar as their political aims
and goals did not curtail possible links with state institutions despite a strong discourse that
would indicate otherwise in both assembly spaces.
Let’s remember that Ezequiel, precisely a member of the more radical Cid
Campeador Assembly, tells us how participants narrativized that factual engagement with
state and government in a way that did not betray their commitment to autonomy and the
separation they imagined necessary to engage in real democratic politics. What is the purpose
of statements protecting assemblies from ideological threats, defining themselves as
democratic, free, and sovereign, even as they regularly interact with state institutions and
receive government aid? What were the writers doing by publishing what they wrote? From a
Skinnerian perspective, understanding an author’s political intention in context allows us to
understand further their meaning. “Whatever an author was doing in writing,” he claims,
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“must be relevant to interpretation, and thus that among the interpreter’s task must be the
recovery of the author’s intentions in writing what he or she wrote.”97 We can interpret
statements about autonomy, focusing on their function, in an attempt to understand
meaning beyond their literal interpretation. Searching for congruent meaning about
autonomy from the archive studies here would leave us with a one-sided narrative that
would add little to the study of political action.
Amidst a national reorganization of political forces and national —if not global—
ideological battles playing within each assembly, self-designation of assemblies as
autonomous, independent, or ‘self-convened’ was a performative speech act rather than an
objective descriptor. As has been shown, the radicality of assembly commitments to
autonomy was often discursive more than practical. Still, that discourse had a political
purpose: to place assemblies, their participants, and the relations they established as political,
social, and economic constructions outside the status quo. Participants imagined themselves
as outside of politics as usual, outside of government and state, parties and unions. The
language of autonomy help them envision, and to a certain extent create, an untainted social
and political space where social relations could be transformed, where they could be equal,
speak for themselves and be heard, assuming their responsibility and leadership over their
community. How these social relations were transformed through direct democracy is the
topic of chapter 3. An impulse to differentiate between neighborhood assemblies and
traditional political forces informed many debates and gave a purpose to the language of
autonomy. Debates about democratic procedures, separation from government, and the
meaning of asambleismo, became a space to police the boundaries between independent
neighbors and partisan participants seeking to use the assembly to increase their political
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capital. Policing the boundaries of assemblies and other actors served to create a space
different from old politics and vertical forms of internal organizational. The rejection of topdown internal organization, representation and delegation —inasmuch as they were seen as
political acquiescence— were defining features and critical points of contention for assembly
participants.

Conclusion: An Argentine convention in collective action
After the political crisis of 2001 there was a reorganization of social antagonisms and
potential political alliances. The new socio-political antagonisms after 2001 presented an
absolute opposition between the people and the traditional political elite. Traditional forms
of authority and Peronist definitions of the people were questioned, albeit temporarily. The
working-class, the poor and unemployed, and a middle class that lost its privileges saw each
other as potential allies. Assembly participants imagined themselves, along with the piqueteros
and other social actors, as a new people against traditional, top-down forms of doing politics
associated to Peronism, party politics, labor unions and the governments in office. These
new alliances and antagonisms ignited by the crisis were narrativized by asambleistas in an ‘us’
versus ‘them,’ where the language of autonomy served as a boundary to preserve a new
democratic people and take distance from their adversary, the traditional political class, right
and left. To declare an organization as autonomous meant to declare it outside of the
influence and organizational logic of government, political parties, party brokers and labor
unions. Also, autonomy served as a discursive articulating force that united assemblies,
piqueteros and recovered factories as the democratic, untarnished popular field.
The language of internal democracy and autonomy helped assembly participants
navigate and question unfair social arrangements while solidifying substantial
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transformations in political culture. Autonomy as a language convention, more than its
idealized practice, served an important political purpose in assembly imaginary: to establish
the boundaries between asambleistas and regular politicians, between the true people and
union bureaucrats, between direct democracy and verticality, between good and bad politics.
The speech performances and the language of internal democracy and autonomy helped
assembly participants establish boundaries of belonging and separation from the political
class, parties, and labor unions.
Claiming to be autonomous became a convention to separate two different forms of
living politics, and two different realms of social and political action. Autonomy was a
performative speech act that became a convention to differentiate old and new politics and a
marker of identity that pointed to forms of political organization that had been growing
through the 1990s and consolidated nationally during 2002. Direct democracy and autonomy
are language conventions that represent substantive transformation in Argentine political
culture.
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CHAPTER 3
DIRECT DEMOCRACY AND THE TRANSFORMATION OF SELVES
The assembly movement or movimiento asambleario of Argentina was one among
several grassroots socio-political actors that contested representational politics and the
neoliberal accumulation regime before and after the 2001 crisis. After a decade of
macroeconomic instability, high unemployment, and a recession that started in 1998 and
deepened alarming poverty levels, argentine society assumed the reins of national politics.
The Argentinzo, as it is known popularly, was a major event of social mobilization and protest
that led to the resignation of President Fernando de la Rúa in December 2001, and the
subsequent disruption of institutions of representative democracy. Out of this economic and
political crisis emerged the neighborhood assemblies. Assemblies were spaces of
socialization, organization, and political debate for neighborhood-level communities. In
weekly meetings neighbors gathered to discuss national and international politics and to
solve their immediate needs. Like other grassroots movements at the time, assemblies in
Buenos Aires were implemented principles of internal democracy and sought to build
autonomous organizations.
Participants of the neighborhood assemblies in Buenos Aires experimented with and
theorized autonomy and direct democracy. Both principles have long histories in many
corners of the world, and they were not new to militants of left parties and human rights
organizations. As Raúl Zibechi shows, grassroots organizations that precede the uprising of
2001, such as Madres de la Plaza de Mayo and H.I.J.O.S, experimented with non-hierarchical
forms of organizing that privileged relationality and affective politics over political strategy.1
1
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As neighborhood assemblies were populated by a combination of lifelong militants and
neighbors new to political organizing, the debates and negotiations over action and meaning
of asambleismo ensured that the practice of direct democracy was not necessarily the result of
an old blueprint applied on a new canvas. The nature of assembly and its meetings, the role
of deliberation in giving meaning and purpose to decision-making, the political direction
infused to the assemblies, and the way neighbors understood the relation between the
economic crisis, repression, and democracy were influenced by a series of interpretive
frameworks that colored the discourse and practice of direct democracy the neighborhood
assemblies. The history of repression, the aggressive implementation of structural adjustment
reforms, both causing the privatization of life, a retreat into the private and the atomization
of communities, were key narrative referents through which assembly participants
understood and practiced direct democracy and asambleismo.
In this chapter, I argue that the meaning of direct democratic practices and
associational life at neighborhood assemblies does not come from a pre-established
theoretical blueprint. Instead, practices of direct democracy at neighborhood assemblies
were all imbued with meaning by Argentine political history and intellectual culture.
Specifically, two frameworks worked to give meaning to activities at the assemblies. They
were central in how participants understood their motivations and the outcome of their
participation in the assemblies: the culture of fear and the fight against the social
consequences of neoliberalism. These two frameworks I highlight are separated analytically
for presentation purposes, but they were often intimately connected in asambleistas discourse.
Direct democratic practices were understood as a fundamental conduit to undo fear and
private retreat. Weekly, often by-weekly meetings in public spaces, and the never-ending
negotiations over plans, events, their everyday associational life, were narrated as central
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mechanisms to breaking a culture of fear and private retreat cultivated by the history of
military rule and the imposition of neoliberalism. Those interminable debates often
obstructed the consolidation of a city-wide assembly movement. However, when conducted
in the spirit of internal democracy and consensus-decisions making, they were the conduit,
neighbors argued, to a transformation of selves into truly democratic citizens. Their version
of direct democracy, the almost forceful principle of listening to one another in a nonhierarchical setting, was construed as an instrument for solidarity and empathy in the
presence of class difference and collective experiences of trauma, and it was an instrument in
local experiments of cross-movement and cross-class alliances in resistance to the neoliberal
project.

Direct democracy
Seven months after the Argentinazo we did not want, we do not want to
abandon the streets, the plazas, the public spaces that we have reconquered,
the words that we have recharged with meaning such as democracy. Because
we found a way to exercise direct democracy, without intermediaries, without
representatives that do not represent us, and we started to represent all and
each one of us. Because we managed to rebuild solidarity links among
ourselves and with others.2

Scholar-activist Marina Sitrin gathered hundreds of interviews with participants of
the movements that rose in Argentina in 2001. Horizontalism, voices of popular power in Argentina
is a robust curated collection of interviews, a requirement for students of the Argentine
uprising and the organizations that emerged afterward. The collection offers popular
meanings associated with the concept of horizontalism as it was understood by its
practitioners, such as autonomy, self-management, repression, social leadership, among

2
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others. After reading her collection of interviews and her following publications, readers
could believe that Argentine assemblies were populated by sophisticated thinkers well-versed
in social theory. Her collection of interviews is, as she acknowledges, a window of her
making for readers to see the movements and concepts she identifies as most relevant. Her
book is a window to those more educated in left theory and the organizations with a more
developed concept of direct democracy. Often, her interviewees use the theoretical language
of John Holloway and openly discuss the relationship between their practices and that of
Mexican neo-Zapatista. Many of her interviewees showed contempt for neighborhood
assemblies where deliberation was more important than the execution of concrete projects.
Others reproached assemblies for following the “party line” when they thought there was
too much action but not enough horizontal deliberation. The window Sitrin curated offers a
view to a specific understanding of the project and the potential of grassroots organizing
that was not necessarily present in all organizing spaces, certainly not all assemblies.
In stark contrast with her intellectual and political project are the publications by
neighborhood assemblies. The conspicuous absence of the word ‘horizontalism’ from their
bulletins speaks as much about Sitrin’s work as it says about the variety of projects enacted at
the assemblies. What does it mean that most assemblies did not name their practice of direct
democracy horizontalism? First, it means that at the time, there were different concepts of
equal participation in grassroots organizing and that beyond the initial rejection of vertical
organizing, the practices developed at each assembly were unique to their problems. Second,
it leads us to understand the relationship between autonomous movements and institutional
politics as more fluid, perhaps as a spectrum. On one side of the spectrum, we find the more
radical assemblies, some deliberately opting for the categorization “popular,” that embraced
consensus decision-making and a blunt rejection —if sometimes only discursive— of all aid
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from state institutions. On the other side of the spectrum, we would find assemblies more
directly influenced by traditional left parties and perhaps directly articulated with them. In
between, we would find most, if not all assemblies, where the rejection of politics-as-usual
nevertheless did not predetermine the direction of everyday action and organization, and
where the presence of party and union militants was a permanent cause of internal struggle.
Despite the political range represented in bulletins, pamphlets, and assembly
publications and the practical differences on what it meant to reject political representation
and embrace internal democracy, it is clear from assembly publications that most spaces
experimented with forms of non-hierarchical organizing and decisions by consensus. As a
publication by the Lanus Popular Assembly reads, “There are more than one hundred
assemblies formed in the neighborhoods, some more numerous and others less, but they
practice direct democracy.”3 Democratic practices in neighborhood assemblies did not
flourish out of rehearsed ideological conviction. They resulted from the rejection of
traditional political representation and the political culture of verticality discussed in the
previous chapter. As Pablo from the Colegiales Assembly argues
To call this new relationship direct democracy is technically correct, but
‘direct democracy’ wasn’t in people’s vocabularies back then. The initial
vocabulary was simply: Let’s do things for ourselves, and do them right. Let’s
decide for ourselves. Let’s decide democratically, and if we do, let’s explicitly
agree that we are all equal here, that there are no bosses, that we don’t want
bosses, and that no one can lead us. We lead ourselves. We lead together. We
lead and decide among ourselves. Someone said, this is horizontal, and well,
yes this is horizontal because it’s not vertical. We don’t want bosses, and
because this it isn’t vertical, but it is not part of any theory of horizontalism or
direct democracy.4
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The Cid Campeador Popular Assembly, one of the more radical that continues to
meet to this day, expressed a similar idea. In the piece “Assemblies: A Contribution for the
Day of Reflection,” Oscar writes “We are a new organizational form: the assembly is for us a
way of being, our modus vivendi; in other organizations the assembly is a special form of
decision-making. It is not the same […] We are self-organized, democratic and equal: we
have no directive commission, no center nor anything beyond our own decisions. […] We
are the rejection of old forms of delegation and representation.”5 Although Oscar
acknowledges the centrality of collective decision making and the absence of representative
bodies or centralized authority, he defines the assembly as a form of life, as a way of being
together where decision-making was functional to the political principles but was not
equivalent to them.
In trying to enact radical democratic ideals in rejection of any kind of hierarchy,
assembly participants discussed and experimented with the very question of what it meant to
be democratic in everyday life, without a clear answer ahead or a blueprint for success. For
assembly participants, direct democracy was more than a decision-making mechanism or an
equalitarian etiquette. It was the concretion of the spirit of the social uprising, where people,
as they often said, “took matters in their own hands,” toppled several presidents, took
legitimacy away from the institutions of representative democracy, and infused it unto their
spaces of deliberation. For many, participating in an assembly meant a fundamental shift in
their form of life; it meant a living commitment to new political principles. The main
transformations in everyday life relate to their presence in public spaces, their arrangements
for public deliberation and being with others. This transformation was understood as a
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recovery of public space in resistance to the culture of fear, instilled forms of private retreat,
and in search of lost solidarity amidst the social consequences of structural reforms.
No theory of horizontalism or direct democracy provided a blueprint to sign their
practices with specific political meaning. Their political history and recent intellectual history
provided interpretive frameworks that allowed assembly participants to instill direct
democratic practices with meaning. Two interpretive frameworks helped assembly
participants to narrate their activities and were central tenets in how neighbors understood
their own motivations and the outcome of their participation in the assemblies: a culture of
fear and the fight against the economic model. The following section shows that neighbors
understood assembly life and direct democratic practices as a fundamental conduit to
overcoming fear and the privatization of life. Neighbors narrated regular meetings and
debates in public spaces as essential practices to undo a culture of fear and learned customs
of private retreat cultivated by the military regime.

Away from fear
Los amigos del barrio pueden desaparecer
Los cantores de radio pueden desaparecer
Los que están en los diarios pueden desaparecer
La persona que amas puede desaparecer
Los que están en el aire pueden desaparecer en el aire
Los que están en la calle pueden desaparecer en la calle
Los amigos del barrio pueden desaparecer
Pero los dinosaurios van a desaparecer
“Los dinosaurios” by Charly García6

6
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In April 2002, in the traditional San Telmo neighborhood of Buenos Aires, the San
Telmo-Plaza Dorrego Popular Assembly held a day of public events for International
Worker’s Day. This day of activities served to strengthen the presence of the assembly in the
neighborhood and earn them new members. Estela, an assembly participant, reports in an
article on their bulletin that “on the day of activities on Saturday, April 27th, it became very
evident that all of us in the assembly worked and realized ourselves as social actors willing to
create concrete change.” What she deemed most memorable from the event was participants
response to the musical performance that closed the day: “A point that deserves special
consideration was the close with a flourish at the end […] many of us were excited with the
Cantata de Santa Maria de Iquique, some dared to confess and showed their tears, others
choked, but all present who[sic] reencountered Quilapayún at the best of time and in the
best of places […] I could not believe it, I traveled back to my 18th-year-old self, back in
1973 when listening to the Cantata was something done among friends, behind closed doors,
almost as if doing something profane […] what a great difference that of yesterday, there
was singing and presentations in Our Plaza, under Our Flag, with our Comrades.”7 The
Cantata de Santa Maria de Iquique was composed in 1969 by Chilean Luis Alvis Vitaglich for
Quilapayún, a folk group central to the Nueva Canción movement genera. It retells the story
of a strike of mineworkers in Iquique in 1907 that ended with a state-led massacre of the
workers and their accompanying wives and children. When it came out in 1970, the cantata
was a deliberate political statement reminiscent of the violent beginnings of the worker’s
movement, its spirit of struggle and solidarity, and in critique of state repression.8 When Elsa
7
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remembers her youth in the early 1970s listening and singing the cantata “behind closed
doors,” it is clear how the act of sharing with friends singing the song used to be subversive
for what the music represented, as were the social and political movements associated with
the Nueva Canción. Equally, the choice of the cantata as the closing public performance
indicates that assemblies understood their associational life as a continuation of past
resistance to state repression and an afront to the logic of silence and fear that had ruled
their lives.
Elsa’s sentiments on the public performance of the Cantata illustrate the first of the
interpretive frameworks that helped give meaning to direct democracy in neighborhood
assemblies. The “great distance from yesterday” that Elsa speaks of and the departure from
the “enclosure and the silence, to the sound of the pots and pans” show that assembly
participants understood their practice as the sociopolitical recovery of the public sphere. The
power to break away from fear, often discussed in assemblies as an achievement of their
associational life, represented for assembly participants the demise of private retreat and
social atomization cultivated during the military regime.
Argentina has a long and traumatic history of military rule that shaped how assembly
participants understood their democratic practices. During the 20th century, there were six
military coups and only a few democratic transitions of power. The last military dictatorship
was unique in its level of repression and, as a result, social and political battles over its effects
are still waged today. The National Reorganization Process was the official name for the
political project of the last military junta that ruled Argentina from 1976 to 1984.9 The
9
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transformations pursued by the junta required purging the nation from ‘subversives’ in
pursuit of national security. During the early years of the dictatorship, legislation curtailed
labor rights, securing easy termination of public sector contracts and the criminalization of
labor conflicts. The “expendability laws” were part of a broad strategy of judicial
exceptionality intended to secure internal order and to contain guerrillas and communist
forces. We must keep in mind that a deliberate apparatus of state repression began operating
during Peron’s second government. It intensified with Isabel Peron’s short government and
was consolidated in 1976 with the last military dictatorship.10 In fact, the persecution of
“subversives” and the limits to civilian freedoms were first legalized by the declaration of
state of siege in November 1974, which was used later during the dictatorship that ousted
Isabel.11 The transformative project of the military junta began with a purge of the public
service and labor unions to discipline workers, but transformed into systematic persecution
of the left. From 1976 to 1983, the military conducted a concerted plan of repression carried
through military forces, federal police, and death squads that kidnapped, tortured, and
disappeared thousands of dissenting voices. The official report by the National Commission

institutions of the state to model society after the political and Christian moral principles of military and conservative
elites. Political, economic, educational and even cultural institutions of the state were intervened, meaning civilians leaders
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on the Disappeared cites 340 clandestine detention centers throughout the country,12 and
estimates by human rights organizations put the record of abuses at 30.000 people
disappeared in 7 years.13
The collective narrative about the rise of citizen protest and the neighborhood
assemblies illustrates how the memories of repression and violence were a catalyst for
mobilization and worked as an interpretive framework to narrativize protest and assembly
activities. In particular, the use of the state of siege as a measure to restore order brought
back memories of state terror given its use during the 1970s. To counter generalized lootings
and protest to the corralito, president De la Rúa declared a state of siege in the evening of
December 19th, 2001. The president opened his televised speech rejecting the violence
against “people and goods” that had taken place during the day and had forced the legal
measure to restore order. He then spoke of legitimate protesters and opposed them to a
violent enemy: “I can distinguish between people in need and the violent or criminals who
[…] use the disorder to bring about chaos.”14 The legitimate poor and violent criminals, two
different subjects, were reminiscent of the subversive enemy within that justified violent
repression during the last military regime. By declaring the state of siege in a statement that
signaled “groups [that are an] enemy of order and the Republic” who used the opportunity
to plant “discord and chaos,” the president was invoking the idea of an illegitimate political
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actor and rightful enemy, and as such a legitimate target of repression. The ghost of the
activist agitator —illegitimate promoter of violence and disorder— in opposition to the
honest poor worthy of social aide, brought about memories from the past repression. In a
context where strikes and demonstrations were occurring almost daily and had increased for
a decade, memories of the abuse and terror resurfaced, but this time to mobilize people into
the streets.15
The clientelar mobilization hypothesis, espoused by government officials, posed that
looting were not spontaneous explosions of people in need but rather orchestrated by
punteros from the opposition with the complicity of police forces, to destabilize the De la
Rúa’s government. Earlier that December, the Subsecretary of Communication for the
Presidency Juan Pablo Baylac denounced the presence of “activists”16 that fostered violence
and supermarket lootings, who were not the legitimate poor in need of government
assistance but rather political agents seeking to destabilize the federal government. 17 Javier
Auyero explains the clientelist mobilization hypothesis in a less partisan tone, arguing that in
a context of great scarcity, looters took the opportunity presented to them by rumors about
lootings and the inactivity of police forces in the face of generalized riots.18 As such, when
President De la Rúa spoke of deserving poor and agitators, he referenced the reality that
lootings in the outskirts of the capital were generally announced, as Auyero demonstrates.

15
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Nonetheless, audiences received De la Rúa’s televised speech with outrage as it seemed to
criminalize poverty and protest and showed a president as a part of an elite whose privileges
were intact despite the severe national crisis.
Memories from past repression helped to interpret De la Rúa’s speech and worked
to imprint it with meaning. In the Zapiola y Lacroze Assembly, Mara writes about the pot
and pan protest in response to the televised speech and the state of siege, claiming it was a
collective awakening and the demise of a culture of fear. “The events of the 19 and 20 of
December,” she claims, “were a turning point for the topic at hand. This culture of fear
began to dissipate when people went out in the street massively against the state of siege and
then organized in the assemblies […] People appropriated the streets again as a public space
open to new possibilities, as a space not only to claim and critique the governing class and to
reject the IMF, but also as a space to build alternative forms of sociability.” 19 In her view, the
end of the dictatorship did not represent the disappearance of fear. Instead, the uprising of
the 19th and 20th cracked moral apathy and the political instrumentalization of fear by the
governments in office. As such, the assemblies were instrumental spaces to pursue politics in
public and to overcome fear. Her article is explicitly rooted in the work of Norbert Lechner
to argue that fear is a political problem and that overcoming the Argentine culture of fear
meant to recover public space and develop new organizations such as the neighborhood
assemblies. Scholars of the Southern cone developed the language of culture of fear, a
concept that became hegemonic in the study of the political effect of fear in a polity, and
became a popular interpretive avenue outside of academia. As such, Mara’s reference to
Norbert Lechner and his argument on the culture of fear is not fortuitous. In Argentina,
19
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massive protests were seen as an awakening from a culture of fear cultivated through state
terror. As such, activities at the assembly were inevitably read through the lens of breaking
the culture of fear.
Latin American authors from the Southern Cone writing in the early postdictatorship used the concept of culture of fear to understand the lasting effect of state
terror on democracy and citizenship. Guillermo O’Donnell’s essay “The harvest of fear”
introduced the idea to study the impact of systematic terror on a political community.20 He
speaks of two effects, later developed by a generation of scholars: first, fear impacts the
politicization of citizenship reducing associational life; second, state terror causes the
privatization of life as fear of public encounters undermines the desire for change, therefore
weakening actual democratic engagement. Following O’Donnell’s invitation, several authors
theorize the culture of fear to capture the unprecedented levels of personal insecurity
brought about by the military regimes and the social and political effect of fear, a
phenomenon presumed to be individual and mainly psychological.21 Notably, O’Donnell and
Lechner argue that, since fear preceded the instauration of dictatorship, fear of violence was
used strategically by the military to justify further terror against an internal enemy. For
Lechner, hidden fears of widespread violence and economic insecurity are sufficient
condition for the perpetuation of authoritarian regimes: they appropriate normal social fears
and re-signify them by imprinting an ideological meaning. But fears are also the product of
the regime. This literature understood the culture of fear as the imprint left by the everyday
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experience of human rights abuse under military dictatorships.22 Military rule transformed
Argentine civil society profoundly. Restrictions on social gatherings, athletic clubs,
censorship of press, television, and popular music, in addition to pervasive state violence,
caused citizens to turn inward. They abandoned overt political activities and associational life
and avoided public contact as they became wary of speaking to others in the streets, even to
long-known neighbors. Such a level of control is achieved as people internalize life threats
and engage in self-regulatory processes, learning and practicing socially approved behaviors.23
The depoliticization of citizenship and the privatization of life were intentional outcomes of
widespread state violence designed to constrain collective action, weaken support networks,
and depoliticize social interactions.24
The concept of a culture of fear focuses heavily on state terror, its deliberate use by
the military regimes, and its long-lasting effect on the population. These authors work under
the premise that the authoritarian regimes of the southern cone had no mass base to support
them, nor a concrete ideological program.25 The work of Alain Ruquié espouses a similar
idea: Southern Cone authoritarian regimes didn’t have a mass base and didn’t seek it. Unlike
their European counterparts, Latin American military regimes lacked a coherent political
ideology— and the national security doctrine could not fulfill that legitimating role. These
regimes that lacked social and ideological legitimacy focused on depoliticizing citizenship
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through pure repression instead of founding a new political order.26 As Latin American they
lacked a coherent political ideology, the military used repression strategically, making fear
essentially a political tool.27
As Laura Schenquer argues, Latin American authors writing on the functioning and
effects of the southern cone dictatorship focused heavily on the role of repression rather
than on the construction of consensus. Their claim that the most effective method of social
control was indiscriminate violence influenced the conceptualization of who were the
victims of the military regime. If violence was indiscriminate, widespread and even random,
the entire society was the victim. This assumption, which underlies the argument about
generalized depoliticization under a culture of fear, presumes that all citizens are equally
affected by state terror and neglects how the autocratic regime defined and targeted
subversives. As the entire society was targeted, a widespread culture of fear, nor the
production of consensus, was the main and only mechanism to secure stability.28 This line of
thought solidified in intellectual circles after the publication of the report Núnca Mas in 1984.
With the publication of the report and its mass readership, the argument of a culture of fear
was consistent with the desire to bring international attention to the crimes committed by
the autocratic regime, so it took hold.
The culture of fear literature was initially hegemonic and had a profound impact on
how scholars understood the relationship between state violence and political mobilization
and how Argentines understood their political behavior. An emphasis on fear and repression
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was central to how everyday citizens understood their protest politics after fifteen years of
the transition to democracy. The culture of fear served as a central framework to interpret
assemblies and democratic organizational practices; they were understood as mechanisms to
disarm society-wide fear and forms of private retreat cultivated by the authoritarian regime. I
do not argue that memories of state terror were not real, nor that they did not have a real
igniting effect on citizens to take them to the streets to protest, or that remaining fear and its
related psycho-social effects had no political role after the end of the military regime.29 I do
not seek to oppose the discursive to the real. Instead, I argue that the culture of fear was
such a pervasive interpretive framework that it influenced scholarship as much as it
influenced how everyday Argentines narrativized and gave meaning to their protest politics,
their associational life, and their organizational practices in the neighborhood assemblies.
See, for instance, this interview with Paloma from the Palermo Viejo Assembly:
I believe what detonated the explosion of the nineteenth and twentieth was
seeing the lootings, followed by the declaration of State of Siege. 30 It was like
something in our collective memory said, “No, I’m not going to put up with it,
I’m not going to take it.” It began with some cacerolazos, and I remember…
boom! People lost their fear —the fear we had from the military era, when we
had to be silent for fear that the government would bring out the tanks […]it
isn’t just the 30,000 [disappeared people], but also all the fear that remained,
as if people couldn’t be political…and well, this is like waking up.31
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In serial bulletins written by assembly participants, we often find a similar narrative
as the one above. Participants argued that the use of the state of siege and its rhetorical
defense by President De la Rúa was a critical catalyst of the uprising. I want to bring
attention to the narrative structure in the above quote. It permeates explanations by
assembly participants about the spontaneous origin of the pot banging protest and their
meaning amidst the national crisis. Following that narrative 1) the state of siege, as a measure
to counter supermarket lootings, aggravated injured citizens and they refused to accept state
repression as a measure to bring order, 2) once out of their homes, together protesting in
the streets, people cracked the culture of fear, 3) their collective awakening had a profound
political impact and it crystalized in their associational life at the assemblies. A fourth point
in the narrative, which will be explained in the following section, is that the government's use
of repression was a deliberate tool to divide the multiple sectors mobilizing. As such, the
associational life arising in neighborhood assemblies served to resist deliberate attempts by
the political elite to divide the different sectors of the people through fear. Assemblies
followed the undoing fear; they were a conduit for its demise and a mechanism to unite the
people.
In the narrative of assembly participants, the uprising of the 19th and 20th was a
spontaneous and monumental response to the state of siege. However, we know that
narratives of spontaneity are powerful tools for political mobilization, and that the events of
the ‘nineteenth and twentieth’ were neither spur-of-the-moment nor unexpected.32 We must
not forget that by 2001 the piquetero movement was a consolidated social force that had been
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successfully pushing the government to increase expenditures in social programs through
road blockades and large-scale protests. Argentine literature on social movements often cites
1996 as the beginning of a cycle of protest that didn’t subside until 2003, indicating that the
forms of protest and organization that assemblies enacted were part of a broad national
process, neither new nor unique.33 Furthermore, during the 1990s, other uprisings occurred
in cities of the provinces: the ‘Santiagazo’ in 1993 in Santiago del Estero, the ‘Cutralcazo’ in
1996-7 in Cutral Cò and Plaza Hìncul, and the riots in Corrientes in 1999. The ‘Argentinazo’ of December 2001, specifically the massive protest and disruption in public spaces, as
well as the associational forms that ensued, were all seen in previous events. The suffix ‘azos’
became the vernacular denomination for high-impact and disruptive forms of collective
action that involved confrontations with the authorities, which were common during the
1990s in resistance to the implementation of structural reforms in the provinces.34 This
hardly means that fear played no role in the previous inaction of middle-class sectors.
However, it indicates that breaking a culture of fear was one among other plausible
narratives to give meaning to associational life and decision-making practices at
neighborhood assemblies.35 A robust literature and collective narrative about a culture of fear
and broad societal victimization mediated how assembly participants understood their
political practices.
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Against class divisions
The recent murder of Darío Santillan and Maximiliano Kostecki at the Puente
Pueyerredón shook all of us. The government thought that imposing state
terror they would stop our fights, it thought that it would divide the
unemployed from the popular assemblies, from the savers, from the students
from the workers, from the retirees. They were wrong. Several times we
marched in the streets and filled the Plaza de Mayo screaming “We are all
Piqueteros! 36

“For them, for all of us: trial and punishment”
This list means much more than names of each one of the people murdered
during the events of the 19 and 20 of December 2001 […] It is a radiography
of the direction of the repression of the governments that seek to impose, by
means of terror and murder, an economic model, political and social that
defends the interests of a small sector.37

A second narrative that frames assembly activities and their commitment to direct
democracy is that participants understood their activism as resistance to the economic
model, specifically, resistance to class-based divisions caused by the economic model and
cultivated from above. Assembly participants associated state violence, past and present,
with the imposition of an economic model, and they understood their resistance to
repression as intricately connected to fighting neoliberal policy. Following the premise of the
culture of fear, they often argued that the aggressive implementation of structural reforms
required passive citizens, which was achieved with the deliberate use of repression. They
thought that a fundamental loss resulting from the autocratic government was people’s
ability to be together, to inhabit the public space, and to be active citizens. As such, after
36
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December 2001, participants argued that state violence sought to keep people afraid of each
other, preventing society-wide resistance and cross-class alliances against the economic
model. This narrative helped assembly participants conceive their democratic assemblies as
tools to unite formerly divided and antagonistic sectors. For assembly participants, their
newfound ability to be together, to listen to each other in a democratic space, was
fundamental to disrupt class-based animosities that had been cultivated by the powerful
interest that thrived by dividing the people. In their narratives, it was common to read that
they understood associational life and democratic spaces as a direct affront to the
government’s attempt to divide the people, piqueteros, assemblies and recovered factories, to
keep them politically and economically subdued.
The theme of cross-class and cross-movement solidarity was central to assembly
activities and how they saw themselves building a new politics and resisting repression and
the economic model. However, solidarity was not without complications. During the
uprising, the most famous slogans, “Piquet and pot banging, the struggle is one” and
“Everyone out, not one stays!” illustrate the sentiment of solidarity articulated primarily in
opposition to the political class. This solidarity, however, did not produce a joint movement
at the national level. It was short-lived and faced significant political obstacles. In the mid1990s, unemployed workers from the provinces organized and developed a form of protest
that gave them their name, the piquete. In their repertoire, highway blockades were frequent,
obstructing the supply of food and goods to the capital and main cities where the formerly
large Argentine middle class dwelled. While the piquetero movement consolidated as an
important socio-political actor since 1996, their direct action was stigmatized in national
newspapers. The media cultivated mistrust and fear of the piqueteros condemning their
methods, justifying police repression and denying state responsibility for many deaths in
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major protest episodes.38 In the press, the term piquetero was associated with crime,
vandalism, and even subversion from the left.39 Furthermore, the shrinking middle class
found symbolic avenues to differentiate from the most impoverished city dwellers, claiming
to fear a racialized criminal other.40 Riots that occurred multiple times in the 1990s and the
frequent lootings during December 2001 served to cultivate those fears, this time of mobs
attacking middle-class neighborhoods.41 That antagonism between the middle class and
piqueteros transformed and reversed after the corralito —which impacted middle sectors
primarily— and the declaration of the state of siege. After the national uprising, fear turned
into solidarity —if often discursive— and assembly participants imagined the poor and the
middle class as a people, a temporal “us” positioned against the repressive government and a
political elite unscathed by the crisis. Direct democracy was central to the assembly’s
experimentation with cross-movement partnerships and how they understood assemblies as
resistance to neoliberalism and repression.
Participants of neighbor assemblies often reflected about the relationship between
repression and the implementation of the neoliberal model. After the event in preparation
for the International Worker’s Day that Elsa described, the same assembly in the San Telmo
neighborhood published a speech they read collectively in front of the excavations a former
illegal detention. The reading was part of an act of remembrance of victims of state terror
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amidst the assembly’s position to reject the Impunity Laws.42 The speech states that the
people gave a clear and public message on December 2001: “we won’t tolerate that State of
Siege nor will we tolerate it in the future because we relate it directly with the disappearance,
torture and the killing of people.”43 The connection they see between the extraordinary
measures of President De la Rúa and the repressive past of the country are not exaggerated,
they argue, since the police felt backed by the measure of exceptionality to “kill six brave and
irreplaceable boys.” Following the framework of the culture of fear, the speech articulates a
connection between the embrace of public space at the assemblies and the forms of retreat
cultivated during the authoritarian regime: “We believe that [the public message against the
State of Siege] is important information about the moment that our society lives, which has
departed from the enclosure and the silence to the sound of the pots and pans and toward
the heat of the Assemblies, at a time when other enclosures and silences are uncovered and
become visible from 25 years ago, in this place.” At this point, their speech illustrates the
second interpretive framework that was fundamental to assembly’s understanding of direct
democratic practices as a form of resistance. “We understand that the atrocities carried out
in this place, multiplied by 340 locations and 30 thousand bodies, were a necessary condition
to implement the economic regime we are suffering.”
Assembly participants understood repression as a tool to implement an economic
model against the interests of the people. They published pieces in which the connection
between repression, acquiescence, and a divided people was presented as a well-known fact.
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On March 24th of 2002, the country commemorated 26 years since the last military coup.
During the month of March and amidst the gatherings to remember the victims of state
repression, assembly participants used their publications to reflect on the relationship
between the military regime and their critical economic situation. An opening article of the
Cid Campeador Popular Assembly bulletin interpreted the main objective of the military
dictatorship to be the imposition of economic policy against the interests of the people.
“The horror of the dictatorship that cost more than 30,000 disappeared people, had as its
objective to instate, through the plan of Martínez de Hoz44 and his accomplices to the date,
an economic policy that is alien to the economic interest of the people.”45 Also for the
commemoration of the end of the military regime, established human right organizations
issued a special call to “the piquetero movement, the neighborhood assemblies and the rest of
the popular organizations” to march together on March 24th “with the chants and specific
demands of each” to show a united front from all sectors on behalf of democracy.46 Their
invitation was published in “La Cacerola de Zapiola” bulletin, where human rights
organization narrativize the connection between repression and the economic model causing
the 2001 crisis: “On March 24th it will be 26 years since a military coup that, using state
terror, implemented a repressive plan with disappearances, torture, murder, child kidnapping
prison, and exile, to install an economic plan for the concentration of wealth whose
consequences, unemployment, hunger, misery, destruction of the productive apparatus,
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affect the majority of Argentines today.”47 In their serial bulletins, assemblies often
interpreted economic submission as fundamentally tied to the repression brought by the last
dictatorship.

Figure 2: Serial publication by the Plaza
Rodriguez Peña Neighborhood Assembly
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Throughout the city, neighbors saw themselves resisting the economic model by
resisting state repression and its classist justification. The televised speech by President De la
Rúa announcing the state of siege faced blatant opposition by broad sectors. Months after
the events that ignited the Argentine uprising, assembly participants saw in the justification
of the state of siege an obvious tool to incite class divisions. Indignation sparked protest in
defiance of the threat of repression because, participants claimed, the state of siege was
dictated to “repress populations seeking food.”48 Before and during the 19th and 20th, the
imagery that press outlets circulated about the lootings showed poor people in violent
outpours attacking supermarkets and the police. Assembly participants saw a class narrative
in the justification of the state of siege and rejected what they understood as repression
directed at the poor. They interpreted the speech as a class-based invocation to justify
repression.49 Participants considered that the presidential speech sought to separate the
middle class from the workers movement, appealing to fear and order to secure governability
in a time of crisis. The novelty of the nineteenth and twentieth, they thought, was the unity
of the “piquet and the pot-banging,” the unity of unemployed workers and de-classed
middle sectors that brought down President De la Rúa’s government in response to what
they perceived as a deliberate attempt to divide them.50 The political class was perceived as
using fear to divide the people, which backfired, producing solidarity and alliance where
there used to be mistrust and animosity. Where the government saw vandals, the middle
class saw a desperation they could also feel.
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That connection assembly participants saw between the systematic state violence, the
imposition of an economic model, and a deliberate intention to divide the people also
mediated how they interpreted the main challenges to solidarity across grassroots
organizations. The article “It happens to all of us” from the publication El Puente:
Encontrando Palabras of the Lezma Sur Park Assembly begins with a clear statement: “The
political and economic power, facing the impotence of not being able to confuse the
population anymore, rides until satiety the theme of insecurity. They seek mostly to influence
us, to break the unity in the action of different sectors of the people, while they loot us with
tariff increases, salary cuts, the corralitos, etc.”51 The author argues that the increase in theft
and crime is a result of poverty and that a police response is inadequate; what is needed is a
political one involving better education and health. Furthermore, they claim that it is well
known how the police are involved in many forms of crime like kidnapping, such that
insecurity comes from power itself: “[…] the climate of disquiet and lack of protection
spread in bulk only seeks to condition us through terror.” Following many other pamphlets
and a common interpretation at assemblies, the author argues that increased repression in
the light of crime is but a tool to divide and control: “They want to undermine the solidarity
that we neighbors have been building. With the excuse of controlling crime and facing delinquency,
they want to frighten us into leaving us defenseless so that we look for individual solutions
[…] Insecurity is a policy of power to stop the people. What they want is to control the
streets.” The article then reflects on popular organizing during the uprising and how
significant events since the nineteenth and twentieth have been marked by deceit and
impunity. It closes with a statement of solidarity and struggle, stating “Everything that
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happens to the neighbor happens to us all. To thwart the traps of power, break its lies,
advance in the popular organization […] and more than ever, to seek in the deep roots and
collective traditions, the solution to our problems. Let’s defend our own with direct
democracy, breaking the cheat institutions of the system, deepening our claims, fighting for
dignity and widening our sovereignty.”52 This article is yet another instance of assembly
participants interpreting any argument for increased use of force as a political tool to divide
popular sectors and the middle class, to quash the cross-class solidarity that rose out of the
2001 uprising. Furthermore, this piece advances an idea that connects current events with
the military dictatorship and corruption of police forces: that they are the violent criminals in
the service to the status quo. Finally, the piece ends by identifying direct democracy as a
central tool to defend that solidarity and the work in the neighborhood; direct democracy is
presented here as a tool for popular power.
The pamphlets assemblies published during 2002 show that after December 2001
assembly participants worked to create spaces of collaboration with other grassroots
organizations, often framing those spaces as solidarity against fear and class divisions. Even
though assemblies and piqueteros never forged a strong political alliance at the national or
even city-level, their pleas for solidarity led to local articulations across movements.
However, to borrow Alejandro Grimson’s term, these spaces represented “asymmetrical
forms of solidarity” where assembly participants shared resources while learning from —and
about— an ‘other’ they used to be wary of. Participants and observers alike narrated this
newfound ability to empathize despite solidified class differences as a subjective
transformation credited to asambleismo.
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Cross-movement and cross-class alliances were understood by assembly participants
as a restructuring of social forces against the state and the political class, as a united and
fearless people in defiance of repression and a precarious life caused by neoliberal economic
policies:
Together with workers from recovered factories, piquetero and rural
movements, and neighborhood assemblies, we have conducted two
encounters of solidarity economy to articulate efforts and advance social
practices that strengthen us in the hard struggle we see ahead. We invite the
assemblies and assembly participants to move forward in fraternity toward the
unity, from below, of popular assemblies, workers of recovered factories […]
and grassroots piquetero movements […] We believe this is the road to
rebuild popular power from below and make possible that everyone leaves
and not one stays.53

This fragment from the periodical of the Parque Avellaneda Assembly argues for the
unity of the popular while opposing the plans for a presidential election. The publication
reports joint efforts at the neighborhood level by recovered factories, piqueteros and
asambleistas to build autonomous economic practices and highlights the need for more
articulations.
Territorial articulations among grassroots organizations were frequent and they were
often documented in assembly pamphlets. They were usually established for practical
purposes; for instance, to serve the community’s needs, to join a local protest, or to secure
the occupation of a factory by its workers. Those collaborative spaces were a novelty
brought by the 2001 uprising, as those alliances seemed to cross symbolic borders that
structured city spaces across class lines.54 Assemblies sought these spaces of articulation as
avenues to exercise solidarity and build popular power. One such instance was reported in a
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special issue of the Assembly of Self-Convened Neighbors of Villa Urquiza. Their Notebook
No 2 is titled “Piquteros, their history, and proposals.” This piece is a transcript of a
presentation and debate among the Villa Urquiza Assembly and representatives of three
major piquetero groups of the city, where the latter told their origin story while explaining the
political principles and how they understood direct democracy.55 Like the piquetero
organizations and the recovered factories, assemblies experimented with democratic spaces
of decision-making and explored the meaning of direct democracy.

Transforming selves with direct democracy
“Que es cooperar/What is to cooperate”
Los esfuerzos compartidos son mas livianos. El miedo compartido es mas
chiquito. Las dificultades compartidas son mas fáciles. Los desafíos
compartidos son mas posibles […] Compartir es cooperar y cooperar es
hacer algo juntos con el otro. / Shared efforts are lighter. Shared fear is
smaller. Shared challenges are more possible […] To share is to cooperate
and to cooperate is to do something with the other.56

Assembly participants in Buenos Aires used several narratives to interpret their
associational life in the neighborhood assemblies. Among them, two narratives became
central interpretive frameworks to give meaning to their political engagement, specifically
their practice of direct democracy: fighting fear and fighting class divisions. These streams
form Argentine political history and intellectual production of the second half of the 20th
century and the culture of politics that arose during the economic crisis and the crisis of
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representative democracy of 2001-2002. But the transformations they describe, the end of
fear through their newfound public life, and the demise of class-based antagonisms and the
emergence of cross-class solidarity, were understood as personal transformations resulting
from direct democracy. Democratic assemblies became a mechanism to transform selves,
their deepest fears and prejudices.
Direct democracy was a tool for profound personal and collective transformation,
not a simple decision-making mechanism. For instance, the movement from voting to
consensus decision-making of the Centro Assembly illustrates the role of democratic
deliberation in negotiating differences and creating a space where all neighbors could
become asambleistas. The transformation occurred when participants felt the necessity to
refrain from voting practices that felt mechanical and opened a space dedicated only to
dialogue. They would listen and discuss all topics to understand each other’s position and
arguments but without voting. This simple step led them to accept the reality of diversity
within, forcing participants to value each other’s views. In fostering a deliberative practice,
the assembly did not eliminate difference, but it became accepted as part of the experience
of building something new.57 That much is articulated by a participant of La Toma, an
occupied building and alternative media and art collective: “What does horizontalidad mean?
First, there isn’t one right way; there isn’t anyone that has the truth and tells us what we have
to do. It means seeing each other as equals, or trying to see each other as equals. It also
means—and this is something that’s a challenge for the assemblies—learning to listen to one
another.”58 More than voting itself or the percentage of people required for consensus, the
democratic debate and collective execution of projects became, by itself, a powerful
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mechanism to transform selves, disrupting collective fear and fragmentation, to build the
community anew.
Their newly found capacity to listen and to “see” the other was credited to direct
democracy, the almost forceful principle of listening, speaking and debating all topics in a
setting where all participants are treated as equals. Monica Farías writes about a soup kitchen
in the San Telmo-Plaza Dorrego Assembly, which attracted a diverse attendance.
Participants began the project to assist the poor in need of a daily caloric intake. However,
the inclusion of homeless people in the democratic organization of the soup kitchen, and
discussions between middle-class neighbors and the new participants, transformed the
project into a space of communal belonging for people living in the streets. For the more
affluent neighbors, frequent contact with the poor helped change the neoliberal narrative
about poverty. They imagined their participation in the soup kitchen to be a form of social
responsibility for poverty rather than charity or simple food assistance. A plate of food
became an excuse for having a space to build a different kind of relationship among all
neighborhood dwellers, especially with the homeless, to acknowledge them as subjects of
rights. By working together in democratic spaces, Farías argues, participants reached a
deeper understanding of social justice.59 Direct democracy in organization of the soup
kitchen transformed a powerful narrative about personal responsibility that assembly
participants identified as a tenet of neoliberal discourse—one that had contributed to classbased animosity.
A public letter published in one assembly bulletin perhaps congeals the sentiment of
personal transformation how transformation was fundamentally political and an afront to
the neoliberalizaiton of life. In the section “Receiving letters” of the Cid Campeador
59
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Assembly Bulletin, we read a personal letter by Stella Maris titled “Everyone, that is all I
say.”60 The letter hints at the intense conflict unfolding at the assembly and offers a language
of empathy and togetherness to overcome it. Addressing neighbors and assembly
participants, she asks, “How can I reach the other? How do I explain that my need today is
that we all be together?” Stella reflects and narrates how she accepted different moments in
Argentine history with submission. She writes an admission of her complicity in the cultural
logic of silence and victim-blaming of the military dictatorship. “I thought that those that
were not present were gone because they had done something wrong, I also screamed at
goals in the World Cup and believed that we Argentine were correct and human, and that
silence is healthy.” She also recognizes her naïve trust in the democratic government and its
exaggerated claims about the wonders of electoral democracy — “with democracy we feed,
heal and educate.” And during the early 1990s, she narrates her participation in the
consumption craze allowed by the dollarization that briefly benefitted middle-class sectors.
“I also bought the idea when they sold me an Argentina in debt installments. And I
purchased. I bought a cellphone, the club membership, cable, credit card, trips, and yes, I
purchased.” Her narrative reaches the apex when she illustrates the awakening and rupture
represented by the uprisings of the nineteenth and twentieth, and her newly found need “to
be with others, to be together.” She concludes
we are fragments of a broken mirror that we must rebuild, pieces of a puzzle
that need each other to draw their own identity. That is why I say, today I
want everyone at the assembly, even with our differences. […] That is why I
say once more: let us join, even if we must forgo some personal belief […] let
us work for unity.
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Using the metaphor of a broken mirror, she insists on fighting fragmentation and
forms of private retreat to build a fuller, more inclusive collectivity at the assembly. That is,
Stella believes that the associational life at the assembly is a fundamental conduit to bridge
the logic of silence and fear caused by the authoritarian regime and the short-lived
consumerist practices encouraged by the neoliberal model. Among the periodic bulletins
published by the assemblies, we can find reflections about personal growth and political
exploration and experiments with the depths of a democratic public space. For many
assembly participants, associational life and democratic deliberation had a central role in
undoing fear and class-based animosity. The naiveté of these utopian desires do not take
away their representativeness: many assemblies sought alliances with the poor, even if many
were transient, pursuing solidarity against fragmentation, the enemy of the people. Their
newly found associational life and democratic deliberation became intentional practice to
overcome fear, bridge class differences and resist neoliberalism.

Conclusion
The way participants of the neighborhood assemblies of Buenos Aires narrativized
their associational life was consistent with argentine political history and intellectual
traditions. In their serial publications, they understood democratic deliberation as resistance
to the culture of fear and as an avenue to undermine cultivated class antagonisms. The
recovery of public space through demonstrations and grassroots organizing was equated to
the end of private retreat cultivated through fear and privatization. Through asambleismo,
neighbors understood themselves as fighting the privatization of life and the
individualization of economic failure, both components of the same socio-economic project
that ruled their lives and destroyed the national economy. Furthermore, the practice of direct
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democracy at neighborhood assemblies was fundamental, in their view, to elicit subjective
transformations among participants. In assembly discourses about direct democracy and
associational life, participants understood decision-making mechanisms as a way of life and
the assemblies themselves as avenues to transform fearful, private people into truly
democratic citizens, the public protagonist of a life they build themselves in the assemblies.
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CHAPTER 4
ENACTING DIRECT DEMOCRACY: FEMINIST LEGAL SCHOLARSHIP AND THE
WORK ON THE SELF

This chapter studies the influence of feminist legal advocacy in developing an activist
culture of inclusion in contemporary progressive activism, one that has influenced the
meaning of democratic organizing in the United States. Taking Occupy Wall Street in New
York as a case study, this essay shows that the theoretical travel of intersectionality and its
operationalization in the General Assembly helped give meaning to direct democracy. At the
General Assembly in Occupy Wall Street, where longtime activist mingled with participants
new to protest, everyday dynamics of power were understood as an obstacle to true
inclusion and the goal of radical democracy. Participants were preoccupied with unequal
access to a public voice at the General Assembly and the scarcity of historically
underrepresented voices in the decision-making process. They sought to fight informal social
hierarchies with deliberate discussions about privilege and oppression, self-reflection public
acknowledgment of privilege. I argue that the equalitarian techniques that Occupiers enacted
to support direct democracy owe their epistemology of difference to legal feminist theory,
namely, intersectionality theory. In the legal version of intersectionality, the literary devices
used by Kimberlé Crenshaw in her foundational essay pull our political imagination toward
the individual experience of oppression. At the same time, the radical epistemological project
proposed in her work remains unfinished. The mainstreaming of intersectionality helped
develop a vernacular epistemology of difference in US activist culture where privilege and
oppression are understood primarily as attributes to the self rather than systems of power
that produce our-selves. A subject that reflects on their privilege performs such recognition
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as political action, and their enactment of alternative politics relies on work on the self and
personal improvement. As participants understood the obstacles to equality resting on
individual selves, the practice of internal democracy was shaped as inclusion through formal
equality in the deliberative space of the General Assembly, a form of inclusion reliant on
personal responsibility and work on the self.
This chapter sheds light on how the epistemology of difference sedimented in the
race-sex analogy and the metaphor of the intersection left an imprint in contemporary
activism. It studies the legal branch of the genealogy of intersectionality and the impact of its
language of difference. The focus on legal scholarship attends to the effect of its language
and rhetorical strategies: the terms of engagement intersectionality bring to everyday protest
politics are based on legal categories of identity and difference that presume analogous and
comparable experiences of discrimination. Analogies and metaphors in Crenshaw’s essay pull
our political imagination in one direction, while the transformative epistemological project of
intersectionality remains unfinished. My focus on legal scholarship does not imply that
feminist legal advocacy is the main intellectual source in the genealogy of intersectionality.
Scholars rightly situate intersectionality within the tradition of Black feminist thought and
also recognize its intellectual debt to the broader field of women of color activism.1 The
insights of intersectionality are deeply rooted in activist discourse and practice of the 1970s,
with two prominent examples in the Combahee River Collective and Third World Women's
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Alliance.2 The emphasis on legal advocacy attends to its language and rhetorical strategies,
which have traveled further into everyday progressive left activism. As such, this essay
highlights the imprint that legal scholarship has left on the mainstreaming of
intersectionality, which then influenced the operationalization of intersectionality as a
strategy of inclusion in spaces of progressive left activism.
The essay moves cautiously regarding narratives of progress, loss or return,
metanarratives of feminist scholarship, and the role intersectionality plays in them as a
juncture of progress or defeat.3 In going back to legal scholarship, we do not pursue a
detailed reading of intersectionality's true origins to shield it from critique.4 We recognize the
affective politics associated with intersectionality, eloquently captured by Jennifer Nash in
Black Feminism Reimagined. However, this essay seeks a different mode of engagement that
does not rest on critique or defense but instead builds on theoretical travel, sedimentation,
and resignification.5 This analysis unfolds in the register of influence following Nash's
invitation to study the impact of intersectionality beyond the space of feminist research or
even academic production. Intersectionality travels back into activism as an epistemology of
difference central to contemporary activist culture, and its travels helped sustain a specific
understanding of the means to achieve direct democracy.
This chapter opens with an overview of internal democracy in social movements,
focusing on developments in North America, to show the continuities and differences in the
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practice of internal democracy brought about in Occupy Wall Street. Section two analyzes
the rhetorical devices used to speak about identity in a tradition of activism at the core of
intersectionality theory: feminist legal advocacy. The race-sex analogy and the metaphor of
the intersection have traveled further than other ideas of intersectionality to build what the
theory means in the streets. Section three explores how participants at the camp understood
difference within the 99% and sought to produce equality at the General Assembly and the
decision-making process. Section four shows how Occupiers understood their everyday
interactions as always already structured by power relations and the strategies and techniques
they adapted to overcome that reality and perform true internal democracy. Specifically, this
section shows that analogical thinking (based on the race-sex analogy) and the metaphor
were a key to developing techniques for inclusion heavily reliant on work on the self.

Democratic organizing
Internal democracy in social organizations has a rich history in the Americas and
abroad. A complete genealogy of influences on the latest impulse towards non-hierarchical
democratic organizing —think #BLM or #Niunamenos— would involve volumes of work.
In North America alone, one would need to study the work of southern organizations
during the civil rights movement, the student movements in the northern United States,
feminist non-hierarchical organizing in the 1970s, among many other organizations. In
Central and South America, we know the influence of anarchist principles that traveled with
Spanish immigrants, the theory and practice of Italian autonomism, and —last but not
least— traditional indigenous forms of decision-making. The neo-Zapatistas in Chiapas, for
instance, and their commitments to autonomy, self-government, and democratic decisionmaking, must be understood in the context of multiple genealogies of influence. The same
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applies to Occupy Wall Street and the many practices and socio-political principles that
nurtured its development. Each of these movements understood and practiced internal
democracy and consensus with important differences. The same applies to Occupy in
Manhattan in 2011. This chapter does not seek an exhaustive look at the changing traditions
of organizing behind OWS. Instead, I pull one thread, the thread of intersectionality theory,
and explain how it helped weave the colorful blanket of progressive activist culture in the
United States.
In 2011 the Occupy movement rose to mainstream relevance, highlighting economic
inequality and undemocratic political representation in the United States. Occupy brought
class back into the national political debate. OWS, particularly in New York City, took the
form of encampments in open public spaces and embraced the model of the General
Assembly, a democratic forum and decision-making body where participants gathered to
discuss the goals and politics of the movement as well as topics of daily life.6 No topic was
mundane as participants worked hard to make sure everyone felt included and empowered
to discuss life at the camp. Organizers issued a global call to Occupy Everywhere, and by
October 15, Global Day of Action, Occupy sites had already spread to many major cities in
the United States and abroad.7 Their reliance on spatial occupation was crucial in developing
a collective identity and enacting their democratic principles, but it also gave occupiers the
tactical advantage of exposure and visibility.8 The movement format escaped the familiar
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terminology of collective action as participants combined ‘old’ and ‘new’ social movement
grievances: the precarious economic experience in the contemporary United States did not
foreclose conversations about identity and difference at the camp.9
In retrospect, it is easier to see how organizational choices were in part the result of
internal politics and logistical difficulties rather than ideological commitments to democratic
organizing. Scholarship shows that organizational challenges that arose early on in the
occupations hindered the development of concrete demands representing the concerns of
the crowds gathered in the campsites.10 The triumph of global justice activists over union
organizers in early ideological battles led to tactical and organizational commitments such as
non-hierarchical organizing or decision-making, a refusal to issue demands, and a
prefigurative ethos.11 At the time, however, participants and supporters insisted that the
absence of demands mirrored a commitment to effect social change from below through the
transformation of social relations on-site. In their eyes, the lack of demands echoed a
critique of decaying representative institutions, more imbricated with financial capital than
true democracy, therefore illegitimate recipients of demands by the people.12 Principles such
as horizontalism and prefiguration helped frame the movement as non-representational,
against demands and committed to internal democracy. Participants in democratic spaces
were to reject all hierarchies and transform how they relate to one another in deliberations.13
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The occupation and the General Assembly were incubators of a prefigurative ethos, an
"unscripted political theater" where Occupiers enacted their political ideas through the
experimental exchange of arguments, polemics, and proposals.14
Participants, supporters, and public intellectuals were captivated with the prospects
of a new and novel paradigm of political agency.15 A narrative of newness and spontaneity
permeated most interpretations of the movement, but neither was accurate. Occupiers
combined tested forms of direct action, such as the sit-down strike, the massive takeover of
public space, democratic deliberation, and decision-making, with an impulse toward
autonomous organizing.16 Perhaps the novelty about Occupy was the specific combination
of established forms of organization, new tools for mass mobilization like social media, and
large-scale democratic deliberation and decision-making.17 Internal democracy and nonhierarchical decision-making in social movements have a rich history in the United States,
and Occupy was the latest iteration. However, in different historical contexts and in light of
various practical concerns, internal democracy, consensus, and non-hierarchical organizing
have acquired different meanings.
The work of Francesca Polletta is a central referent for students of internal
democracy in North America. She has conducted extensive and detailed research on the
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transformations of internal democracy in social movements.18 In her work, democratic
deliberation and consensus decision-making are understood as part of a broad prefigurative
ethos, meaning that activists and organizers that reject hierarchy and embrace direct
democracy follow the general principle of 'being the change you want in the world.' Polletta
studies several movements and historical moments, and in each, she analyses the different
meanings of prefiguration and internal democracy. For instance, pacifist organizations in the
1940s and 1950s survived in a context deeply hostile to their purpose, and groups like the
Peacemakers and the Committee for Non-Violent Revolution had to focus on the survival of
their small activist circle. They understood internal democracy and consensus as means to
preserve values of individual conscience and non-violence against militarism and its
bureaucratic, hierarchical ethos. The practice of radical equality was a way to maintain their
cause alive in a context where mass mobilization was unlikely. Pacifists, however, saw
themselves as a vanguard leading a very important cause and did not seek to inspire the
masses with their practice of internal democracy.
Organizers of the Southern Nonviolent Coordinating Committee (SNCC)
popularized decentralized consensus decision-making as an effective organizational tool.
Paradoxically, as their work influenced other organizations in the northern United States, the
SNCC began to reject an organizational structure that had served them well. Issues felt by
participants such as the preeminence of whites, the “freedom high,” and lack of
programmatic direction became associated with a particular organizational structure:
consensus-based decision making. The group thought that moving towards a centralized
organizational structure and a nationalist agenda would help them overcome programmatic
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paralysis and perceived organizational issues.19 They aligned more closely with the political
agenda and organizational structure of the Black Panther Party, abandoning direct
democracy.
For New Left activists in the 1960s, radical internal democracy was more than a way
to preserve their equalitarian values: it was a means to model an alternative world in the
present, therefore an excellent means to influence people outside their organization.
Following the practices of the SNCC, they believed that ordinary people without activist
credentials could and should be engaged in direct actions and the decision-making processes
orienting the movement. Students for a Democratic Society enacted an organizational form
based on a quasi-existential rejection of rules and a solid commitment to equality and
democratic participation. However, rejecting organizational hierarchy does not automatically
create equality and democratic decision-making.20 For instance, women and lesbians in the
student movement and civil rights organizations often felt sidelined despite organizational
claims to inclusion and internal democracy. Feminist organizations in the 1970s were acutely
aware that informal hierarchies and relationships often take the space of formal structure in
democratic movements. This is illustrated by Jo Freeman's critique in "The Tyranny of
Structurelessness:" when social relationships such as friendship are at the core of movement
organizing, social networks produce an insider-outsider phenomenon. Organizations can
inadvertently consolidate informal leaders and maintain new members in the periphery of
decision-making, even while rejecting hierarchy and vertical structure.21 This critique can and
should be extended to all social relations: when an organization lacks structure or norms to
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mediate engagement in the decision-making process, the real, existing inequalities that frame
everyday life tend to prevail as the absence of a formal structure does not eliminate social
hierarchy nor informal networks of power.
By the time Occupy captured press headlines, it appeared that longtime activists had
learned that organizations needed to take explicit action to enact their commitment to
democratic deliberation, equality, and inclusion. The early proliferation of Working Groups
within OWS produced a sort of movement bureaucracy, but it also decentralized
deliberation and decision-making, which made it easier to perform inclusion in the context
of mass participation. The process of crafting equality in Occupy also meant that organizers
had to work to reduce gaps in skills, status, knowledge of social issues, and familiarity with
movement practices, all of which often led to inequalities in the decision-making process.22
For instance, the Facilitation Working Group oversaw a fair and transparent deliberation,
styling —with procedural rigor— the debates at the General Assembly through precise rules
of engagement. There were regular teach-ins where newcomers learned the practices that
helped to democratize deliberation and decision-making, such as the concept of consensus,
progressive stack, hand gestures, among others. The Structure Working group produced the
document “Structure and Process Guide to OWS,” which details the intricate process
behind discussing a specific issue at the GA— even if the discussion produced no decision
or no consensus. The document also contains a series of statements approved by the GA,
speaking specifically about the enactment of equality. The “Occupy Wall Street Community
Agreement” reflects the general commitments to mutual respect and anti-oppression work.
It reads that, upon entering the encampment, participants “support the empowerment of
each person to challenge the histories and structures of oppression that marginalize some,
22
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and divide us all. These may include racism, sexism, classism, heterosexism, transphobia,
xenophobia, religious discrimination, ageism, and ableism, among others.”23 For Occupiers,
strict rules that structured participation, deliberation, and decision-making were not
incompatible with a rejection of hierarchy. On the contrary, they were necessary to enact a
genuinely democratic space with room for all to speak. The anti-leadership ethos of New
Left organizations was replaced by a desire to give more space to marginalized groups,
therefore building the leadership of the historically disadvantaged.
Occupy broadly and the General Assembly specifically became ideal spaces to enact
the commitment to internal democracy and consensus decision-making that was central to
life-long activist but a novelty to many participants new to political activity. The use of social
media to mobilize crowds meant that standards for participation and belonging were much
looser than traditional social movements. Seasoned activists met with participants new to
protest, who arrived at the camp following a hashtag and embracing a desire for change. As
such, the political education of new participants had an essential role in life at the camp and
in mediation during deliberations and decision-making. Activist styled deliberation and
internal movement dynamics through Working Groups, a Spoke's Council, progressive
stack, and hand gestures, using them consciously as mechanisms to enact equality and real
internal democracy. They also educated participants through anti-oppression workshops and
regular calls to “check your privilege.” The meaning of direct democracy in Occupy was
nurtured from a robust tradition of experiments with internal democracy in social
movements. But an emphasis on anti-discrimination work and evaluations of privilege as
tools to enact inclusion and equality are newer mechanisms of progressive activism. These
ideas owe much to the mainstreaming of intersectionality’ and the imprint left by feminist
23
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legal scholarship on activist culture. In what follows, I untangle one thread of the genealogy
of intersectionality to show that the rhetorical devices used in “Demarginalizing the
Intersection of Race and Sex” coincide with activists understanding of difference, privilege,
and oppression at Occupy Wall Street. As such, the mechanisms to address difference and
oppression, the organizational tools to enact true equality and internal democracy, owe much
to the popularization of intersectionality, the race-sex analogy, and the metaphor of the
intersection.

Rhetorical devices of legal feminist scholarship: the race-sex analogy and the intersection.
In this section, I offer a brief account of the emergence of intersectionality, focusing
on the rhetorical devices used to convey its theoretical intervention. This shows how the
mainstreaming of intersectionality has carried the metaphor of the intersection and its
epistemological premise into the vernacular language of activism. Some scholars claim a
misuse, misinterpretation, or poor deployment of intersectionality in everyday feminist or
antiracist discourse. However, this is the result of layers of legal language sedimented into
the version of intersectionality that has traveled into the vernacular of North American
activism.
Legal feminism has left an imprint on progressive activism in the United States,
specifically through the consolidation of the race-sex analogy. In the early 1960s, in the
context of the President's Commission on the Status of Women (PCSW), legal scholar Pauli
Murray wrote memorandums in support of the amendment to include sex as a possible
cause of labor discrimination in Title VII of the Civil Rights Act. She used analogies between
racial and gender inequality and suggested a litigation campaign modeled on the NAACP's
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strategy against racial segregation, but this time in support of women's rights.24 Her
influential piece with Mary Eastwood, “Jane Crow and the Law,” begins with the interplay of
sexism and racism in social and political scholarship to lay the ground for using the analogy
as part of a larger strategy in legal advocacy. “Discriminatory attitudes toward women,” She
wrote, “are strikingly parallel to those regarding [African Americans]. Women have
experienced both subtle and explicit forms of discrimination comparable to the inequalities
imposed upon minorities.”25 Despite her strategic use of the analogy, Murray's argument did
not rest on a simple equivalency of the two forms of discrimination. She used the analogy
between race and gender to highlight the moral wrong constituted by sexism, offering
political force to feminist legal advocacy.
Furthermore, her use of the analogy was also intended to highlight the
interconnectedness of discrimination based on gender and racial justice. She adds,
“Contemporary scholars have been impressed by the interrelation of these two problems in
the United States, whether their point of departure has been a study of women or racial
theories.”26 Exploring this interrelation, in the memos for the PCSW she writes about black
women in the workforce, highlighting the unique discriminatory treatment they faced.27
Although Murray’s emphasis on the interconnections between racial justice and sex equality
may be read as a precursor of the arguments popularized decades later by Kimberlé
Crenshaw, in feminist legal advocacy of the 1960s, sex and race discrimination were
understood as parallel, rather than intersecting phenomena.
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Murray’s work marked a watershed in legal activism. Analogies to race inequality
provided feminists with a framework to pursue their clients’ challenge to laws in the larger
struggle against discrimination.28 During the 1960s and 1970s, legal reasoning based on the
race-sex analogy to promote gender equality gave feminists a common language and a
legitimate strategy to carry on legal battles.29 The analogy popularized by Murray and her
allies allowed legal feminism to think about racial and gender inequality as a parallel and
comparable phenomena worthy of similar legal redress. The race-sex analogy made it possible for us,
today, to think of race and sex, as well as other axes of oppression, as comparable
phenomena insofar as their effect, discrimination, finds redress through similar legal
mechanisms.
The success of the analogies in the 1960s paved the way for legislative remedies that
became the target of intense critique. A new generation of legal scholars and social theorists
cast a critical eye at analogical arguments in discrimination cases.30 They showed how the
race-sex analogy contributed to the veil black women insofar as analogy assumes their
experience is counted but never fully discusses it.31 Abstract categories such as women rest
on a form of essentialism that universalizes the experience of the privileged within the
group, white women, at the expense of women of color, neglecting serious consideration of
the interplay of racialization and gendering in instances of discrimination.32 As such, critical
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legal scholars at the time advocated for a “black feminist jurisprudence” in attention to the
scarcity of scholarship on issues affecting minority women and the consequences it had for
plaintiffs seeking legal redress for discrimination.33 This point is illustrated impeccably in
Kimberlé Crenshaw's seminal essays instituting the paradigmatic shift in the study of
discrimination.
The critique offered by critical race theory insisted that race and gender were not only
parallel but intersecting phenomena.34 The positive reception and popularization of the critique
under the rubric of intersectionality, and generally associated with Crenshaw's essays, had a
significant impact on academia and beyond. Intersectionality's critical insight, that “race,
class, gender, sexuality, ethnicity, nationality, and age operate not as unitary, mutually
exclusive entities, but as reciprocally constructing phenomena that in turn shape complex
social inequalities,”35 has reached theoretical and epistemological hegemony in the study of
inequality, power, and difference. It has been institutionalized, reappropriated, and
transformed by various disciplines and practitioners inside and outside academia. Today, it
constitutes a “broad-based knowledge project,” meaning a field of study, an analytical
strategy, and political praxis.36 As a political practice, we can identify the influence of
principles associated with intersectionality in Occupy in the strategies activist deployed to
enact equality and direct democracy in the General assembly and the camp. Before we show
the affinities between the notions of identity carried in intersectionality theory and the way
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Occupiers understood difference and power —and sought to address it — we must look at
the epistemology of difference sedimented in the metaphor of the intersection. It
consolidates the parallelism of the race-sex analogy, maintaining analogical thinking about
identity and difference. Still, it goes further encouraging images of identity as additive
through the metaphor of the intersection.
A first remark about “Demarginalizing the Intersection of Race and Sex” is that it
was an intervention in the practice of the law, showing how anti-discrimination theory and
legal practice analytically erase and distort the full extent of subordination of African
American women. Crenshaw demonstrates that, in anti-discrimination litigation, African
American women must adapt their claims to the suspect categories of race or sex but never
claim both, which obscures the prejudice against them in the workplace. As a result of the
gendered and racialized nature of categories of difference, the standard subject for the
suspect category race is male, and sex is female. The law protects African American women
either as women or as black, but not as black women. Furthermore, as gender discrimination
is defined by the experience of white women and racial discrimination by the experience of
African American men, when African American women adapt their legal claims to either
category, the choice distorts and nullifies the whole experience of their subordination.37 In
the eyes of the law, African American women do not represent the experience of all African
Americans adequately—meaning they are not male— neither all women —meaning they are
not white—both instances revealing the institutionalization of gendered and racialized
categories of difference.38 African American women are forced to choose a suspect category,
and in so doing, they risk not being considered adequate representatives of it. Crenshaw
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highlights this judicial erasure seeking to rethink the discourse and practice of antidiscrimination theory in a way that would require a new epistemological paradigm premised
on those multiply-burdened rather than on the more privileged of each vulnerable group.
In Crenshaw's article, the term intersectionality is defined somewhat ambiguously.
Throughout the text, the use of the word intersectional and intersectionality reveal various
meanings: the nature of the lived experience for those experiencing the interaction of race
and gender;39 a quality of the subject;40 and a dimension of subordination.41 There is not a
concrete definition of intersectionality in the text but the concept is often described with a
variety of conceptual metaphors: the condition of those multiply-burdened,42 compounded
experience,43 and multidimensional experience.44 These expressions inscribe the legal problem
the article highlights within broad and porous conceptual boundaries. In turn, theoretical
developments that follow the idea of intersectionality are ambiguous and open-ended,
perhaps mirroring intersectionality's “definitional dilemma.”45 In the famous essay,
intersectionality acquires its most precise meaning through a rhetorical device: the metaphor
of the intersection. Crenshaw writes
Consider an analogy to traffic in an intersection coming and going in all four
directions. Discrimination, like traffic through an intersection, may flow in one direction,
and it may flow in another. If an accident happens in an intersection, it can be caused by cars
travelling from any number of directions and, sometimes, from all of them. Similarly, if a
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black woman is harmed because she is in the intersection, her injury could result from sex
discrimination or race discrimination.46
The metaphor of the intersection works to consolidate a specific epistemology of
difference, where black women —and, by extension, all oppressed peoples— embody an
intersection of singular and discrete identities vulnerable to discrimination. The metaphor
rests on the consolidation of the race-sex analogy and how it became commonplace to treat
qualitatively different systems of oppression (white supremacy, heteropatriarchy)
analogically, in this case, as qualitatively equal ‘traffic’ moving in different directions. The
traffic lanes at the intersection-accident are presented as analytically separate, only interacting
at the time of the intersecting accident, presuming that subjects are not always already
produced by overlapping systems of domination but rather experience discrimination
individually and in specific moments. More importantly, traffic lines may be white supremacy
and heteropatriarchal ideologies driving, as it were, discrimination, but at the intersection is a
subject whose harm results from her being the intersection herself. Presumably, this subject
of harm is vulnerable because of her identity, and these cars cause occasional accidents at the
intersection-subject. Here, the metaphor is doing theoretical work driving our attention away
from ideologies and forms of domination that are always intertwined and produce various
precarious lives. Instead, the metaphor centers the problem as one held individually, making
us think that we all have a composite self, construed by discrete traffic lanes (forms of
discrimination) that occasionally cause traffic collisions and cause harm.
Crenshaw's metaphor is central to the argument and does conceptual work, almost
replacing her contribution when intersectionality travels to the vernacular of progressive
activism. The street intersection as a theoretical metaphor consolidates an image of the self
46
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as composed of discrete and comparable identities. Furthermore, the metaphor translates the
race-sex analogy from legal language to the progressive vernacular as equivalence in
discrimination —even though the race-sex analogy never meant to signify an equivalence in
systems of oppression. The metaphor of the intersection does clarification work while
reinforcing ideas about identity that run against Crenshaw’s invitation towards an
epistemological overhaul of anti-discrimination theory and practice.
Additive notions of identity are predicated on two major assumptions: first, the
assumption that the systems of oppression associated with gendered and racialized
subordination are comparable insofar as they have similar discriminatory effects. Second,
gender and race, social constructs that are historically and geographically bound, are
qualitatively comparable. This was an initial epistemological hurdle that feminist legal
advocacy overcame with the sex-race analogy to secure a form of redress in cases of gender
discrimination similar to that based on race.47 Put differently, additive notions of identity rest
on the fabricated equivalence of heteropatriarchy and white supremacy. In Fighting Words,
Patricia Hill Collins highlights difference within the heuristic categories of intersectionality,
asserting that race-class and gender are the main identity groups of shared experience for
African Americans. The myth of equivalent oppressions, where the interaction of race, class,
and gender are treated to produce “equivalent results for all oppressed groups” obscures the
differential effects of the interplay of systems of oppression.48 For instance, Debora King
detailed how sexism impacts black women differently from their white counterparts due to
racism and their class status, such that their political consciousness could not develop within
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a single movement.49 Also, Evelyn Brooks Higginbotham demonstrates that the category of
gender is always already racialized, as race acts as a metalanguage that overdetermines other
identities.50 Heteropatriarchy and white supremacy rest on an ideology of natural difference;
however, that does not mean that heteropatriarchy, white supremacy, or capitalism, for that
matter, are ontologically equivalent phenomena just because they produce social hierarchies
for the exploitation of labor.51 Systems of racial and gender oppression have been made
epistemologically comparable in the United States because the inequalities they produce are protected under
similar forms of legal redress. Nonetheless, the equivalence of systems of oppression is
understood as an epistemological and political fallacy that nevertheless has currency in the
activist language of identity and inclusion.
Scholars of intersectionality are aware of this critique. They have condemned the
additive approaches to identity, the analytical fragmentation of categories of difference —
rather than their study as dynamic analytical constructions— and the conflation of identity
with positionality. As Vivian May asserts, an “intersectional justice orientation” should
repudiate additive notions of identity and one-dimensional concepts of power.52 Scholars
blame this distortion on misappropriations of intersectionality and call for a return to its
origins, attending to its actual political intent to prevent misappropriations and shield
intersectionality from critique.53 These conflicting theoretical developments have been the
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object of past scholarly debates and are not only theoretical nor necessarily the result of
interpretive errors.54 They are present in scholarship and in practices of progressive activism
that implement intersectional ideas of social justice. The vernacularizing of the sex-race
analogy through the mainstreaming of intersectionality has created a discursive reality for the
activist vernacular where singular identities and their co-relative experiences of
discrimination are analogous, comparable, and cumulative.
Sympathetic readings of intersectionality fail to do justice to its influence on
collective action. Reading intersectionality as indebted to both visual metaphors deployed in
“Demarginalizing the Intersection of Race and Sex,” or demanding that the text and
intersectionality as a whole be read in its appropriate context,55 does not undo the work that
the metaphor of the intersection and the race-sex analogy have performed to consolidate
additive notions of identity and a false equivalence of systems of oppression. Furthermore,
protective portrayals of intersectionality do not do justice to its integration into activist
practice precisely as the image portrayed by its critics.56 In Terrorist Assemblages, Jasbir Puar
charges at intersectionality’s drive to name and stabilize categories of difference, separating
traffic lanes/axis of identity one by one to analyze their specific interactions, going precisely
against the epistemological impulse of Crenshaw's intervention—that lived experience of
those marginalized cannot be understood by analytically separate categories of difference.57
Whether we are compelled by Puar's critique at a theoretical level, the praxis of social
inclusion and equality in democratic movements such as Occupy in New York reveals that a
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critical appraisal of intersectionality's circulation remains relevant to understand how its
travels enrich North American activist culture.

Equality and democracy for the 99%
Participants in Occupy Wall Street were motivated by a critical affect towards
representative institutions of democracy and the market economy. The slogan “we are the
99%” evokes a stark class difference that is nonetheless mediated by significant differences
within. There is great difference within the 99%, which was experienced as an obstacle to
true equality and direct democracy at the camp, specifically during deliberations at the
General Assembly. Specifically, difference as a result of racial, gender, and socioeconomic
diversity was understood to weaken participants ability to speak freely in the General
Assembly and be active participants in the decision-making process. Occupiers sought to
remedy that by enacting informal rules of behavior and speech that owe much to the
epistemology of difference inherent to the sex-race analogy and the metaphor of the
intersection.
Occupiers offered the public a critique of the market economy that led supporters to
interpret the language and symbols of the movement as indicative of a changing moral
economy, now critical of contemporary capitalism. Longtime activists and new participants
denounced the increasing concentration of wealth and political influence of the financial
sector and the role of capital in the reproduction of inequality.58 In the “Declaration of the
Occupation of New York City,” occupiers portray corporations as principal antagonists of
democratic governance and the environment and declare that “no true democracy is
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attainable when the process is determined by economic power.”59 It was precisely such
awareness of the impact that financial and corporate power held over the production of
precarity in contemporary life that launched one of the more sustained and successful
campaigns of the movement: debt resistance.60 The Occupy Student Debt Campaign, the
network of debt resistors, Strike Debt, and the project to abolish debt Rolling Jubilee, were
all initiatives emerging from networks of activists connected to Occupy in New York that
continued to operate after eviction.61 Echoes of those campaigns resonate today in Congress
with representatives such as Ayana Presley, Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez, and former
presidential candidate Bernie Sanders, who work towards and use the language debt
forgiveness.
The framing axiom of the movement, “We are the 99%,” articulated a moral
economy of our time. It provided a critical narrative of capitalism and the financial,
presenting them as systems that drive economic precarity and produce profound social
violation.62 As Jodi Dean pointed out, the “we are the 99%” slogan highlighted a
fundamental class division in contemporary society reflected in politics: between those who
sell their labor to survive and those that do not.63 But there is great diversity within the actual
99%, in contrast to the blatant class division and injustice that the slogan emphasizes.
Although the middle class and the poor were imagined as leading the protest in Occupy Wall
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Street, the economic, racial, gender-sexual, and ethnic diversity of such a broad group
mediates their material reality. A cursory assessment of participants and supporters of the
movement reveals that the poor, the bottom 20% composed primarily of disenfranchised
African Americans and Latinos, were precisely the absent minorities in Manhattan, but also
the more disenchanted by narratives of prefiguration, horizontalism, and utopian
transformation, as their needs were concrete and immediate.64 Furthermore, with a
community-oriented approach to organizing, Latino and African American grassroots
organizations were skeptical and less comfortable with hand gestures and the theatricality of
prefiguration.65 Perhaps the middle-class bent, due to the absence of minorities, led
participants to enact inclusion and equality in the movement as an equal stand in
deliberations and the decision-making process while rejecting the cause of downward
redistribution.
The politics that Occupy professed illustrated a separation between identity politics
and claims for downward redistribution, what Lissa Duggan identified as the main casualty in
social organizing since the neoliberal hegemony in United States politics.66 While participants
critiqued financial institutions and their involvement in democratic politics, they refrained
from explicit demands of wealth redistribution. Early on in discussions about their
principles, Occupiers rejected the language of “redistribution of wealth” by consensus
because “it sounded dangerously similar to theft” and removed that phrase from the
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Principles of Solidarity.67 Formal demands for inclusion were separated from downwards
redistributive goals, even in the context of Occupiers' awareness and critique of the market
economy. Instead, they suspended their commitment to economic equality, such that
equality and inclusion in the movement were practiced as equal standing to participate in
democratic deliberation and non-hierarchical organizing.
Occupiers wanted to move from a symbolic commitment to diversity into a lived
reality of inclusion. They knew that historical inequalities and systems of oppression
sediment as unequal entitlement to a public voice in any deliberative space. Leaning from
past experiences of internal democracy, organizers knew that the absence of an
institutionalized organizational structure does not automatically eliminate social hierarchies.
They knew they had to take concrete measures to secure equal access to different stages in
the decision-making process, the deliberations at the GA, and the decisions that governed
life at the encampment. Participants enacted their commitment to equality through formal
rules of engagement and a concrete, transparent, and verifiable process. The hand gestures
and progressive stack in deliberations are an example. Like many organizations before,
occupiers modified the deliberation process to allow women and people of color to jump the
speaking queue and talk first.68 To implement democratic principles, Occupiers also adapted
exercises of accountability for social privilege inspired by anti-oppression workshops, using
them as strategies to accomplish true equality. Mechanisms to educate participants about
privilege and oppression were crucial to enact democratic ideas at the camp and in
deliberations.
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Implementing internal democracy in the General Assembly involved exercises to
identify personal privilege within the deliberative spaces. The Principles of Solidarity, a
document produced in the early days of the Occupation, establishes political and social
standards agreed upon by participants during the early days of the occupation. In it,
participants commit to direct and participatory democracy and to “recognizing individuals'
inherent privilege and the influence it has on all interactions” and “empowering one another
against all forms of oppression.”69 Social interactions, mainly those occurring during
democratic deliberation, were seen as always already existing within power relations;
therefore, mechanisms to educate participants about privilege and oppression were crucial to
enact true equality and democratic deliberation. The exercise of identifying privilege on the
self became more necessary as the occupation site brought together seasoned activists and
large crowds of people inexperienced in protest that were mobilized through social media.
Participants new to social mobilization were educated at regular teach-ins to meet the
political culture of progressive activism.
The specific way activists understood social accountability exercises, I argue, owes
much to the mainstreaming of intersectionality. The consolidation and mainstreaming of the
rhetorical devices in intersectionality theory — the sex-race analogy and the metaphor of the
intersection— help us understand the effects of systems of oppression as personal
experiences, like a car accident on an intersection. Therefore, the remedy is also imagined at
the level of the self. The epistemology of difference carried in the sex-race analogy and the
metaphor of the intersection support the view that equality in democratic deliberation can be
achieved through exercises of formal inclusion without attention to the material realities that
create inequalities and vulnerabilities. Workshops on privilege and oppression were meant to
69
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lessen the disconnect between economic and political equality and level the deliberative and
communal playing field.

“Check your privilege, better yourself:” Work on the self as democratic work
On September 28th, 2011, participants met at Zuccotti Park to conduct the
democratic deliberations that characterized the movement in the United States. That day,
during a meeting at noon, a participant states, “a lot of people are not feeling accepted and
empowered. Please check your privilege. Check your internalized oppressive behaviors. Do
your research, better yourself, better each other. We must check ourselves.”70 The next day,
September 29th, we see the longest and most elaborate intervention recorded in the archives
illustrating how Occupiers navigated everyday interactions and encounters with difference.
That day the Safer Spaces Working Group reported back to the GA, issuing a special
invitation to use language carefully, in attention to the diversity of backgrounds of the
attendees, and preventing the further marginalization of minorities. Amy and Pam, the Safer
Spaces spokespersons of the day, reminded the audience that
Everyone entering these spaces is asked to be aware of your language and
behavior and to think about whether it might be marginalizing or harmful to
others. This is not a space for language or behavior that perpetuates
oppression including but not limited to: racist, age-ist, sexist, trans-phobic,
bi-phobic, heterosexist, homophobic, size-ist, able-body-ist, or classist
behavior or remarks […] Please be open to everyone's beliefs and try to be
actively aware and accountable71 for any privileges you may have. Examples
of privilege include but are not limited to: white privilege, gender privilege,
economic privilege, class privilege, sis-gendered[sic] privilege. Make your
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best effort to check assumptions about others such as economic background,
survivor/perpetrator status, disability status, etc. […].72

Based on General Assembly transcripts, that night was the first time the Safer Spaces
Working Group issued a lengthy call for appropriate behavior and speech practices.
However, it wasn't the first time Occupiers framed their interactions through the lens of
privilege and oppression. The invitation to recognize personal privilege permeated multiple
debates at the assemblies. For instance, on September 19th, day three of the encampment, the
Privilege Working Group asked a show of hands of how many people had participated in the
deliberations. “It was not very many.” This low participation was read as the result of social
hierarchies operating in the open democratic space and people “being silenced” in
deliberations. They followed by proposing another short activity about privilege, talking
about “the different forms of privilege including race, class, gender identity, sexual
orientation, and ability.” A few days later, the Direct Action Working Group intervened at
the General Assembly to highlight the importance of recognizing personal privilege
regarding different perceptions of the police. They explained that not all participants
associated the police with safety, as such, the police were not welcome in the encampment.
This intervention style would continue through the months of the public occupations and in
later meetings after the eviction. Still, Amy and Pam’s call on September 29th best illustrates
the tone, nature, and intent of thinking about privilege as a critical obstacle to achieving true
equality and democratic practices within the movement.73
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The invitation to explore participants’ role in creating spaces that reproduce
marginalization illustrates the general spirit in which categories of difference have become a
political arena within contemporary left activism. Anti-oppression training and
acknowledging privilege and oppression demand that we recognize visible differences, be
accountable for unearned advantages, and reflect how at the individual level, normal
behaviors of the privileged result in experiences of oppression to the marginalized.74 Teachins to educate participants were important as seasoned activists and new protestors shared
spaces of action and deliberation. Nonetheless, these practices go beyond awareness and
carry a specific epistemology of difference, one indebted to the race-sex analogy and the
metaphor of the intersection.
The popularization of the language used by feminist movements pursuing legal
redress caused the mainstreaming of the rhetorical devices used to represent the interplay of
systems of oppression. In the fragment from the General Assembly, the spokespersons for
the Safer Spaces Working Group invite a calculation of the interplay of privileges and
oppressions on the self, like traffic lanes and driverless cars colliding in some intersections.
Privilege, much like oppression, is identified with visible markers – white privilege, gender
privilege— and it is imagined as individually held (“be actively aware and accountable for any
privileges you may have”), resting on physical bodies, and not operating relationally, or through
time. This form of thinking about difference and the obstacles to democratic deliberation
only makes sense in a universe constituted by the logic of the race-sex analogy and the
intersection. Activists operationalize the metaphor of the intersection and its epistemology
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of difference, taking embodied identities to be qualitatively comparable, hence additive on
the self. Behind this path is the assumption that intersectionality can be operationalized as a
general theory of identity, regardless of its minimal contribution to the study of privilege.75
The epistemology of difference carried in the race-sex analogy and the metaphor of
the intersection, is predicated on the false equivalences of experiences of oppression, and it
helped consolidate a preoccupation with identity at the individual level. This is illustrated in the
fact that occupiers sought equality and inclusion procedurally at the General Assembly
through personal accountability and self-work strategies. They sought redress for historical
disadvantages through formal mechanism of inclusion in deliberations to achieve equality in
decision-making spaces while postponing claims to economic justice. The race-sex analogy
and the metaphor of the intersection contributed to the fragmentation and individuation of
historical, structural, and institutionalized processes. A language of difference structured by
the rhetorical devices of legal scholarship, displace the register of the debate by presenting
the problem as one held individually—because of its visibility on marked bodies— therefore
obscuring the operations of power that make those discriminatory exchanges —say,
microaggressions— possible in the first place.76 Moreover, with the contemporary
multiplication of axes of identity/discrimination as new subjects of right emerge and demand
recognition, the intersection/subject can only produce an infinite arithmetical calculation
that says little about how power operates in society to produce both oppressed and
privileged subjects.
The activist-subject at Occupy is deliberately political. She engages in political action
seeking to transform power relations, even if it is from below. That virtuous subject that
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checks his and her privilege taking part in the process of self-improvement. This logic has
extended in time, and in recent events, we have seen it powerfully at work accompanying
largescale mobilization. After the painful last breaths of George Floyd went viral in social
media, a massive mobilization under the banners of #BLM and the Movement for Black
Lives flooded the streets in the entire country. Unlike the early iterations of #BLM, which
drew support mainly from networks of black activists, in this mobilization, non-black allies
made their allyship clear with their presence in the streets.77 Beyond demonstrations in the
street and the online indignation, it was interesting to see an emphasis on education like the
one in Occupy. The dehumanization of black bodies that #BLM highlighted is most visible
and heartbreaking in cases of police brutality. As such, much of the educational material was
motivated to address prejudice and bias. Videos circulated in social media seeking to teach a
white audience the meaning and operations of white privilege and unconscious bias. These
educational videos are consumed as a form of redress for anti-black racism. Similarly, an
emphasis on educating the (white)self on race led manuscripts such as Hood Feminism by
Mikki Kendall, Caste: The Origins of Our Discontents by Isabel Wilkerson, How to be an Antiracist
by Ibram R Kendi, and White Fragility by Robyn DiAngelo to became 2020 top-selling books
in the United States.78
While we cannot claim that this particular development is a direct result of the
mainstreaming of intersectionality, it is true that working on the self, educating the self to rid
it of prejudice and racial bias, has earned the space of political work among citizen-activist
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outside academia. In this instance, vigilance over a potentially biased unconscious self
operates similarly as invitations to “check your privilege” at the General Assembly.

Conclusion
Direct democracy and other forms of democratic organizing of social movements
that avoid formal hierarchies and systematic inequalities of power challenge the distinction
between the public and the private sphere, making democracy matter and structure life in
non-state public spaces. In Occupy, internal democracy helped recast activities of
citizenship, such as deliberation and decision-making on public matters, as self-work and
personal betterment. Of all the possible mechanisms available to democratize the space of
the GA, they developed a style reliant on personal responsibility and work on the self.
Occupiers engaged in exercises of recognition of privilege, following the individualization of
structural processes, in the spirit of a politics of performativity that sought self-work as a
mode of utopian relationality sensitive to everyday power differentials.
Public acknowledgments of privilege and self-reflection practices sought to construct
equality and were performed in Occupy Wall Street seeking equality and internal democracy.
These are North American developments that build on localized traditions of activism and
radical scholarship. Workshops on awareness of personal privilege carry within them a
specific concept of power, one that boils down the complex phenomenon of historical,
structural, and institutionalized discrimination to inter-personal exchanges, making power
primarily legible through the binary of privilege and oppression. When the spokespersons
ask for “awareness and accountability,” the personification of power relations lays the
responsibility for inclusion on the individual. It is expected as an exercise of instant
contrition, much like an internal political exorcism.
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Contemporary progressive activism assumes and necessitates virtuous citizens, able
to reinvent themselves and erase the sediments of prejudice through conscious reflection.
When the responsibility for the end to oppression is an individual task, the activist-subject
that reflects on their privilege performs such recognition with the expectation that their selfwork will transform the world. Activists become engineers of the self, commanding
equalitarian techniques to achieve utopian equality, if only temporally, of deliberating in a
genuinely democratic space. What sustains the rise of this virtuous version of activism?
Analogical thinking about difference and the metaphor of vulnerability as an intersection of
identities provide an epistemological framework for an emphasis on individual experience
and analysis of the self, over a political economy of racial and gender oppression.
The legal version of intersectionality —as opposed to, say, the more militant and
critical iteration by the Combahee River Collective— drops a critique of capitalism in favor
of an analytical interest in the category of class. This change influenced how we understand
the main obstacles to racial, gender, and economic justice. In Occupy, we see the
individuation of systems of oppression and its forms of redress. The main mechanism to
address inequality and power differentials within Occupy was to educate participants on the
workings of privilege and oppression. This practice equates personal responsibility and work
on the self with our ability, as a society, to create a better world and dismantle systems of
oppression. Put differently, thinking about oppression as a problem of the body and the self,
following the influential work of the metaphor of the intersection and the race-sex analogy,
makes us imagine the solutions to oppression precisely at the level of the self rather than
comprehensive redistributive reform or reparations. These practices represent a monumental
and positive endeavor that, nonetheless, limits our imagined avenues of social redress for
historical disadvantages. As such, the implementation of internal democracy focused on
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eliminating forms of interpersonal harm associated with difference. Occupiers implemented
equality primarily as the inclusion of vulnerable voices in the deliberative process at the
General Assembly, without bearing on the material reality that sustained that vulnerability.
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EPILOGUE
A substantial extent of this dissertation was written during the Covid-19 pandemic.
As I wrote in isolation, in the general sense that one finishes a dissertation and in the specific
meaning that isolation has acquired amidst lockdown, a few questions kept coming back to
me: do assemblies matter anymore? Will they survive the pandemic, becoming more relevant
than ever, or will the ever-increasing virtual nature of meetings and political encounters
replace being with like-minded individuals in a physical space? Do we still want, or need, to
gather in public spaces to talk about politics? I believe no number of retweets or online
petitions can have the same political impact as crowds marching the streets demanding
change, especially when the risk of doing so involves grave illness.1 Rather than a
conclusion, this epilogue builds on the previous chapters to discuss the relevance of the
assembly itself as a political form increasing in importance globally. It also seeks to
demonstrate the importance of looking at assemblies with a microscope to theorize and
offer generalizations, when possible, attuned to the nuances of collective action.

A short recap
Direct democracy and other forms of democratic organizing that fight hierarchy and
systemic inequalities make democratic principles matter and structure life in non-state public
spaces. In Buenos Aires, autonomy became a mechanism to defend associational life from
unwanted influence, whereas internal democracy was understood as a mechanism to
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transform fearful and biased subjects into public selves seeking cross-class solidarity. At the
GA, direct democracy helped recast activities of citizenship as personal responsibility for
true equality in deliberation.
Political culture and intellectual history are unavoidable referents that define the
political principles of territorial processes such as the neighborhood assemblies and OWS.
Despite the increasing networks that unite movements seeking social justice, ideas that travel
are broad shells that get reinterpreted in light of the debates that matter to a local activist.
Transnational networks are worth studying, as well as the implementation of global
principles of collective action. However, those principles might not mean the same to
participants across the globe, even if they are the same word.2 To theorize and offer fair and
relevant generalization based on the global phenomenon of non-hierarchical organizing, we
cannot ignore the nuances in the meaning and practice of political action. Furthermore, to
grasp the contemporary relevance and local, regional, and global impact of the movement’s
studies, students of collective action must not ignore those important nuances in meaning
Despite arguments to the contrary, leaderless assembly movements that do not seek
to pose demands to government authorities have much to recommend them. In the previous
chapters we discussed the meaning-making narratives that made autonomy, equality, and
direct democracy conventions in local languages of politics. However, much is left unsaid
and there are two questions that we can pose to continue this avenue of research: one
pertains to the Eurocentric bent of autonomy, and the other pertains to the affective register
of the assembly form.
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Autonomous movements contra Autonomy
In her excellent work on the political imaginary of the Paris Commune, Kirstin Ross
celebrates that the Commune has been liberated from two historiographies that shaped and
limited its interpretations: official communist history and national French republican history.
Once released from those narratives, what she finds by looking at the Commune with a
magnifying glass is a political experience and imaginary that exceed the accounts of each
historiographical tradition. I believe Occupy and the neighborhood assemblies are similarly
harnessed, not by historiographical traditions but by theoretical interpretations. When OWS
first emerged, there was a proliferation of scholarship and opinion pieces “claiming” the
movement for one or another political tradition. They argued that the direct democratic
practices were a result of its anarchist roots,3 that it represented a communist horizon
provided Occupy became a party,4 that the movement is fundamentally tied to media
culture,5 or that Occupiers were influenced primarily by the square movements of Egypt and
Spain.6 What if we liberate Occupy and the neighborhood assemblies from the dominant
theoretical narratives that have been used to interpret them and read them in their own
right?
The theoretical narratives that harness the neighborhood assemblies are more
complicated than those binding Occupy, as they are situated within a eurocentric economy
of knowledge production. Linda Alcoff and Martin Alcoff illustrate this point in their
3
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genealogy of the theory and practice of autonomism. For them, autonomism emerged as a
worldwide response to disillusionment with the top-down authoritarian Soviet Communism
and the persecution of Communist parties since the 1950s. The “left communists” of
Europe argued that ted that localized action with workers was more impactful in the long
term than labor politics and electoral strategies and supported the “self-directed” activities of
the working class. Italian Autonomists, they argue, are but one branch of a robust European
genealogy of autonomism. They see the neo-Zapatistas embracing those critiques in the
alternatives to capitalism they enacted and later influencing the “near-revolutionary”
movements that followed, including the neighborhood assemblies.7
Autonomism, as a theory, “cannot be separated from its specific developmental
history.”8 They mean a European history for which Latin American movements are primarily
confirmatory, not theory-producing or influential in the development of autonomism. The
Alcoffs describe the uprising of the nineteenth and twentieth in Argentina as an
“insurrection [that] created neighborhood assemblies and worker’s cooperatives.”9 But we
know that recovered factories far precede the Argentine uprising and that the politics of the
neighborhood assemblies, a collective actor comprised of an impoverished middle class,
were far from “insurrectionary.” They also claim that this form of autonomous organizing
influenced the Landless Workers Movement of Brazil. Unlike the thorough research they
demonstrate on the “left communist” and the internal resistance to centralizes Soviet
Communism, there are no sufficient sources if at all, to support their interpretation of the
Latin American movements that confirm their genealogy of autonomism. To what do we
owe such a one-sided interpretation of the neighborhood assemblies in a genealogy of
7
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autonomism? What justifies ignoring the specificity of indigenous praxis that makes
autonomy for the neo-Zapatista not an emancipatory project but one of decolonization?10
Had they been equally cavalier with their reading of the global protest of 2011, which took
place primarily in the North Atlantic, they could not be accused of eurocentrism. However,
they are modest in their interpretation of the 2011 global cycle of protest and insist that we
should not “overstate the role of autonomism in the new insurgencies.”11 The assemblies are
harnessed by a theoretical narrative about revolutionary innovation where the global north
features as the source and influence, and Latin America echoes, implements, and confirms.
The problem of eurocentrism is that much is lost in translation when scholars
theorizing radical politics do not understand the cultural specificity of collective action. It
creates patterns of thought where specificity and context seem to be secondary to political
desire for a universal revolutionary force, whether the multitude or the unfinished struggle
against fetishization.12 That pattern of thought that theorizes all expression of dissent or
resistance under a single revolutionary agency is even present in scholarship closer to the
movements studied.
In the prologue to Raúl Zibechi’s Genealogía de la Revuelta, John Holloway names the
explosion of social organizing in Buenos Aires during the 1990s as a form of “urban
Zapatismo.”13 Holloway insists that neo-Zapatismo had a foundational role in motivating the
organizational forms espoused by the myriad movements that exploded in Argentina since
the mid-1990s. He is partially correct: many assembly participants, those more seasoned in
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political militancy and attuned to the language of global left politics, often spoke of
“changing the world without taking power,” echoing the neo-Zapatista and Holloway’s
famous book.14 However, Zibechi’s work demonstrates in detail that, before the neoZapatista uprising of 1994, a collection of movements had emerged through the city of
Buenos Aires using a similar political language to that of the neo-Zapatistas in Chiapas but
that developed it from a different set of sociopolitical experiences. Zibechi traces the
nineteenth and twentieth to transformations in social organizing that started in the 1980s
and consolidated during the 1990s, leading to a “society in movement” by 2001. Those
organizational transformations had in common a rejection of institutional politics, parties,
and unions due to their vertical organizing and instead shared a “disorganized” form of
organization. In these new movements, everyday life was intimately connected to movement
organization, and the temporality of political struggle was contingent on the temporality of
everyday life. Affective bonds were the glue of the movements instead of the rationalization
of ideology or the party program. These movements that opened a path for neighborhood
assemblies since the 1980s are the Madres de la Plaza de Mayo, H.I.J.O.S, youth
organizations participating in the Encounter of Social Organizations,15 ecclesiastical base
communities, and the piqueteros. For Zibechi, all these movements were developing during
the 1990s, with some but not stable networks among them.16 The concepts and practices of
self-government and autonomy were received from neo-Zapatista influence as much as they
were produced locally.
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Neighborhood assemblies spoke of internal direct democracy and autonomy in a way
that would be unrecognizable to their Mexican peers. During the 1990s, the neo-Zapatista
communities experimented with the idea of autonomy and what it meant evolved through
the years. Autonomy centers on self-determination: the political, economic, and social
infrastructure that allows the community to self-govern and thrive independently of the
Mexican state. 17 Autonomy means the ability to offer an education that follows indigenous
and peasant non-pedagogies,18 a justice system focused on reparation rather than
punishment, and that integrates indigenous beliefs and feminist principles —even if its
implementation has been slow and full of contradictions.19 Autonomy, then, is not only the
existence of forms of political power separate from the Mexican state and with legitimacy to
govern separately but also the capacity to provide basic services to a disenfranchised
community of Chiapas. To its western supporters, Zapatista autonomy is the exercise of a
concrete utopia, an anti-state, anti-capitalist practice that makes it possible to think and enact
politics without the state.20 But for indigenous people, autonomy is a battle for selfdetermination against the colonization and historical oppression sustained by the nationstate. For northern scholars, autonomy is an emancipatory project but for neo-Zapatistas,
autonomy is a decolonizing project.21 That autonomy does not echo the freedom the modern
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individual but is a collective liberation based on indigenous cosmology that excludes, de
facto, the modern state.
Based on the archival material, it would be hard to say that assemblies were
profoundly committed to a Zapatista version of autonomy. Whether autonomy is a struggle
against the state or a struggle to be outside of it, we cannot claim that neighborhood
assemblies were autonomous if defined in relation to the state. For instance, the work of the
Inter-Salud, a network of health commissions of several assemblies, often involved
negotiations and work with public hospitals and pharmaceutical companies for concrete
goals. They had to work with state and industry because the scarcity of medications and their
steep prices worsened a health crisis. Independence and autonomy were often cited as
guiding principles of the assemblies, but their actual implementation was tied to the realities
of everyday life under a profound economic crisis. Additionally, the archive and
ethnographic accounts tell how internal conflicts at neighborhood assemblies came from
state and party interference. Parties, labor unions, and the local government sought to
capitalize on the assemblies to regain legitimacy. The city government of Buenos Aires
sought that through the discussion of the Communes Law (Ley de Comunas). In 1996, the
Constitution of the City of Buenos Aires created the Communes: decentralized
administrative units with a mandate of local representation in the spirit of the Latin
American participatory democracy. However, their role was not regulated until 2005, and
during 2002 and 2003, city administrators attracted assembly participants to discuss the law
with the promise of participatory budgeting and local representation at the commune level.
Since Communes were not regulated, in 2002 and 2003 the deliberations that connected the
local administration and the assemblies served to re-legitimize government spaces while
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weakening the activities of many assemblies.22 This was apparent in the serial publication La
Cacerola de Zapiola, where writers warned neighbors of attempts by the local administration to
coopt the assembly. Autonomy, as a concept, a practice, and a language convention within
an available language of politics, develops within concrete material and socioeconomic
conditions and serves specific political goals, so it should be understood accordingly.
Based on this critique, what can we offer when we free the neighborhood assemblies
from the global political trajectory they are assumed to belong to and the Occupation from
each of the ideologies that claim it as their own?

Direct democracy, affect, and the self
In a recent book, Michael Hardt and Toni Negri build on their famous trilogy to
further theorize assembly movements.23 The premise of assembly is that leaderless movements
committed to direct democracy “achieve a modicum of change but are short-lived and
unable to bring about lasting transformation.”24 Nonetheless, the generalized and increasing
presence of democratic, leaderless assemblies throughout the world forces them to imagine a
form of emancipatory agency from these actors, one that can be conceived as a true anticapitalist force. Their book is situated in a space between theory and political manifesto,
offering a blueprint to imagine the political capacity of movements and organizations that
refuse leadership and demands and do not seek to take power in the traditional sense. The
breadth of their book is so wide-reaching that one could pick a worthy fight on every page.
On one point, however, their work resonates with this interpretation of the Occupation and
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the Assemblies: we must train our eyes to see in seemingly ineffective contemporary
movements “the potential to redefine fundamental social relations […] to achieve a
fundamentally new, democratic society and, crucially, to produce new subjectivities.”25 But
their work is so focused on theorizing the renewal of tactics and strategies through the
creative potential of an “entrepreneurial multitude” that they miss the more evident way in
which assembly movements transform selves.26
Asambleistas and Occupiers often wrote about the transformative emotional
experience that was their participation in the assemblies. Losing fear of public appearances
and their newfound solidarity, being together with peers, able to trust, confide and see their
suffering mirrored in the other, was profound for assembly participants. Some argued that
participating in the assemblies helped them develop a different way of being in the world
and relating to each other. An important conduit of their new relationality was deliberation.
It was often a contentious topic among assembly participants that made them reflect on the
purpose of the assemblies. Were they a political movement and should they privilege action
and efficiency, or were they a cathartic, therapeutic group where the healing of society
needed to take precedent?27 In Argentina, this is not an easy question.
Psychoanalysis has an important presence in the political and cultural life of Buenos
Aires. The city has the highest percentage of psychotherapists per capita than any other city
in the world. Mariano Ben Plotkin recounts the development, institutionalization, and
popularization of psychoanalysis in Argentina, explaining the importance of “psy culture” in
everyday life and politics. Psychoanalysis was institutionalized in the 1940s and its early
diffusion in well-read newspapers and popular publications expanded its audience to the
25
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general public, becoming an everyday referent in life and culture. The language of
psychoanalysis was politically pliant: it was used by the last military regime to support
conservative notions of family and order, whereas disillusioned left thinkers found that the
juxtaposition of Freudian and Marxian theory help them diagnose their unique national
predicaments and critique state repression and economic injustice.28 Affect and the psyche
were important realms of political contestation in Argentina since the 1970s, and for
assembly participants, affect, and the self were palpable spaces of resistance.
What would it mean to take seriously the claim by movement participants that
assemblies elicited a transformation in their sense of self, a concrete challenge, from within,
to neoliberal, fragmented, prejudiced ways of being in the world? It would mean we take
affect and the self as domains of resistance and transformative politics. Take, for instance,
the work of Ana Cecilia Dinerstein on Latin American autonomous movements. She finds
the literature on autonomy insufficient to theorize the revolutionary practice, unable to move
past the autonomy-state dichotomy, and unable to grasp the specificity of Latin American
autonomous movement.29 As such, she proposes understanding autonomy through an
affective register: the organization of hope. Following Ernst Bloch, she argues that hope is
“the strongest of all human emotions that, when educated, allows us to properly engage a
hidden dimension of reality that inhabits the present: the not yet.”30 Autonomous organizing
is a force for the powerless against the hopelessness created by neoliberal, patriarchal, and
colonial globalization. As an affect of political resistance, hope is contingent, vulnerable,
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surrounded by dangers, and exposed to profound disappointment. But the radical nature of
hope, she argues following Jonathan Lear,31 lies in holding on to goodness that transcends
our current ability to understand it or conceptualize it.32 The impact on the self and affective
life that participants report might indicate that an assembly is a political form whose full
potential we haven’t fully grasped.
Under what terms, however, can we imagine the self and the affect of assemblies as
territories of resistance? Take the performances of equality at the GA of Occupy Wall Street.
Exercises of accountability for privilege and awareness of one’s social positionality were an
avenue to enact equality and inclusion, to create an almost utopian deliberative space where
oppression did not operate. In assembly spaces like the GA, participants had to command
equalitarian techniques to achieve utopian equality for deliberation. What aids the rise of
such virtuous, equalitarian subject of activism? Analogical thinking about identity and the
metaphor of vulnerability as an intersection of identities provide the epistemological
framework for emphasizing individual experience and analysis of the self over a political
economy of racial and gender oppression. However, there is more to this story as the rise of
neoliberal rationality coincides with the consolidation of a version of intersectionality that
drops its critique of capitalism in favor of an analytical interest in the category “class.” The
individualization of oppression and redress that we see in Occupy shows affinities with
notions of self-work and personal responsibility associated with neoliberal discourse.
One navigates the “problematic” territory by arguing that the implementation of
intersectionality in contemporary activism may carry elective affinities with neoliberal forms
of being in the world. But the situation is more complicated than the dichotomy of
31
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“liberatory or neoliberal.” In her robust intellectual history of intersectionality, Ange-Marie
Hancock shows that the work of Kimberlé Crenshaw and Patricia Hill Collins founded a
scholarly and political field, providing a concrete and usable political language to speak of a
phenomenon loosely theorized in the past.33 They build on a wide array of “intersectionalitylike thought” predating the main works that named the field. But reading women of color
political texts from the 1970s,34 we note a profound preoccupation with coalition-building of
gendered, racialized, and colonized peoples and position themselves as anti-capitalist. For
Hancock, however, the project of “ontological complexity” embraced by intersectionality
means that “analytical categories like “race,” “gender,” “class,” and the hegemonic practices
associated with them (raciam, sexism, classism, to which imperialism and homophobia
certainly could be added) are mutually constitutive.”35 However, it remains to be understood
how and why intersectionality lost the early activist critique of capitalism for a focus on class
analysis. However, we can understand this issue differently: intersectionality did not build on
earlier critiques of class. Instead, it developed an analytical interest in socioeconomic status
as a conceptual tool to think racial justice within the confines of capitalism and liberal
democracy, dropping an earlier critique of capitalism and imperialism. To study the impact
of assemblies on the affective life of participants and their claims to personal transformation,
we must address the elective affinities between the mainstreamed version of intersectionality
theory implemented at the GA and the preeminence of neoliberal rationality.
Consider the virtuous subject of Occupy in the context of the metanarratives about
neoliberalism, politics, and history. In Undoing the Demos, Wendy Brown argues that “the
most important casualty of the ascendance of neoliberal reason” is the rise of homo oeconomicus
33
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and the demise of homo politicus.36 This is a recent development, she argues, as the ghost of
the homo politicus lingered even in the more liberal and utilitarian accounts of public life. The
takeover of neoliberal rationality is sustained by the managerial, apolitical logic of
governance taking over the purpose and means of democratic government.37 Neoliberal
rationality exceeds the economic realm to re-signify basic concepts of democratic life by
economizing most spheres of social activity with market values and metrics.38 Contemporary
subjectivity is driven by entrepreneurialism and the imperative of self-improvement to build
a human capital that can see returns in the labor market.39 There is a resonance between the
neoliberal subject depicted by Brown and the virtuous activist of Occupy: both understand
the improvement of the self and general personal betterment as a fundamental mandate.
That said, is self-improvement in human capital equivalent to the self-work expected of
participants at Occupy Wall Street. Does their self-work respond to the same political —or
apolitical— logic?
The answer is a qualified no. First, as discussed in chapter 4, the practice of social
inclusion at the General Assembly in New York contributed to the individualization of
processes that are historical, structural, and institutionalized, such that the responsibility for
inclusion in the democratic process was laid on each participant. In this sense, notions of
personal responsibility at play in the GA bear a resemblance to the “responsibilization” logic
of neoliberal rationality. Notions of personal responsibility obscure the dynamics of power at
play in the precarization of life since they present the problem as one held individually and
pertaining to the moral character of the subject. However, in the process discussed by
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Brown, the subject is tasked with deploying “the correct strategies of self-investment and
entrepreneurialism for thriving and surviving.”40 The main difference with the logic of
responsibility behind self-work in these two instances is their purpose: a neoliberal subject
self-invests as an entrepreneur to increase their value in the form of human capital, whereas
Occupiers engage in processes of re-education and self-work seeking radical political change.
The activist-subject at Occupy is deliberately political. It engages in political action
seeking to transform power relations. That subject that checks his and her privilege,
partaking in the process of social education and self-improvement, does not obey an
entrepreneurial logic. The logic of virtuous self-improvement is not entrepreneurial but
political: social and political equality and a relationality free of discrimination. The affective
work of self-evaluation and self-improvement of the Occupier, and the transformation in
social relations that their work entails, is an avenue for equality and radical democracy.
The virtuous activist subject of Occupy is a paradoxical figure yet to be further
theorized as resistance through affective work. It responds to demands for self-improvement and
the hyper-politicization of everyday interactions obscure the structural conditions that
produce its marginalization. However, the virtuous self of the GA might just demonstrate
the extent to which neoliberal rationality, much like capitalism, can be theorized and fought
as a phenomenon with porous boundaries and not fully permeating all spaces of human
activity41 but vulnerable to spaces of deliberate contestation. No emancipatory subject has
ever been without contradictions, nor is the case of Occupiers or Asambleistas. They
represent a larger trend in politics and perhaps a growing archetype of political being that
ought to be examined further as the transformative affect of the assembly form.
40
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Assemblies matter
Assemblies are an emergent political form increasing in importance globally. The
influence of the assemblies studied here is more evident in two of the most salient
contemporary social actors: Black Lives Matter and the Movement for Black Lives, and the
feminist movement in Argentina. The similarities both contemporary movements share with
the assemblies studied here are not fortuitous. Many activists that earned their political
stripes in the neighborhood assemblies or at Occupy sites continued their work and
articulated later in local chapters fighting for racial and gender justice.
Asambleismo has become a staple in Argentine collective action and it is the
organizational principle behind the hundreds of feminist collectives that have articulated
around the #NiUnaMenos call.42 Although women’s leading role in the assemblies is not
documented in the archive, we known of their active involvement in neighborhood
assemblies, in piquetero organizations and recovered factories.43 As Veronica Gago put it, the
assembly is convened when “we don’t know what to do.” Hope without certainty is the
force that gathers a collective intelligence in the form of an assembly, with the capacity to
evaluate, make decisions and act upon what is decided.44 The feminist assembly has energized
labor activism: a feminist reading of work opened unions to nontraditional workers, making
them accountable for forms of precarization that impact women, lesbians, sex workers, and
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trans people differentially. The assembly form is a fundamental conduit to the feminist
power emerging from the South.
On the other hand, Occupy helped develop the organizational capacity for a new
form of left activism. Occupy trained hundreds of activists in grassroots organizing; it made
apparent the power of social media on behalf of collective action; it connected experienced
activists with newcomers, and it helped establish networks of organizations and political
initiatives. That organizational capacity flourished underground for a decade and we saw the
outcome of their decentralized and democratic organizing in the massive mobilizations in
protest of police brutality after the brutal murder of George Floyd.45 Much like Occupy,
Black Lives Matter is a “member-led global network of more than 40 chapters” that operates
democratically and is guided by wide-reaching principles of social justice.46 The northern
summer of 2020 brought massive national and international protests fueled by great pain and
outrage. Behind those “spontaneous” marches and rallies, there was also a decade of
leaderless, non-hierarchic, and intersectional organizing.
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Serial publication by the alternative news outlet “Argentina Arde”
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